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Council Passes Ordinance Of ntent To Annex
One Criminal Case,
Ten Civil Cases On
September's Docket
One criminal case and ten
civil cases are scheduled for the
September term of the
Calloway Circuit Court, according to James Blalock,
circuit court clerk.
Charles Hou,sden, indicted by
the Grand Jury for murder in
connection with the killing of
Bobby D. Rose, has pleaded not
guilty, Blalock said. Trial date
was set by Judge James
Lassiter for October 9, 1973.
Other action taken by Judge
Lassiter
on
indictments
Thursday included according to
Blalock:
Tony Hughes and Toy
Williams, pleaded guilty,
motion for probation pending.
Hafford James, pleaded not
guilty to assault and battery,

Seen&Heard
Around-.
Murray
By James C. Williams

trial set for February 26, 1974.
Mark Tinsley, pleaded not
guilty to manufacture of
marijuana, continued, to appear again February 7, 1974.
Charles Lane, pleaded guilty
to housebreaking and cattle
stealing; given two years,
motion for probation pending.
Leo Duncan, to appear again
on charges of cattle stealing
February 7, 1974.
Mitchell Gibbs, to appear
again Sept. 18, on charges of
taking property but without
felonious intent.
Terry Compton, pleaded
guilty to housebreaking, given
two years; motion for probation
pending.
Larry Dillard, pleaded guilty
to assault and battery. Given 90
days, of which 80 has already
been
served, remainder
suspended.
John Mayer, Carl Artebury,
and Ewin Ramsey, indicted on
charges of malicious stealing,

Heating Fuel

Now, let's hope that things
dry up awhile so that local grain
companies can receive corn
and beans.
Our young Hickory trees are
beginning to bear. One young
Scaly Bark is loaded.
Another Dove nest sighted.
Thia one down by the driveway.
The other nest has hatched out
and we can see the young birds
sticking their heads out of the
nest. We wondered what the
mother bird feeds the young
since the adults are seed and
grain eaters.
(See Seen & Heard, Page 12)

The Weather
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The Murray City Council partitioned off to provide adpassed on the first reading last ditional dormitory space. The
night an ordinance of intent to fire department personnel will
annex a large area on the north provide the labor and materials
side of the city on a unanimous will cost about $700.
Three new firemen were to
vote.
4 -It was pointed out at he fill vacancies created by
council meeting that the or- resignations and Lt. James
dinance is an ordinance of Spann was promoted to Capmalicious stealing, and assault
"Intent to annex," not an actual tain.
and battery respectively, were
The mayor and gas comordinance of annexation.
continued to February 7, 1974.
If the ordinance of intent is mittee were authorized to inRichard Hill, pleaded guilty
passed on a second reading, it vestigate a proposal from the
to grand larceny and petty
would then be published in the Murray Electric Plant board,
larceny, given one year, motion
the
Ledger & Times ten times over concerning
electric_.
for, probation pending.
a thirty-day period, to allow system's desire to build a new
Civil cases on the circuit court
anyone who desires to file ac- building and the possibility at
docket for September, action opposing the ordinance. (See City Council, Page
cording to Blalock, are:
12)
After the 30-day period the
September 17, Barnett vs.
council would have to approve
Wilson and Investors Heritage;
an ordinance of annexation on
Lovins vs. Thomas Jefferson
two separate readings before
Insurance.
the area is actually annexed.
Sept. 18, Dose vs. Warner et
A group of residents of the
al; Arnold vs. Chrianan; and
area were present at the council
,
Simmons vs. Watson.
meeting to express their opWATCHERS—The saga et the curb prohibits parking but says nothing about sitting. So, these
poaition
to the annexation
Sept. 19, Hale vs. Lampkins Murray State thivarely am*took advantage of some spare time to watch the action at the tennis
courts on the mem anon.On the left is Gall Lyons, a junior recreation major, from Murray. On move. N.P. Paschall, the apand Vance
parent spokesman for the
Murray City Police inSept. 20, Payner vs. Owen- the right is Namey Riebeedeas,a junior English and French major,from Mayfield
group, presented a petition vestigated three thefts Thurshot() Hearing Aid Center, and
signed by many residents of the sday, according to the office of
Ellis vs. Gardner et al.
area in opposition to the an- Chief James Brown.
The theft of a $225 diamond
nexation and also listed six
Sept. 24, Broach vs. L & X
points expressing the residents' ring was reported by Danny
Railroad.
opposition.
Patterson, 1505 West Main. The
Sept. 17, va. Merrily SeppI7
The area if question runs ring, a 14K Gold, sem atone
al.
north to the Utterback road, the cluster, ais carat, Wow reporwestern boundary is just west of tedly taken sometime between
North 16th St. extended and the Sept. 11-12.
WASHINGTON (AP) — A tributed to Federal Reserve
"This is not the same as a eastern boundary is just west of
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
hail of Congressional oppeojtion Chairman Arthur F. Burns.
tax increase," Laird argued, the L & N railroad.
reported the theft of a 4 Bbl.
has greeted a suggeeffest that
Listing it as one of a number holding the plan would not vioIn other business the council Holley carbureetor, valued at
President Nixon may try to of ideas under consideration, late Nixon's pledge against in- inistied on the second reading an $187. Reports said the carfight inflation by increasing in- Laird said the proposal was to creasing taxes.
ordinance concerning rules buerator was on a C-65 dump
come taxes temporarily and re- impose a surcharge, probably
and regulations for the Fire truck.
But
most
representatives
and
Approval was given to the turning the extra funds to ty- of 10 per cent, so that a person
Department, and passed on the
Pat Alvey, 222 N. 13th,
senators
who
commented
didn't
working budget and salary pe yers later,
who normally paid $1,000 in see it that way.
second reading an ordinance also reported to police that
schedule for the 1973-74 school
The purpose of the tax in- taxes would pay $1,100 instead.
amending
the
zoning about $20 was taken from her
"It looks like a trial balloon
year and several personnel crease would be to take money The extra $100 would be reregulations on travel trailers home.
additions were approved. The out of the economy, to help funded in two to five years, they are already backing away and campers.
Officers also investigated an
_Jfrom," said Rep. Al Ullman, Limonthly visitation of schools slow the current economic after inflation abated.
AW) approved by the council accident on South Fifth, inOre., acting chairman of the
was also approved, Schultz boom.
was the construction of a bridge volving cars driven by Michael
tax-writing House Ways and
said.
If the report given newsmen
on Cardinal Drive, reported to W. Morris, Route Eight, and
Means Committee.
Thursday by Presidential Counhave been "out for 8 to 9 months Margaret E. Rose, Route Two
Superintendent Schultz selor Melvin R. Laird was inThroughout last year's camby councilman
Prentice !Grimy, according to police
reported to the board con- tended as a trial balloon — as
paign, Nixon promised spendLassiter.
Lassiter
said
that the reports.
cerning the Regional Service some congressmen suggested —
ing control policies that would street
Officers said that the Morris
committee
had
contacted
Agency, a cooperative of the it may well have been plowavoid the need to raise taxes. Geurin
Construction company car was going south on Firth
school systems in the eight
He said, for example, in an and
the firm had agreed to and the Rose car was backing
counties of West Kentucky The
Oct. 7, 1972, radio speech, construct
Laird, Nixon's principal dothe bridge for $4,165. out of a parking place when the
board has
previously ap- mestic aide, emphasized there
"America needs not a tax inThe council approved a move collision occurred
proved the city schools' par- had been no decision to send
crease, but tax relief."
by councilman William R.
Damage to the Morris car
ticipating in this cooperative. Cohgress the plan, which he atIn his message to Congress Furches
that a portion of the was to the right side and
The Murray Civic Music
last Monday, Nixon said, "This recreation
room at the fire damage to the Rose car was to
Association will begin the 1973(See Taxes, Page 12)
department main quarters be the left rear and left side.
74 membership campaign week
with a candlelight buffet for
workers and guests at five p.m.
on Sunday,September 16, at the
University Branch of the Bank
of Murray.
This annual evening buffet
will honor the Association's
campaign workers as well as
the Board of Directors of the
SANTIAGO, Chile (AP) — units in a counterrevolution. It party president Patricio Aylivis
sure that public-service needs ties in securing essential fuel
association. All workers are 'lie in Chile is returning to said such reports aimed at di- made clear that the endorseare met and that each section supplies."
asked to attend to receive their
'tient_ of military rule was,temof the nation gets a share of
Love, -director-of the - White packets and instructions for normal_ and resistance has. viding the armed forces.
military junta
fuel.
The exiles said Prats and his porary. It said the traditions of
House Energy 'Policy Offiee, the membership drive which stopped, the new
announced today over its radio force were moving north from the armed forces "inspire conSen. Henry M. Jackson, Li- conceded that the nation may
will open on Monday, Sep- network.
Wash., sponsor of the Senate face temporary heating-fuel
Concepcion, 250 miles south of fidence that as soon as they fintember 17, with headquarters at
bill, wrote President Nixon that shortages this winter.
comsaid
broadcast
The
Santiago,
to attack the capital, ish the task they undertook..
the Bank of Murray on the court
the nation faces "serious power
merce and transport in Con- and that the army in Punta power will return to the
He said the administration is square.
shortages and blackouts in ma- trying to increase supply by
cepcion is operating 100 per Arenas, the southernmost prov- PeoPle-"
The Nashville Symphony,
Sergio Onofre Jarpa, presijor metropolitan areas this win- stimulating refinery output and
and port activities are ince 1,400 mlles from Santiago,
cent
conducted by Thor Johnson, has
ter if action is not immediately Increasing imports bet that
normal. "Industries was still loyal to the leftist coa- dent of the National party, said
back
to
been engaged to open the
Allende's three-year rule had
taken to assist electrical utlli- mandatory allocation is still unresumed and the people lition.
season with a concert on Sun- have
provoked "total crisis," and he
absolutely calm," it said.
are
der consideration.
But
nothing
was heard in called on all Chileans to supday, November 18. Other at"Activities in all of the coun- Santiago of Prats, and a Chile- port without reservations the
In other energy-related devel- tractions will be announced
up6f1 completion of the mern- try are normalizing and mop- an newsman in Punta Arenas corrective action of the junta."
opments:
ping up operations are going on reported that the situation
berahip
drive.
Many leaders of the Commu—An EPA report predicts
without any type of resist- there was normal and that nist and Socialist .parties, the
Persons
desiring
membership
that waste radiation from
stores and schools reopened de- backbone
of Allende's Popular
atomic power plants could be- In the Murray Civic Music ance," the broadcast said
The radio denied claims of spite a heavy snowstorm.
Unity coalition, have fled the
come a serious public health Association may secure inIn Santiago, a few sidewalk country or are in hiding to
problem in the long run unless formation by calling 753-0707 or supporters of the late President
Dr. Howard Keller, professor it is carefully controlled. The !jilting the headquarters at the Salvador Allende who fled W fruit stands were opened on avoid arrest. Leftist militants
of Languages at Murray State agency and the Atomic Energy Bea- of Murray during the Buenos Aires that retired Gen. broad Alameda Avenue. The who seized factories and uniCarlos Prats was leading army vendors charged twice the nor- versities in Santiago and
University, spoke on "Russia Commission are conducting coming week
waged
Revisited" at the regular studies on health effects, an
mal price for their apples and a sniping campaign against the
meeting of the Kiwanis Club EPA spokesman said.
avocados and still sold a ciay'S army and the police have been
Thursday night at the Murray
supply in an hour or less.
dislodged from most of the oc—An Interior Department ofWoman's Clubhouse.
The military chiefs who over- cupied buildings, and the gun
ficial
said
geysers
energy
from
"Although the secret police
threw Allende Tuesday gained battles are diminishing each
and censorship are the same like Old Faithful in Yellowstone
a strong' but temporary politi- day.
now as during a previous visit," National Park could offer a
The junta suspended the curcal base Thursday night.
substantial
of
new
powsource
Keller said, "the people do
few for 61
/
2 hours Thursday; it
The
moderate
Christian had been in force for 42 hours.
have more clothes, shoes, cars er for western states by the
mocratic party and the Street movement was
and pollution today." He found year 2000. The hot springs and
perright-wing National party, mitted
General admission tickets for the grand opening football
that Lennin's pictures were natural hot water geysers could
from noon to 6:30 p.m.,
which together won nearly 64 but residents
game in new Roy Stewart Stadium at Murray State
everywhere and that Stalin was supply 10 per cent of the power
of outer districts
needs for the western one-third
per cent of the votes when Al- were prohibited
University Saturday, Sept. 15, will go on sale at 6 p.m, at the
making a "comeback."
from entering
of
William
the
nation,
W.
lende
was
elected
in
1970,
exstadium.
"Dissenters who are now put
the center of the city.
pressed approval of the TuesJames A. Rogers, ticket manager at Murray State, said
in asylums rather than Lyons, deputy undersecretary,
The exiles said Prats and his
day coup.
about 10,000 general admission tickets will go on sale at the
prisons," he said. Dr. and Mrs. said.
force were(moving north from
students.
$1.50
for
adults
are
and
$2.50
for
Prices
gates.
Keller spent three weeks in
—An estimated 2,500 service
The Christian Detem-rats, Concepcion, 250 miles south of
However,Rogers added that all box seat and reserved seat
Moscow and three weeks in station operators protested the
Chile's largest party, said the Santiago, to attack the capital,
tickets for the season havebeen sold in advance.
Lehningrsd on a grant-which administration's pricing and
junta's goal "to restore peace and that the artily in Punta.
-Murray State will play Western Carolina in the seasasef
patd for the trtp In part-'7---- - -energy pottctes. The rally on
between Chileans ... requires- Aranes, The Weithernniatieriii
opener. Pre-game activity will begin at 7 p.m., with the
Dr.
Carter, the capitol steps was organized
Raymond
fair and unified action by ev- ince 1,400 miles south at Sanp.m.
7:30
scheduled
kickoff
for
president, presided at the by the National Congress of
eryone."
tiago. was still loyal to the leftPetroleum Retailers.
But the statement signed by ist coalition.
meeting.

Three Thefts
Investigated
By City Police

Proposal .o Increase Taxes
osition In Congress
Meets

School Board Tentatively
Approves New Tennis Courts

Nice folks down at the
Calloway County Health Center.
Needed a Smallpox shot and
apparently the stuff is not too
The Murray City School
easy to find. Anyway we were Board gave tentative approval
told to go to the Health Center, to new tennis courts on the
which we did. Mrs. Mowery, the Murray High School campus at
nurse, was efficient and the regular meeting Thursday
cheerful, and we appreciate it. night, according to Fred
Also got the combo diptheria- Schultz, superintendent.
tetenus shot.
Ted Billington reviewed in
detail the layout of the courts
Asa Stallons works down at and their location on the
Shackelford,
Goode and campus, north of the Vocational
Thurman.
School laboratory.
The board also approved a
Police cover the intersection contract with the Robert Shaw
on Main where the kids from Controls Co. for maintenance of
Robertson School cross.
the controls equipment at the
Murray Vocational School at an
Kentucky Happy Hunting annual fee of $612
Ground has the following tidbit.
"That scourge of American
gardeners, the nuisance dandelion, is apparently having a
rough go of it in Great Britain. A
recent special exhibition at
London's
Kew
Gardens
featured the-wastevudllewar as
being an endialliend weeks on
the island. The British concern
over the demise of the dandelion
prompted a columnist_ for the
Indianapolis Star to wonder
whether the weed might be a
good U.S. export item to Great
Britain. "Let's not stop with
dandelions;" the reported
mused. "Let's find out how they
feel about crabgrass and milkweed."

30-Day Layover Required
Before Actual Annexation

Murray Civic
Music Drive
Opens Sunday

Love Still Unconvinced That
Allocation Would Aid Shortage
By JEFFREY MILLS ..
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON.
— -Despite growing support for the
move, presidential energy adviser John A. Love says the administration remains kirbterivinced that mandatory allocation of heating fuel would avoid
possible shortages this winter.
Mandatory allocation would
not provide an instant solution
and would be nothing more
than a sharing of fuel shortages, Love told the Senate government operations subcommittet? Thursday.
Meanwhile, a House committee took up legislation requiring the President to impose
mandatory allocation, a COIF
cept also urged by the administrator of the Environmental
Protection Agency.
The House Commerce Committee debated the legislation
then adjourned until next week
when it is expected to resiune
action.
Russell E. Train, new EPA
administrator, said mandatory
allocation "would get clean fuel
where it will do the most
good," meaning that low-sulfur
fuels, those which produce the
least pollution, could be directed into areas that need
them the most.The administration has relied
on a voluntary allocation program for heating oil.

Gradual decrease in cloudiness tonight, low in the upper
50e. Saturday partly cloudy
with high in the low 80s.
Fair Sunday, rain likely Monday and gradual clearing TuesUnder Senate-passed legisladay- Sasrly morning taws will tion, the
President would direct
be in the 501 and afternoon the pricing
and distribution of
highs in the mid An to low 1008 the nation's
entire supply of oil
during the period.
and petroleum products to en-

Life In Chile Returning To Normal

Tocja_ilis Junta AnnouncTakitwer

Dr. Howard Keller
Speaks On Russia
At Kiwanis Meet

Tickets For MS
Opener Available

•••••
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DEAR GI
Daughter that
of her own be
Unless I miss
ethological sun
Father is will
— eaggettioa, for
pie do.
DEAR AIN
18 months, an'
16 My "ex"
seldom uses, a.
The few tii
up in front of
boys to come
offers to take
while they star
I feel this
older one to
come in our ix
he's here. (Tb
me in the face
The last ti
for his address
there, and his
ing him. Need
tears, and his I
The boys
How can this a

11•

ODD COUPLE
1.,
,

'Okay,wise guy-what next?'
LET'S REMINISCE

Corn-picking machine
robs farming of fun

By HELEN PAGEL
Copley News Service
Modern science has done
away with a great deal of the

drudgery of former days and
added a great deal of — well,
it's added a great deal of
something to life in general.
Take corn picking, for example. It used to be that when
the corn was ripe the farmer
hitched his horse to the wagon
and drove leisurely out to the
cornfield, enjoying the fresh
air and the sunshine as he
rode.
Having arrived at his destination, the man climbed out of
"Remember Me
the wagon,and the horse, who
LIDOS a Tutu FMB
.r.
In Your Will"
had done this sort of thing be1.
(
4.Mrs. J. R. Herning of Hazel died this morning at
Over and over again, Widow fore, walked slowly up one
Green's housekeeper urged her row and down another while
the Murray Hospital.
to "remember me in your will." the farmer stripped off the
'4'Army 2nd Lt. Robert S. Young is serving as Sure enough, when the widow ears of corn and tossed them
),
died, the bulk of her estate was into the wagon.
toon leader in Troop B, 2d Reconnaissance left to the housekeeper.
But no more. Somebodyin
In short order, disgruntled vented a mechanical (corn
uadron of the 7th Infantry Division's 10th Cavalry
relatives took ,the matter to picker and look at the Work
Korea.
court.
and time it saves. The farmer
"This is a clear case of undue
'I Miss Deborah Elkins and Steve Grogan were
influence," they charged. "This is released from all that hand
(parried August 3 at the Temple Hill Methodist woman simply pestered the old labor, and this is fortunate beOturch.
lady into writing her will that cause it gives him time to
jump in the car and dash to
way."
(t. Bill Overbey, Jeannie Brewer, Shirley Thomas,
However, the court found the the nearest repair shop when
Otobert Housden, and Beverly Harrell are officers of widow's will valid. The court the mechanical picker breaks
said that mere pestering, while it down just as a black. thunderthe sophmore class at College High School.
might be considered uncouth, storm is coining in from the
•
could not be considered undue west.
influende in the legal sense.
And, of course, the repairman doesn't have the parts he
needs, but is sure that they
LEDGES•TOM Pall
will be in next week, and in
the meantime, the farmer can
(.f
Joe Glasgow, age Se,farmer resident-eiMurrity%
hurry home and try frantically to get things patched up
?lied today at the John Gaston Hospital, Memphis,
with some bits of wire and
Vnn.
rusty iron so that the machine
(tJames___Pprofessec_pf-voice and shoral-rcan falian—P.Igkingihe.lield be-._
_fore the storm breaks. Be111111Sit at Murray State College7has been named
' cause if it should rain very
director of music at the First Methodist Church,
hard — and it probably will —
According to Rev. Paul T. Lyles, church pastor.
All sorts of pre,ures may af- the cornfield will become a
the provisions of a person's sea of soft mud and you can't
Will D. Thorton, son of Mr. and Mrs. Hat D. fect
will without being unlawful. In
run the picker because it sinks
thornton of Murray, won a new . automobile at another case, the pressure was into the mud and stays there.
romantic. When a businessman
flommorrow's Travelers Safe Drivingeentest held
The old-timer, who never
died leaving everything to his
dreamed of all the conveat the Kentucky State Fair.
secretary, his children complained
in court that she had used fern. niences he was missing, sim"A special feature story on-the opening of Schools mine wiles to overcome his re- ply went into the barn, sat
down on a bale of hay and
and students entering colleges and universities, sistance.
waited until the shower
again,
But
the
court
upheld
the
written by Jo Burkeen iS published today.
will.
passed over. Of course, the
"It is undeniably true," said
cornfield was muddy after a
the judge, "that the female sex
rainstrom then, just as it is
does have the power in many innow, but the farmer pulled on
stances to exercise a elominating
a
pair of heavy boots and went
Influence 'over the male sex.
—.However, there ts
differenclr ..back to work. And as for the
•
between due and undue
influence,'\ wagon getting stuck in the
I telj thee, Peter, the cock shall not crow this day,
mud, it was the horse's job to
Unliie influence muSt be such
e that thou shalt thrice deny that thou knowest
that the party had no free will
pull it out again and he didn't
bur stood fin bondage) because need any new part to do it.
e.—Luke 22:34.
of such influence."
It was a common practice
Of course it may be difficult to for farmers to help each other
On guard!.When we think we are strong, sin slips
(
11
tell, after the person has died,
with most jobs in those days,
just how powerful the pri:isufes
And it was impossible for a
were.
Therefore,
the law looks
o:
for certain telltale circumstances.
For example, undue influence
was found plausible by one court
Spectacular Clothes
because the person was in a
weakened mental condition when
by Carl Riblet Jr.
1:Pihillon's evening clothes
he signed the will.
for fall are what the firm de(t- My friend down the road, the old retired Wyoming.
Anil another court decided that
scribes as "deliberately
cowboy, is not easily fooled by people in high places. the owner of a rest home had
spectacular." The thought
exerted undue influence on a
oliticans, he says, are like ingrowing toenails;
behind it a II: "We feel
dying patient, largely because the
women will want to go all
terms of the will seemed "unIgnore them and they throb only enough to insist on
natural." The court found it
out occasionally, yet retain
4etting you know they are there. Stomp them and suspicious
that the deceased, althe easy look." The long
hey yell bloody murder.
wayr i devoted father, would
dresses are sheer, lustrous,
have suddenly disinherited his
soft and full. The fabrics inchildrajn_jagor,..uf a compara"Nobody can yell with pain
_dude s
satin-kaatied
..iiee stranger.
organza., lurex-flecked or
- louder.thanaitciaii."ribbon organza, and
An American Bar. A.
e." of-Lotion
-Dictionary.igppinions
public xervire feature by Will - printed chiffon challies are
the materials.
Bernard.

Men Years Ago Today

t

(4
ao years Ago Today

jr

oughtfor Today

DEAR AB
who's been tel
daughter. She
Her mother d
dating or goi
daughter has
telling her fat
certainly is N
America, to th
He is suet
to hurt his da
just be pauen
around to acce
I want to r
What do yi

it'.-:fr v i

As one ttlatoritative source observes, "...in-creases of this magnitude in a short period of time
bust be resisted-they are just too high and too fast.
e steep increases could trigger twin reactions.........snoraintemployment and higher inflation. And those who will bear the brunt are low-wage workers that
',proponents of the higher minimums claim to- be
helping. All employers will feel the pinch of,
itastically higher minimums as the ripple effect
drives wages now above the minimum even higher."
Excessive increases in the minimum wage strike
..,
4)articularly hard at youths-young people entering
,the job market for the first time and looking for an
opportunity to find a toehold in our complex
economic system-a system that is daily made more
complex by a growing mountain of government

ible

Dad
but c

THE BRADY
P.I. BUNCH

In the guise of justice and humanitarianism, many
demogogic proposals come before the Congress of
tThe United States. One of the most flagrant examples
this is the effort to pass a new federal minimum
,wage bill that would mean rate increases of as much
its 37.5 percent in the minimum wage in a little over
li•year. Such action in a time of soaring inflation,
4ppealing as it may sound, would be anything but
just or humanitarian.

• There is only one thing that can bring the
politicians who have been spending, taxing and
ipgulating the country to death back into line-a
revolt of citizens and taxpayers at the polling booth.
-6.e-wheeling increases in the federal minimum
Wage are but part of me spend and regulate
tradition. It is a tradition that must be broken. The
/
ifroposal for an unreasonable increase in the federal
•iinimum wage is a good place to start.
,f
t-

Dear Editor:
the chance that my expence the anxiety and fear.
Toll fraud defenders don't like will prevent others from
"I hope you don't make the
to think of themselves as making the same mistake I did. same mistake. I can only hope
criminals. They rationalize Not only with electronic devices you value from my experience
their actions by saying they're but by using fraudulent and don't do as I have done
having fun fooling the telephone telephone company credit card because I'm sorry."
company. Maybe they're numbers, placing calls and
I send this letter to you hoping
avenging a grudge. Or simply charging them to third numbers it will prevent some of our
trying to get something for or any other type of fraud.
students from having a similar
nothing. The following letter,
"I know it looks easy but you experience.
however, was written by a will get caught. Look at me. My
Yours Very Truly,
former student in Oklahoma college days are ruined, at least
Dewey Yates, Manager
who suddenly discovered he for now. I have lost money on
Murray Office
was indeed a criminal. He bond and other expenses. Plus
South Central Bell
published his words in a student
newspaper.
"To Whom It May Concera"
"I am, or was a college
student just like you. I have
always been a good student. In
fact, by the time I was 19, I had
completed a five-year electrical
engineering course and was one
year into the Master's program.
3.t
School was easy for me and I
had plenty of spare time. I have
NEW SEASON!
Tapped by on agent ta be
an inquisitive mind and among
fI
the new teen-age rock
other things, I became in- •
dot,Greg learns all about
terested in the telephone
feet of clay Robert Peed.
switching network.
_
Florence Herderson and
"It occurred to me that with a
the Brady lods star
little study I could beat the
system. That was my first
mistake.
"I experimented until I
developed a device commonly
called a 'Black Box' which
allowed me to receive free
incoming long distance calls.
From there I progressed to a
'Blue Box' which allowed me to
place calls and never be billed.
Throughout
exmy
perimentation, I felt I was
really putting something over
on the telephone company. I
talked to others around the
a
country who were doing the
same thing. We all thought we
had a good thing going.
if
"Then it happened. A knock
on my door and FBI agents with
a search warrant confiscated
....,
my 'Black Box','Blue Box' and
-iill00-7,Ir..
other equipment and records I
,Ur.
.
..,‘, c
.
had relating to my fraudulent * tit 0 11II
... •, --44,1- a_ ,,,.‘ 1
1
phone activities.
4
was scared.
"I
The
realization of what was happening left me completely
e
shocked.
.
"I was not arrested, but I soon
found out why—that was
coming later.
"1 was indicted by a Federal
Grand Jury, arrested and put in
jail because I couldn't make a
$5,000 bond.
one's ex-wife find happiness
"After I spent 11 days in
in the same upartment")
my father was able to raise the
Tony Randall,
money for my bond and I was
Jock Klugmon-star
released pending trial, but my
troubles weren't over.

MIS!STINE PLACE TO BE

Bring Them Into Line

regulations.
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uns

group of people to get together
for any kind of work without
making some kind of a contest
out of it.
During corn-picking time,
of course, the championship
went to the man who could
pick the most bushels of corn
in the shortest time, and the
fun they had made everyone
forget about the really hard
work involved.
Besides, everyone looked up
to the winner and rather envied him his superior ability,
instead of envying the man
who owned the biggest
mechanical picker.
While the men were goodnaturedly trying to outdo each
other at their task of picking
corn, their wives were busy in
the kitchen preparing a meal
to satisfy the.hearty appetites
that fresh-tar and hard work
develegsfid. For people believed in eating in those days
and would have scoffed at the
idea that plenty of solid food
and a plump figure were
health hazards.
And so when the men came
in from the field, they sat
(limn to a table loaded with
sich things as roast meats
and mashed potatoes and pie
and cake and doughnuts and
homemade bread and coffee
with plenty of sugar and real
cream.
Maybe people's lives
weren't as long in those days
as they are today, but tit
were hi uenkr:-

.
7130

NEW SEASON!

through
went
an
"I
arraignment before a Federal
judge and a trial date was set. I
was frightened, confused and
wondering how I could have
gotten myself into all this
trouble.
"I entered a plea of not guilty
which I later changed to guilty.
I knew I didn't have a chance.
"I was guilty and the case
against me was overwhelming.
"I was still free on bond
awaiting sentencing. It was a
terrible time, not knowing if I
would go to prison or just what
would happen. Then six weeks
later I was sentenced.
"I was lucky, I was put on
probation for five years. This
means that I cannot afford to
get into any kind of trouble or I
go to prison. I must report to a
probation officer every month
and I must have a'fOb and keep
-

DEAR HI
eieatly matey
stand outside.
come is the h
will not be an
speaking. per'
letter.

.,

DEAR All
an 8-year-old
horrid! My hu
to address ou
write very cal
hard my finge
I realize t
rected during
ly it wasn't.
Thia_anay
but it is to me
Any suggi
appreciated

ROOM
222
NEWSEASON!

-

Country boy meets city
kids-and both sides get a
. .lesson in Iriiing Starring
laid Haynes,Denise Nicholas,
Michael Constantine
aria Koren Valentine

DEAR A.G
with no difflet
for legibility.

8:00

August Rainfall it Below Normal
August rainfall averaged only
2.9 inches across the Tennessee
Valley, well below the normal
August level of about 4 inches,
TVA reports.
The highest August total
reported to TVA was 7.44 inches
at Tazewell in southwestern
Virginia. The lowest was .25 of
an inch at Shelbyville in middle
Tennessee. This was also the
smallest one-month rainfall
total reported anywhere in the
Tennessee Valley in several
years.
In spite of the low rainfall,
water runoff to streams of the

region during August was about
normal due to carryover from
larger rains in July. Lake levels
at TVA storage reservoirs on
tributary streams in the upper
Tennessee Valley dropped
during August, as they normally do in late summer, but
still were generally at or above
usual levels at the start of
September.
TVA has begun its annual
autumn drawdown of water
levels in Tennessee River main
stream reservoirs to provide
capacity'for regulating winter
floods.

A lady lawyer, try!t g to tree her
dent,gets arrested Her one 'I
call her ht isband„the DAl
Romantic cornecty siceritiri
,r
Ken Howard. Rtytt)o I )A )110
9

qt.>
Whi

Isn't It The Truth!

t

f

Look ForCapri - Cheri
Murray Drive-In
Ads In
Leisure Time

NEW SEASON!
Soucy col'
,
_ Ken Berry.Joan biondell.
Gary Burghott
Elizabeth boyis.
,ri Penny Fuller.

Dun
.•

Hazel Hvi
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Miss_Ray Jean Reed Exchanges Wedding
Vows With Bobby Dale Jones At Chapel

Wedding Vows Planned
Friday, September 14
Hazel School Parent-Teacher
Club will have a potluck supper
at the school cafeteria at seven
p.m
Saturday, September 15
Dance for members of the
Murray Country Club and their
out of town guests will be held at
the club from 9:30 p.m. to 1:30
a.m. following the MSU football
game. Admission is ten dollars
per couple. Mr. and Mrs. Darold
Keller are in charge of the
arrangements.

Etf Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABA': I've been going with a wonderful man
who's been talking marriage. The problem is his 38-year-old
daughter. She's never been married and lives with him.
Her mother died 15 years ago, and she isn't interested in
dating or going anywhere except with her father This
daughter has never earned a dollar in her life, She keeps
telling her father he's too old to marry again [he most
certainly is NOT!] and he's taken her to Europe, South
America, to the Orient; name it and they've been there.
He is such a dear and generous man, he doesn't want
to hurt his daughter, but he says he loves me, and if I'll
just be patient, in time his daughter will eventually come
around to accepting me.
I want to marry this man, but I'm afrisid it's hopeless.
„„ .
What do you think?
GIVING UP
DEAR GIVING: It's hopeless, unless Father tells
Daughter that it's Important for her to start making a life
of her own because he's mot going to be around forever.
Unless I miss my guess. Daughter might seed some psychological surgery to separate her from her father. Unless
Father is willing to go along with the above-nseidioned
waggettloa, fort hfm."rIlle
ealdat Pets:
pie do.
DEAR ABEIY: My ''ex" and I have been divorced for
18 months, and I have custody of our four sons, ages 5 to
16 My "ex" has unrestricted visitation rights which he
seldom uses, altho we're all in the same city.
The few times he's come to see the boys, he just drives
up in front of the house, honks his horn, and expects the
boys to come running. (They do, of course. I He never
offers to take them for a ride. He just visits with them
while they stand in the street, and he sits in his car.
I feel this is degrading to the boys and have told the
older one to please tell his father that he is welcome to
come in our home to visit, and I would absent myself while
he's here. (The divorce was so messy, my "ex" can't look
me in the face.1
The last time he was here, our 13-year-old asked him
for his address so he could write to him or maybe visit him
there, and his father quickly drove off without even answering him. Needless to say, the boy was hurt and burst into
tears, and his brothers were upset, too.
The boys say they feel funny standing on the street.
How can this awkward situation be handled?
HURTING FOR THE BOYS
DEAR HURTING: Your is-year-old should be sufficiently mature to tell Father that it's embarrassing to
stand outside, visiting, and is the future be should please
come is the house. (He can repeat the fact that "Mother"
will sot be around.] If that doesn't do it, since you're not
speaking. perhaps your lawyer could write his lawyer •
letter.
DEAR ABBY: I am a 28-year-old adult who writes like
an 8-year-old child. As you can see, my penmanship is
horrid My husband is so embarrassed, he doesn't want me
to address our Christmas cards. I try to slow down and
write very carefully, but I find myself grasping the pen 90
hard my fingers ache.
I realize this is something that should have been corrected during my first few years in school, but unfortunately it wasn't.
This may not seem like a very serious problem to you,
but it is to me.
Any suggestions you can give me will certainly be
ASHAMED
appreciated
DEAR ASHAMED: I read every word of your letter
with no difficulty and believe me. I have seen worse. Strive
for legibility, and don't worry about the rest.

Gamma Gamma Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will have a flea
market in the Bel Air Shopping
Center, South 12th, starting at
eight am

Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Dale Jones
Miss Ray Jean Reed,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Reed of Mayfield Route Five,
became the bride of Bobby Dale
Jones, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Lowell Jones of Kirksey Route
Two, on Thursday, August 30.
Graves County Judge Protern Walter Apperson perfomred the double, ring
.cerenions, in the ehapelsol. the
First
Christian
Church,
Mayfield, at eight o'clock in the
evening.
The bride, given in marriage
by her father, wore a floor
length dress featuring an
empire waist. The white bodice
featured a square neckline
trimmed in white lace with blue
buttons down the center. Her
long white sleeves were of
organza material. The skirt was
a blue and white floral pattern
which featured a long blue bow
In the back.
Her only jewelry was a
pendant necklace. She carried a
nosegay of carnations, baby's
breath, sweetheart roses, and
daisies.
Mrs. Donald Dowdy, only
attendant of the bride, wore a
baby blue a-line dress with a
matching jacket and matching
accessores.
Donald Dowdy served the

Garden Department
Has Workshop At
September Meet
The September 6th meeting of
the Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club was held
at the club house with Mrs.
Harold Douglas and Mrs.
James E.Hamilton conducting
a workshop on fresh flower
arranging.
Several members had been
asked to bring completed
arrangements to show the
various forms and designs that
should be followed in the
assemblage.
Members making presentations were: Mrs. I,envel
Yates, Mrs. Fred Gingles, Mrs
Humphrey Key, Mrs. Harold
Pouglas, Mrs. J. B. Wilson,
Mrs. Kenton Miller, Mrs. James
21111Milton and Mrs. Leonard
Vaughn.
FolloWiag, discussion, the
ladies moved to individual
tables and began work using a
-41114ativarschbrow/M-7
After the arrangements were
completed the ladies took a
break for a sack lunch.
The afternoon business
meeting was convened with the
chairman, Mrs. Leonard
She
Vaughn
presiding.
welcomed the members to the
start of a new club year and
introduced the officers.
During the social hour
refreshments were served by
Mrs. Leonard Vaughn, Mrs.
James E. Hamilton, Mrs.
Colton Clanton, Mrs. Harry
Conely, Mrs. Kenton Miller, and
Mrsslfswrison Galloway.

groom as best man. Master
Roger Dale Reed, brother of the
bride, served as ringbearer.
The only guest for the wedding were close and immediate
families of both the bride and
groom.
The new Mr. and Mrs. Jones
are now making their home at
906, 15th and Depot Streets,
Mayfield.
Prior to the wedding, the
bride was honored with a
household shower at the home
of Mrs. Louis Todd, Mayfield,
and a household shower given at
the home of her grandmother,
Mrs. Mamie Adams of Farmington.

WADE BOY
A baby boy, Michael Craig,
weighing eight pounds '4 ounce,
was born to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
Wade of Mayfield Route One on
Monday, September 10, at 12:35
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
They have another son,
Bobby, age six. The father is
employed at the General Tire
and
Rubber
Company,
Mayfield.
Grandparents are Lubie
Wade of Farmington and
Mr and Mrs. Robert Lawson of
Mayfield.

Breakfast will be served at
the Oaks Country Club at 7:30
a.m. with Martha Pitman, Sara
Hussung, and Geneva Giles as
hostesses.
Sunday,September le
Paris
District
United
Methodist Women will meet at
the Dresden, Tenn Church at
two p.m
Mrs. A. Carman will be
honored at a tea by the Murray
Art Guild form 2:30 to 4:30 p.m.
at the Guild on North 6th Street.
Amtrican
FILE_
Legion meeting Will be held at
the Murray American Legion
Post 73 home, Maple Street,
Murray, with registration at
11:30 am., meal at 12:30 p.m.
and business session at two p.m.
Kirksey United Methodist
Men will have a breakfast at
the church at seven a.m. with
Danny Merchant, native of
India, as speaker.

Miss Cheryl Joyce Mathes
Mr. and Mrs Milford Mathes, Murray Route Two, announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their oldest daughter,
, Cheryl Joyce, to Charles Elkins, youngest son of Mr. and Mrs.
— '
—
"An.'Endni of Lynn Gro0.
The bride-elect is a 1969 graduate of South Marshall High School
and is now employed at Standard Textile. Mr. Elkins is employed
at Rose's Wheel Alignment.
Miss Mathes is the oldest granddaughter of K.H. Mathes and
the late Mrs. Artie Mathes of Murray Route Two,and Mrs. Carrie
Burchett and the late Noah Burchett of Paducah Route Eight.
The wedding has been planned for Friday, November 2, at
seven-thirty o'clock in the evening at the Union Grove Church of
Christ. No invitations are being sent but all friends and relatives
are invited to attend.

VAUGHN GUESTS
Spring Creek Baptist Church
Mr. and Mrs. Stine Isenkunver will
annual
its
have
of Conover, N.C., will spend the homecoming with Sunday
weekend with her parents, Mr. School at ten a.m., gospel
and Mrs. Leonard Vaughn, and singing at eleven a.m. and 1:30
her brother, Ted Vaughn and p.m., and a basket lunch at
family, and also attend the noon. Donations for cemetery
Murray State-Western Carolina will be taken.
football game on Saturday
evening in the new Roy Stewart
Union Ridge Cemetery will
stadium at Murray State have a meeting at 1:30 p.m.
University.

FAT
OVERWEIGHT
The Odrinex Plan can help yey
become the slim trim person that you
would like to be. Odrinex has been utelli
successfuity by thousands au over the
country for 14 years. Get rid of exc..
fat and Iwo longer.
°drones is. tiny tablet and ossify
swallowed Contains no dangerous drug•
No starving. No special exercises
()dunes Plan costs $3.25 and the asp

economy size $5 25

Mr. and Mrs. C.C. Coy will
have open house in celebration
of their golden wedding anniversary at their home from
two to four p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald W.
Churchill, Sr., will be honored
on their 50th wedding anniversary with an open house by
their son and daughters at the
Murray Woman's Club house
from three to six p.m. Please
omit gifts.

Forty-two members of the
Golden Age Club and their
guests traveled by a chartered
Brooks bus to the Reelfoot Lake
area on Friday, September. 7. .
They had lunch at Boyette's
Dining Room.
The following members and
guests made the trip:
Charlie Marr, Cecil McCuiston,
Jim
Albright,
Mesdames Lola Dunn, Edith
Cohoon, Maggie Paschall, Olive
Hagen, Neva Waters, Gussie
Adams, Erin Montgomery,
Hildred Sharp, Ruby Barnes,
Ruby Harris, Ruby Harrell,
Birdie Parker, Tennessee
Outland, Mattie Parker, Lela
Shackelford, Cony Lawrence,
Fred
Lovett, Altie Elkis.s,
Lillian Hicks, Erma Outlands_
Lala Boyd, Joe Harrell, and ,
Floy Caldwell, Mr. and Mrp,
Joseph Gertzen, Mr. and Mrs.
Strom, Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Hate,
Mr. and Mrs. C.V. Vaughn, Mr. and Mrs. W.C. Simmons, Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Lepenske, Mr.
and Mrs. Brent Butterworth,
and Mr. and Mrs. W.O. Vaughn.
The next meeting of the club
will be held Friday, October 5,
in the fellowship hall of the
First United Methodist Church
with a potluck dinner to be
served at noon. Also
the -.
memberi W411 decide if thtCy
want to charter a Brooks bus In
Opryland, Nashville, Tenn.

You must lose ugly let or yOut
money will be refunded. No question;
asked Accept no substitutes Sold with
this guarantee by
Savrite °rues-Bel Air Shopping
Center

LITTLETO
Presents a Fail Fashion Show
Saturday ,at 2:00

_

Mrs. James E. Hamilton fleItf and Mrs. Harold Douglas led the
workshop on flower arranging at the recent meeting of the
Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club. They are
shown examining some of the arrangements presented at the
meeting.

3 TEMPERATURE

Whirlpool DRYER
it's loaded
with features

• Features Tumbte Ptess'ncontrol
• Specoal cycle be Ktuts
• Extra

you wont!

• Push

lag, loll screen
to

start button

Dunn TV, Furniture
anct App
Hazel Hwy.

Plione 753-3037

LITTLETON'S
*The Eieentive*ibia
.4rd of the Garden Department of the Murray Woman's aub areActured with
some of the arrandemehts on display at the September werks-hop metitgietttta—tiglitlare Mrs.'
Morrison Galloway. chaplain, 84rs.Harry Conley, secretary, Mrs, Kettles Mier, treasurer, Mrs.
Linton Clanton, 2nd vice chairman, Mrs. James E. Hamilton, lit vice chairman, and Mrs. Leonard
Vaughn, chairman.
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THE CARR-RATINGS
85' DON CARS
TOP TWENTY TEAMS - SEPTEMBER 9
1 2345678910-

SO CALIFORNIA
NEBRASKA
MICHIGAN
ALABAMA
TEXAS
OHIO STATE
OKLAHOMA
NOIRE DAME
TENNESSEE
PENN STATE

- 115.7
-114.7
-112.9
-112.1
- 111.9
-111.6
-106.9
- 104.9
- 103.0
- 107.4

11 I21314 15 16 17 IS19 20 -

1973

MURRA

ARIZONA STATE
AUBURN
L. S. U.
COLORADO
U. C. L. A.
HOUSTON
GEORGIA
FLORIDA
NO CAROLINA ST
GEORGIA TECH

DA1

FROM MSS)

lost Items
MAJOR COLLEGE GAMES OF SEPTEMBER IS. 1973
MARGIN
OPPONENT
FAVORITE
OPPONENT
MARGIN
FAVORITE
ARLINGTON
OKLAHOMA STATE 28
CALIFORNIA
24
ALABAMA
10
EL
PASO
OREGON
PACIFIC
10
ARIZONA STATE
7
PENN STATE
STANFORD
OREGON STATE
14
AUBURN
W SCON SIN,-PURDUE
7
TEMPLE
BOSTON COLLEGE
RiCHMONO
DAVIDSON
10
COLORADO STATE
24
BRIGHAM YOUNG
I
SAN JOSE STATE
FRESNO STATE
XAVIER-OHIO
CI NC I NNA T
3
SO. CALIFORNIA
24
ARKANSAS
1
PRESBYTERIAN
CITADEL
S,M U
28
SANTA CLARA
KANSAS STATE
28
FLORIDA
I
EAST CAROLINA
7
WAKE FOREST
SO. MISSISSIPPI
FLORIDA STATE
BOWLING GREEN
SYRACUSE
10
APPALACHIAN
FURMAN
TAMPA
TOLEDO
PITTSBURGH
3
24
GEORGIA
TENNESSEE
21
DUKE
SOUTH CAROLINA
7
GEORGIA TECH
WICHITA
TEXAS A
24
NORTHEASTERN
14
HOLY CROSS
UTAH
TEXAS TECH
17
RICE
HOUSTON
TULSA
3
WEST TEXAS ST.
BOISE STATE
IDAHO
UTAH STATE
WEBER STATE
ILLINOIS
14
INDIANA
t7
CHATTANOOGA
WASHINGTON STATE VANDERBILT
KANSAS
WASHINGTON
24
HAWAII
VIRGINIA TECH
KENTUCKY
WEST VIRGINIA
7
MARYLAND
HOWARD PAYNE
LAMAR
W MICHIGAN
7
LONG BEACH ST.
COLORADO
L. S. U
KENT STATE
WYOMING
ARIZONA
3
LOUISVILLE
MOREHEAD-KY.
MARSHALL
ATLANTA
NEW ORLEANS
V I LLANOV A
MASSACHUSETTS
CINCINNATI
DENVER
NORTH TEXAS ST.
MEMPHIS STATE
CLEVELAND
3
BALTIMORE
DAYTON
MIAMI-OHIO
CHICAGO
IOWA
DALLAS
7
MICHIGAN
NORTHWESTERN
KANSAS CITY
3
LOS ANGELES
MICHIGAN STATE
MISSOURI
MIAMI
10
SAN FRANCISCO
MISSISSIPPI
MINNESOTA
3
N. E. LOUISIANA
OAKLAND
MISSISSIPPI ST.
BUFFALO
V /A
NEW ENGLAND
1
NAVY
HOUSTON
NEW MEXICO ST.
H. Y. GIANTS
14
7
NEW MEXICO
7
WILLIAM 12 MARY
PITTSBURGH
DETROIT
NORTH CAROLINA
21
VIRGINIA
ST LOUIS
1
PHILADELPHIA
NO. CAROLINA ST. 24
SO. ILLINOIS
WASHINGTON
17
SAN DIEGO
17
NO. ILLINOIS
MINNESOTA
28
PRO FOOTBALL. OF 9-1 -73,
OHIO STATE
7
N. Y. JETS
BAYLOR
GREEN BAY
17
OKLAHOMA
HIT-76
MISSED-19
TIED-5
PCT-800
SEASONS RECORD

am

MORTON HOUSE1

Available
All Stores!

BLANKETS
ELECTRIC

MA.RG IN

AKRON
ALBRIGHT
ALMA
ANDERSON
ANGELO STATE
ASHLAND
AUGSBURG
AUGUSTANA-ILL.
A UGUST ANA-S.0 .
BALDWIN WALLACE
BALL STATE
BETHANY-KANS.
BLUFFTON
BRIDGEPORT
BROCKPC)R T
BUENA VISTA
CALIFORNIA-PA.
CALIF.-S.L.0.
CARSON NEWMAN
CARTHAC.,E
CATAWBA
CENTRAL OKLA.
CENTRE
CHADRON
CHEYNE Y
CLARK
COE
COLO. WESTERN
CONNECTICUT
DELAWARE
DENISON
De PAUW
DOANE
EAST TEXAS
E. KENTUCKY
EMORY & HENRY
FAIRMONT
FINDLAY
FISK
FRANKLIN
FRIENDS
GI_ASSOOFt0
GLENVILLE
GRAMBLING
HAMLINE
HARDING
HEIDELBERG
HILLSDALE
HO BAR T
HOWARD
HUMBOLDT
HURON
IDAHO STATE
ILLINOIS STATE
INDIANA STATE
• IONA
ITHACA
JACKSON STATE
JACKSONVILLE
JAMESTOWN
• JERSEY CITY
JOHN CARROLL
KALAMAZOO
KEARNEY
KENYON
KINGS POINT
KNOX
LACROSSE

0
II
7
10
3
II
14
14
35
10
10
10
7
10
31
10
7
41
SO
21
7
I0
28
17
211
3
3
21
21
7
3
10
1
21
14
3
28
*7
10
28
t7
3
to
10
21
10
26
14
7
56
24
7
21
14
25
10
10
7
49
10
17
10
21
10
41
21

- OTHER GAME-SOPPONENT

BLANKET

12y, oz.
size

MARGIN
FAVORITE
7
LOUISIANA TECH
14
mcMURRY
14
MeNEESE—
3
MAINE
21
MARIETTA
3
MIDDLE TENN,
t0
MILLERSVILLE
II
MILLIKIN
21
MINOT
MISSOURI VALLEY 14
tO
MONTANA TECH
17
MORGAN STATE
21
MORRIS-MINN.
14
NORTH DAKOTA
10
NO. DAKOTA ST
17
COLORADO
NO.
i4
NO. MICHIGAN
21
. SOUTH OAK.
NORTHLAND
72
10
N. W. IOWA
10
N. W. LOUISIANA
7
OKLAHOMA
N. W.
46
N. W. WISCONSIN
10
OSHKOSH
II
OTTAWA
3
RANDOLPH MACON
10
RENO
RIPON
10
*7
RIVERSIDE
ROCHESTER TECH 34
ST. FRANCIS-PA. 55
ST. JOHNS-MINN. 20
ST. MARY-KANSAS 10
IC
ST. OLAF
21
ST. TIAOMAS
SAMFORD
7
SIMON FRASER
3
SLIPPERY ROCK
35
14
$O. DAKOTA TECH
S. E. OKLAHOMA
42
SOUTHERN ARK.
21
SOUTHERN CONN. 14
S. W. TENNESSEE 10
S. W. TEXAS
10
3
SUL ROSS
17
TENNESSEE ST.
TENNESSEE TECH
I
II
TRENTON
TRINITY-TEXAS
21
VERMONT
3
24
VIRGINIA STATE
WABASH
3
WAGNER
10
WAR TOUR G
10
14
WASHBURN
7
LIBERTY
WEST
W. CAROLINA
3
W-MINSTER-PA.
24
WHITEY/ATER
14
14
WHITTIER
10
WH I TWORTH
17
WIDENER
WILLIAM PENN
55
WINSTON SALEM
21
WIT'TENBERG
14
WOFFORD
3
YOUNGSTOWN
1
• DENOTES FRIDAY
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BAR.

901 Col
"We Special
COO

8.13

Moi
Closet

Electric
blankets in
full size with single
control. Choose from
many lovely colors.

L.L.41
Scofowels

or SEPTEMBER 15, 1973

BUTLER
FRANK. & MARSH.
INDIANA CENTRAL
LAKELAND
OMAHA
GUSTAVUS ADOLPH,
EAU CLAIRE
NORTH CENTRAL
WINONA STATE
EVANSVILLE
CENT. MICHIGAN
BETHEL- KANSAS
TAYLOR
ALFRED
B- WATER-MASS
WESTMAR
FROSTBURG
NOR THR I OGE
EAST TENNESSEE
NORTH PARK
MARS HILL
S. W. MISSOURI
OBERLIN
DICKINSON- N.0.
D. C. TEACHERS
LANE
GRINNELL
90. COLORADO
LEHIGH
WEST CHESTER
THIEL
ALBION
NEB. WESLEYAN
E. C. OKLAHOMA
INDIANA-PA.
GUILFORD
WEST VA. WESLY
EARLHAtA
MILES
ROSE-HULMAN
KANSAS WESL Y.
SALISBURY
WEST VA. TECH
ALCORN
LUTHER
N. E. MISSOURI
DEFIANCE
FERRIS
R. P. I.
EASTERN SHORE
CALIF. LUTHERAN
PILLSBURY
HAYWARD
S. F. AUSTIN
E. ILLINOIS
PACE
WM. PATERSON
PRAIRIE VIEW
NICHOLLS-LA.
SLACK HILLS
NEWARK RUTGERS
WASH. & JEFF.
GRAND VALLEY
E. MONTANA
OTTERSEIN
LAFAYETTE
ILLINOIS COLLEGE
STEVENS POINT

Choose from sliced beef and
gravy, salisbury steaiiiand mushroom gravy, meat loaf in brown
gravy, beef patties cin italian
sauce or sliced turkey 'end gravy.

igisathservo MEAT
DISHES

OPYR1GHT 1973 BY THE CARR RATINGS SERVICE

FAVORITE

CANNED MEAT

orton House -

UPER SAVINGS 0

Ni S.

1191414.

OPPONENT
E. MICHIGAN
PANHANDLE
S. E. LOUISIANA
BOSTON U.
ALLEGHENt
MAR TIN
NORWICH
ELMHURST
CARROLL-MONT.
IOWA WESLEYAN
FuRT LEWIS
ALABAMA STATE
MAcALESTER
MONTANA
MONTANA STAT.::
COLORADO MINES
MILWAUKEE
VALLEY CITY
MARANATHA
CENTRAL IOWA
S. W. OKLAHOMA
FORT HA YS
MARTIN LUTHER
RIVER FALLS
S W. KANSAS
SHEPHERD
SACR AMEN TO
OLIVET
SAN DIEGO
CANISIUS
STEUBENVILL E
ST. CLOUD
TABOR
mAyVILLE
ST. NORBERT
ELON
PORTLAND STATE
MANSFIELD
ROCKY MOUNTAIN
AUSTIN
CEN1T,METHODIST
COAST GUARD
MILL SAPS
TEXAS LUTHERAN
E. NEW MEXICO
ALABAMA A B IA
SOUTH DAKOTA
NEW HAVEN
MONTICELLO
AMERICAN [NT
ELIZABETH CITY
HANOVER
HOFSTRA
EUREKA
MO. WESTERN
MUSKINGUM
MURRAY
LOCK HAVEN
PLATTEVILLE
AZUSA PACIFIC
LEWIS & CLARK
LEO. VALLEY
BAKER
HAMPTON
CENT. ST. OHIO
LENOIR RHYNE
AUSTIN PLAY
NIGHT GAMES

100% acrylic thermal or woven
blankets in full sizes! Nylon
satin binding. Many colors.

Buy this Scott towel Big Roll
in white, colors or decorated
for your kitchen and save!

nilrew

Lv-Tr
ic
-

GILLETTE

TRACK-II
RAZOR

NEW SHIPMENT

PEOPL1

Fall Drapery

)(UREA

MATERIAL
Asst. Prints
for any room in the house.

WEST 11
RURAL
COOP'
Co

Reg. 1.66
Holds your hair
in place longer
than any other
hair spray!

Get a smoother, closer Shave
with a Trac II razor. Includes 4
extra twin blade shaving earridges.

Mum

John I
Ma

T.V. SI
CEN

SCOPE
MOUTHWASH

Centri
Murray,

Deodorant

00

733

OW 0
A super buy on
Scope
mouthwash and gargle!

MURRAY
SYS
MI

7514

*THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
SteVUSIbarythe 28-yeaMld
head football coach at Vanderbilt, is shifting into a calm
.and relaxed stance as he prepares for his coaching debut
:this weekend.
, "The hay is almost in the
barn," mused Sloan Wednesday
as his Commodores wrapped up
the heavy work for the University of Tennessee-Ouittanooga.
• "We are ready to play."
- The Commodores worked on
ibe kicking game and against
ttanooga passing formaAt Baton Rouge, a driving
instorm forced Louisiana
4State indoors but Coach Charles
*cClendon was satisfied with
l%the workout.

FABULOUSFIGURE!
The new exciting way to
have the figure you've
always dreamed of! Its
taking Europe by storm!
First time available in
the US Now you can
have the figure you
would design fof yourself! Every curve! And, so
simple and easy! For details, send self-addressed,
stamped .,envelope to:
2 American Institute, PLO.
5447FT Or- 27g
Ca. 93108. It's fantastic!

"If effort proved anything,
-we-certairdy had ittoday," he
said. "It's hard to feel that you
accomplish anything when you
work indoors, but the kids really went all out and did their
best to make some progress."
Mississippi. State whipped
through a 55-minute session and
then named four captains for
the opening game against
Northeast Louisiana at Starkville on Saturday.
From the offensive unit,
Coach Bob Tyler picked wingback Bill Buckley and guard
Gregg Fountain. The defensive
captains are linebacker Johnny
Bruce and halfback Steve Freeman.
Mississippi worked on offense
and defense with the scout
team running Missouri plays.
The Rebels meet Missouri at
Columbia, Mo., on Saturday.
Georgia wrapped up workouts
in pads Wednesday and planned
short sessions for today and
Friday. The Bulldogs entertain
Pittsburgh Saturday.
At Georgia Tech, Coach Bill
Fulcher sent his squad through
a light workout in shorts, reviewing the game plan on both
offense and defense for Saturday's meeting with South Carolina.
The team also stressed specialty team work.
Tulane ran through a twohour workout despite intermittent rain and continued on
-conditioning drills. "We did -a
lot of running and teaching and
very little hitting today," said

Coach Bennie Ellender.
The Green Wave --does not
open its season until Sept.
when it meets Boston college.
Auburn practiced for one and
one-half hours and Coach Ralph
Jordan said the session was
better the previous day's workout. The Tigers tangle with
Oregon State at Birmingham,
Ala.

16 oz. size

At Alabama, Coach Paul
"Bear" Bryant sent his Crimson Tide through a quick workout in shorts. He expressed concern about the offense, saying
it committed enough penalties
to lose two games.

Your choice of
- protein, baby,
egg shampoo or
creme rinse!

PANTY HOSE

The Tide will meet California
Saturday night in Birmingham,
Ala.

iwirry
The WIBC Hall of rloame now
numbers 40 women.

•amily
Scott

A PASSING LEAGUE,
FAYETTEVILLE, Ark. AP!
— The year 1934 was a good
one for passers in the Southwest Conference.
Davey O'Brien, of Texas
Christian, ranked No. I in the
nation; Dwight Sloan, of Arkansas, ranked second; Billy
Patterson, of Baylor, placed
third; and Jack Robbins, also
of Arkansas, ranked fifth.
HALL HONORS 40
GREENDALE, Wis. (AP) —
Miss Connie Powers, of Highland, Mich., and Mrs. Pearl
Switzer, of South Bend, Ind.,
are the latest inductees in the
Hail of Fame,of the Women's
Internatitinal owting-Congreis-

Stock up on beautiful boxed
stationery! Assorted styles
and colors.

WALLACI
STOI
.j4UOB

TISSUE

Oa RA
A
Reg. 660

9-9 Mon.-Sat
1-6 Sunday

BEI: AIR SHOPPING CENTER
isesAmimckst

— We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
Acres of Free Parting
Equal Opportunity Employer

753-8777.

roll packs
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MURRAY DATSUN
INC.

MURRAY DATSUN
INC.

DATSUN

DATSUN

FROM NISSAN WITH PAIN_

FROM NISSAN WITH PRIDE

MN S. 12th St.

8114 S. 12th St.

753-7114

753-7114

FIVE POINTS

STOKES TRACTOR
AND
IMPLEMENT CO.

BAR-B-Q
901 Coldwater Rd.
"We Specialize in Bar-B-Q"
1:00

Industrial Road
753-1319

8:00 p.m.
Mon. - Sat.
Closed Holidays
R.M. •

Go Thoroughbreds!

It's

BANK OF MURRAY

FccciGiant
Bel-Mr Shopping Center

o

IMI

I

7514322
F.D.I.C.

for
PEOPLES BANK
•

01

MURRAY

KY.

WEST KENTUCKY
RURAL ELECTRIC
COOPERATIVE
COR P.
Murray-Mayfield
John Edd Walker,
Manager

MURRAY STATE

FOOTBALL

KICK-OFF
7:30 p.m.

Roy Stewart,Stadium
in Murray
September 15

T.V. SERVICE
CENTER

Fitts Block
Ready Mix
Inc.
East Main
Phone 753-3540

GUY SPANN
REALTY

Central Center
Murray, Kentucky

901 Sycamore

'753-5815

733.77 24

Go Thoroughbreds.

Go! Go! Go!

MURRAY ELECTRIC
SYSTEM

PURDOM & THURMAN
INSURANCE AND
REAL ESTATE

401 Olive

Soulkifile CAW,Squart
753-S312

753-0881
Go Racers!

WALLACE'S BOOK
STORE
1413 Olive Blvd.
753-7334

Left to right: ROW ONE: Thomas A. Johnson, Rodney R. Pickering, James E. Engel,
James A. Surrency, John M. Morrid, Dale H.
Willis. Bruce E. Farris, Charles D. Carpenter, Billy W. Young, William D. Farrel, Raymond
S. Crump, James A. McPeake. ROW
TWO: Russell F.Carlisle,Steven W.Martin, James W. Duncan,Don A. Hettich,0. Jay
Waddle, Donald A. Wright, David R. Mains,
Paul G.Coltharp, Mark L. Hickman,Donald L. Deicken, Joseph A. Caldwell, David
C. Wright. ROW THREE: Kent Ward, Douglas
E. Sanders, Martin P. Strome, Reed T. Miller, Ronald E. Kane,
David M. McDonald, Matthew M. Sclzapport, Lawrence S.
Sramowicz,Timothy G.Kemple, Bernard F. Behrednt, Adrian E. Wolfe, Kelly C. Farmer.
ROW FOUR: Bill S. Paliobagis, Charles
J. Echert, William D. Clayton, Mark A. Lacy, Daniel P. Helfrich, Thomas S. Almy,
Harry L. Fritz, Jackie H. Dupin, Billy Mark
Brashear, Timothy J. Bonfanti. ROW FIVE: Richard Stabingas (Grad. Assistant),
Samuel Tandy (Assistant), Alive M. Hobble.
Thomas A. Pandolfi, Douglas C. Baker, Ralph E. Engel, William A. Lee, Lester R. Stinnett,
Clarks A. Martin, Charles A. Wempe,
Larry White (Grad. Assistant). ROW SIX: Coaches: Jere C. Stripling, Gary 1. Crum,
W.W. Furgerson (Head Coach(, Bill Hina,
Carl Oakley.

Murray State University

RACERS

RIVIERA

touRTs

Hwy. 141 N.
753-3230

TAYLOR MOTORS,

Inc.
301 S. 4th

753-1272
Go RACERS!

Western Carolina

-.CATAMOUNTS
* Pre-game program begins at 7:00 p.m.

SulyortYourittil.
it

'

Go Racers

.t1
—
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NEW YORK AP) — Will the should add up to a Rain victoMiami Dolphins again be des- ry, although the Chiefs have
tiny's darlings in pro football Len Dawson and are slightly
and go through another perfect favored. RAMS 35, CHIEFS 21.
season?
New York Giants over HousProbably not, but the Dol- ton — This is the first meeting
phins should at least add to ever between these two teams.
their unbeaten string of regular It's the penultimate—that's
season games when they play next-to-last—game in venerable
the San Francisco 49ers Sunday Yankee Stadium for the Giants.
in one of the 12 opening day It should all add up to another
games in the National Football of those Sundays when the Oilers should have stayed at
League.
GIANTS 42, OILERS 14.
And the Green Bay Packers home.
should also be successful when
Cleveland over Baltimore —
they host the New York Jets in Cleveland's seasoned defense,
the Monday night television plus the running of Leroy Kelly
spectacular which wraps up the mean trouble for the Colts, who
first of 14 weekends of pro foot- plan to start rookie Bert Jones
ball.
at quarterback. A tough bapThe old crystal ball has been tism is in sight for the ex-Louidusted off and promises to per- siana State star. BROWNS 22,
form at a better clip than the COLTS 17.
dismal .620 percentage it had
Denver over Cincinnati —
for a portion of the 1972 season.
With Charley Johnson quarterbacking and Floyd Little runHere's how it sees this week- ning, Denver will be gunning
end's action:
for a good start. Cincinnati is
,
but the
slightly favored
better.
know
Miami over San Francisco — Broncos
Were the Dolphins' playing pos- BRONCOS 27, BENGAIS 21.
. sum during the. ellabition sea:
Atlanta over New Orleans —
son? No. Bob Griese and comThe Atlanta quarterbacking,
pany will perform like the 1972
with veteran Dick Shiner at the
Miami team, not like the 1973
controls,
may not match the
and
make
it
16
exhibition team,
straight in regular season play. Saints' Archie Manning, but evThe 49ers will counter with
John Brodie, but it won't be
enough. DOLPHINS 21, 49ERs
17.
Washington over San Diego
— Johnny Unitas and Deacon
Jones could easily qualify as
senior members of Washington's Oyer-The-Hill Gang. But
they pay for the Chargers. The
Redskins shouldn't even have
to work up a good sweat. REDSKINS 28, CHARGERS 10.
Minnesota over Oakland —
Minnesota will dedicate this
game to Karl Kassulke, and the
Viking defense, stingiest in the
exhibition season, will control
the outcome. George Blanda's
toe may make it close. VIKINGS 24, RAIDERS 21.
Dallas over Chicago — Dallas
has won eight straight opening
games and with Roger Staubach at the Cowboy controls,
this should be No. 9. But the
Bears' defense, with or without
Dick Butkus, will make it close.
COWBOYS 21, BEARS 20.
Pittsburgh over Detroit — A
tough one to call. Pittsburgh is
coming off the first championship season in the 40-year history of the Steelers. The Lions
have a new coach in Don
McCafferty.
The
Steelers'
homefield advantage should be
just enough for a Pittsburgh
victory. STEELERS 28, LIONS
24.

Pirates Win Again, To
Meet Cardinals Tonight

erything else the Falcons have
outmatches New Orleans. FALCONS 31, SAINTS 17.
Philadelphia over St. Louis —
Two new coaches make their
debuts in this one—Philadelphia's Mike McCormack and
St. Louis' Don Coryell. Philadelphia also has Roman Gabriel at quarterback and the
homefield advantage. A close
one, nevertheless. EAGLES 21,
CARDINALS 20.
Buffalo over New England —
The homefield edge won't be
enough for New England in this
one, although the Patriots will
try to win the first one for
Chuck Fairbanks, their new
coach. The Bills will counter
with O.J. Simpson and veteran
Coach Lou Saban. BILLS 28,
PATRIOTS 17.
Green Bay over New York
Jets — This one inaugurates
the season's Monday night
clashes and is also the first
meeting between the Packers
and the Jets. The Packers don't
have the quarterbacking to
match the Jets'. Joe NamatIL
But the Pack does have the defense to slow Nemeth down
some and the Jets' defense is
suspect. PACKERS 28, JETS
24.

The Murray Inter-Club
Tournament will be played this
weekend, with the opening 18
holes set for the Murray
Country Club on Saturday and
the final round to be played
Sunday at the Oaks Country
Club.
The tournament will be preflighted by Minamax.
Starting times and tees will be
the same both days.
Tee off times are as follows:

Cothran. mike Hoiton, J.P.
Parker
12:20 p m.—Lee SteWart, Larry
Robinson and Hornet' Branch.
12;35 p.m —jot* White, Bob
Brown, and Bon Fike

No. 10 Tee
9:00 am—Ken Adams. Joe
McCoart, Terry Turner and
Bobby Fain.
9:07 am.—Wayne D0740. Ned
Howe, M.C. Ellis, Louis Ryan
Lamb.
9:14 a.m.—Jimmy
Clayton Hargrove, Jim White.
and Mitchell Story
9:21 a.m —Jiggs Lassiter. Jim
Lassiter, Graves Morris and Bill
Fandrich.
No. 1 Tee
9:28 am —Wally Ford, Gregg
Bill Seale, Jerry
9:00 am
Howard, Stan Hargrove, and
Grasty
Bill
and
Paul
Lipton,
Jerry Hopkins.
Daily
9:35 a m —Al Lindsey. Don
9.07—John Ross, Billy Roberts,
Robinson, Tim Miller and John
and
Washer
Purdom
James
McCage.
Lovett.
12:00 p.m.—L.D. Miller, Ralph
9.14 a.m —9tH EMener, Toni
McCustion, James Parker and
Muehlmen, W.A. Franklin and
Thomas Jones.
Norman Hood.
12- 07 p m —Gene McCutcheon,
9 - 21 am—Date Nance, Bill
Bob Sanderson, Wayne Darnell
Bogard, Billy Brandon and R.B.
and 0.H. Hutson
Morgan
12:14 p.m.—Jim Payne, Macon
9.28 am --Darold Keller, Don
Blankenship, Dave Dickson and
Grogan, Lawerence Philpot and
John Watson.
Walter Jones.
Pinkley, John
12:21
9'35 a.m —Joe Emerson, Stan
Yvan, Heron West and Dick Orr
Key, Rudell Parks and Don
Harris,
m.—Marvin
12:28 p
Co*sran
--Jettnos Worst. Jima Neale and-liasb
12.00 p m —Bob Lamastus,
Dunn
Max Walker, Charles Caldwell
12:35 p m —Bob Burke, Chad
and Bill Laird.
Stewart, Gil Morrison and
p m —Joe
Rexroat,
12 . 07
Chester Thomas
Richard Knight, Jack Shell and
Ted Lawson, Vernon Cohoon and
Clyde Adkins.
Junior Garrison
12 - 14 p.m —Charles McCustion,
12:21 p.m —Buddy Hewitt, Roy

''

Bleacher Seats At Premium As
Aaron And Braves Visit Reds
CINCINNATI, Ohio (AP) —
Souvenir seekers, in hopes of
catching Henry Aaron home
ran balls, have been besieging
the Cincinnati Reds for outfield
seats for a month.
Aaron, with 710 home runs,
four less than the career total
of Babe Ruth, and the Atlanta
Braves, open a three-game
series here tonight.
Aaron has collected 95 of his
four-baggers off Cincinnati and
seven off Don Gullett, 174 who
sets his eight-straight victory
record on the line tonight.

Atlanta has a team batting
average of .263, ten points higher than the western division
leading Reds. Aaron has 34
homers and Dave Johnson 40.
John Bench leads Cincinnati
with 25 homes runs and Joe
Morgan and Tony Perez have
23 each.
"I've never seen anything
like it," said Dale Stoeber, director of ticket set-vices for the
Reds.
"We've been selling left field
seats in advance for the past
month and a half because of

Kentucky Is Favored
Over Virginia Tech

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Sporting a new coach, a new
stadium and a new outlook on
life, Kentucky opens its football
season Saturday as host to Virginia Tech.
"I could promise them the
moon," Kentucky Coach Fran
Curd said, "But I think young
Los Angeles over Kansas City people today are too smart
for
— Los Angeles also has a new that. They don't want a lot of
coach—Chuck Knox, plus a new romance."
quarterback, John Hadl, the
What Curci was saying withonetime Kansas U. star. This out saying is that he's realistic

enough to know the flamboyant
style of former Coach John Ray
doesn't suit Kentucky's potential.
(Ray came to Kentucky in
1969 talking about national
championships, premier rankings and the like and posted a
10-33 record in four years.)
"These kids have worked
hard, they've paid the price
and they have confidence in
their physical conditions. I just
tell them that if they get out
Owe and play, something good
.bound to happen," Curet
The 1:30 p.m., EDT, game
will be the first in the 58,000seat Commonwealth Stadium,
first mator-foottsdl facility
In the Southeastern Conference
since it was formed in 1932.

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

Here's' how many gallons of gas it takes for the
average domestic car to go on a 300-mile trip.

1
6
11
12
14
15
17
18
19

Flowers'
Number
Buy back
Beginning
Century
plant
Weird
Pronoun
Equality
Male deer

nickname
21 Pronoun
22 Mountain

Here's how many it takes for a Beetle.*
•••,‘
Few things in life work as well as a Volkswagen.
•DIN 7003C,

CAII11011
VOLKSWAGEN. IN
- IWO Chestnut Street, Murray
• Phone 7534150

Weekdays to 5:00 Saturday 7:30-1:00

23 Untamed
24 Disparages
26 Country of
British Isles
27 Difficult
28 Father
29 Wire
nails
31 Mixed
34 Unusual
35 Senses
36 Behold!
37 Skill
38 Stamp
39 Large
truck
40 Symbol for
cerium
41 Demon
42 Yugoslav
leader
43 Ancient Jewish
ascetic
45 Rubbgr on
pencil
47 Fork
prongs
48 Ranted
DOWN
117-NW
2 AfOrna
Bishopric

4 Collets degree
(abbr.):

5 Besmirched
6 Classifies
7 Goddess of
discord
8 Contend
9 For example
(abbr)
II Swift
13 Wants
16 Sea
eagles
19 Filaments
20 Was

the large demand. And we've
even had requests from as far
away as Iowa and New York."
A Cincinnati business firm is
offering $1,000, $2,000 and $3,000
for retrieved Aaron home run
balls.
Young women are borrowing
their brothers' baseball gloves
and nets are being smuggled
past gate guards by some getrich-quick minded fans.
Ron Jurgens and his father
Charlie, owners of a moving
and storage firm, will station
six men wearing brightly-decorated signs advertising their offer to buy an Aaron home run
ball on the spot. They have purchased 50 left field seats for the
series to insure their chances.
"The Atlanta Braves are offering $714 and $715 for Aaron's
et. -tying and record-breaking home runs. We're offering
92,000 and $3,000," said Ron
Jurgens. "If dollars and cents
will buy it, we'll get it."
Will he return them to Aaron?

any Park this season.
Aaron hit the first home run
ever in Riverfront Stadium
when it opened in 1970.
Ball park attendents are concerned about safety in the outfield seats because of the expected scrambling.
"They're crazy," said a Reds
attendant. "Somebody's going
to get killed. They all want a
piece of history, even if it's a
foul ball."
Patricia Murray, a 24-yearold schoolteacher, ha reserved
three front row seats in left
field and plans to bring her
brother's glove.
"What will she do if she
catches one?
"I'd sell it for $3,000. I'd give
my folks $1,000, pay off my college loan and go to Europe and
the rest."

By HAL BOCK
The Cubs, who dropped four
Associated Press Sports Writer games off Pittsburgh's pace,
'Now, about that National contributed three errors to the
League East championship Pirate cause, the first one by
race. Well, you just knew that Don Kessinger setting the stage
sooner or later, somebody for Stargell's two-run double in
would start winning and now the first inning. Those three
that they're breathing the rari- quick runs were plenty for Bob
fied air one full game over .500, Moose, who got late relief help
the Pittsburgh Pirates are talk- from Ramon kilernandez.
ing like winners.
Mets 4, Pitillies 2
Wayne Garrett, batting for
"We're jelling at last," said winning pitcher Tom Seaver,
slugger Willie Stargell, who looped the tie-breaking single in
doubled home two runs and the 12th as New York again
scored another in the first in- found runs tough to come by
ning Thursday, helping the Pi- for Seaver, 17-9. He has lost
rates to a 6-1 decision over Chi- three 1-0 games and had just
cago. "We're making the big one run to work with in three of
plays and getting the big hits. I his last four starts before
think we're as prepared as ever Thursday.
to go down the stretch."
Does the lack of an offense
Pittsburgh's victory gave the bug him ? Not Tom Seaver.
"I've been with the Mets sevPirates a one-game edge over
idle St. Louis and 1 games en years and I still appear
over Montreal, which also had pretty sane," he said. "I seem
the night off. The fourth place to have no mental problems. I
New York Mets remained 24z never beat my wife. My roomgames behind, beating Phila- mate still likes me."
delphia 4-2 in 12 innings.
Dodgers 8, Astros 6
Elsewhere in the NI, ThursRon Coy ripped a two-run
day night, Los'Angeles downed homer and Dave Ltspes added a
Houston 8-6 and San Francisco two-run double, leading Los Andefeated San Diego 8-6. The geles to an 8-6 victory over
other teams had the night off.
Houston,

Blancas Fl
Leader In

The Astros were leading 3-2
in the fourth when Dodger
starter Tommy John drew a
bases-loaded walk from Dave
Roberts,forcing home the tying
run. Lopes then followed with
his double. Coy tagged his
homer an inning later.
Giants 8, Padres 6
Chris Speter's ninth inning
home run tied the score arid

dolivened a two-run pinch homer,
lifting San Francisco to an 8-6
victory over San Diego.
Gene Locklear's pinch single
had driven in two Padre runs
for a 6-5 lead in the bottom of
the eighth. Fred Kendall had
four hits and Clarence Gaston
tagged a three-run homer for
the Padres.
then rookie Steve Ontiveros

REPLACE
YOUR OLD
MAUI
WU ACE
POTteRUBBER

By BOB GREEN
Associated Press Golf Writer

He put it in traps. He wandered
through the alligator-infested
HILTON
HEAD ISLAND, swamps and sloughs. He rattled
S.C. (API — The touring pros It around in the branches of gisay you have to hit it straight ant oaks and pines. He got
and sweet and pure on the Har- lucky bounces off pine cones.
bour Town Golf Links. Get it a
And he needed only 23 putts
little off line, they say, and
in the wet and soggy adventure
you're dead.
that left him with a one-stroke
"It's the greatest course—for lead over
John Mahaffey and
a professional—I've ever seen
big Jimmy Wiechers, tied at 67.
anywhere as long as I've been For
Wiechers, who has threatplaying golf," said globe-trotened consistently in recent
ting little Gary Player of South
weeks, it was his fourth conAfrica.
secutive round without a bogey.
But Homero Blancas conquered it with a 66, five under
Top first-round scores:
par, for the first-round lead Homero Blancas
33-33-66
Thursday in the rain-plagued Jim Wiechers
33-34-67
and darkness-halted ;150,000 John Mahaffey
34-33--67
•Bert Yancey
Heritage Golf Classic.
32-36-68
Jerry Heard
34-35--69
And the happy hombre from
Gary Player
34-35-69
Houston did it in a fashion no
Cesar Sanudo
32-37-69
one thought possible.
Bob Wynn
35-34-49
He bounced it off the trunks Ben Crenshaw
35-34-69
of moss-hung old cypress trees. Hale Irwin
34-35-69

MODEL GSD461N
4 PUSHBUTTON CYCLES
• Poster Scrub Normal Wash
Short Wash and Rinse & Hold
• Asrtornatte Detergent a RinseGio DIspensers

Plus small installation charge

MURRAY
APPLIANCE
212 E Main
Phone 753-1586

r.:

"I'm sorry, but as much as I
like Hank Aaron, I'd have to
turn him down. I think the fans
deserve to see it. My dad and I
keep the ball for two, three
months for display, then give it
to the Baseball Hall of Fame.
That's where it belongs. We
think they would probably
'reimburse us for what we paid
for it."
The Jurgens have already
paid $1,000 for the only home
tuti-Awrorrhas hit In Rivet/rant
Stadium. They are offering 91,000 for any ball up to 714 hit in
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

MUM CUOMO UMO
MOOMM OOLJ
OME1030 U00000
WO MEMO
MOM VM OMPE13
MOB WW1 MUM
MO OROGINUO
IMMO OUDM MPO
mumaO M11100
MUM MOO
=MOO UVMMICI
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22 Barter
23 civezdvanes--31---Etnntr
-- 39
notice
Seed
32 Puffed ...
25 Map
l 41
Up
26 Handle
42
33 Giver of
28 Slim
44
gift
29 Pair
35 Liberates
30 Most
46
Climbing
38
unusual
plant

Clamping
device
Marsh
Label
Spanish for
Sun
god

rmorial Baptist Tiltirrh
Expresses Deep Appreciation to those who purchased Church Bonds,
which made possible the building of the Education Building.
NOTE BURNING SERVICES.
Sunday, September 16, 1973, 10:50`-a.m.
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Highlights

Friday

Dave Herman, father of a child
afflicted with cerebral palsy,
and Rosey Grier, who now has a
career as a singer and actor.
An unu:sual segment of the
program will take viewers
behind the scenes of a typical
"NFL Monday Night Football"
telecast, to reveal the
preparations made by Cosell,
Meredith and Gifford prior to a
game, their activities in the
broadcasting booth while
commercials are aired, the
operation of the slow motion
camera, and instant replay
techniques.
"Pro Football Preview" is
produced by Frank Gifford and
Don Ohlmeyer and is directed
by Don Ohlmeyer. Roone
Arledge is Executive Producer
for ABC Sports.
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Friday,September 21
12:00 p.m.—Movie: "Smart
Girls Don't Talk," cnannel 3
Virginia
Mayo, Bruce
Bennet Society girl helps
detective get evidence on
gambler-boyfriend after fatal
shooting of her internbrother.
9:00 a.m.--Movie: "Soldier of
Fortune," channel 8 Clark
Gable, Susan Hayward-Harddrinking, two-fisted gun
runner
rescues
girl's
'husband,and American news
photographer imprisoned in
Communist China
4:00 p.m.—Movie: "Angry Red
Planet," channel 5 Gerald
HaydenMohr,
Nora
Returning from a trip to
Mars, four people meet
disaster. Two die, two suffer
maladies induced by an
intelligence directed against
earth people, warning them
to stay away.
10:30 p.m.—Late Movie:
channel 12 (11:30 on ch. 5)
"For Singles Only," starring
John Saxon, Mary Ann
Mobley, Milton Berle, Lana
an
Wood and Mark Richrnan. A
EYBWITNESS — Lynda Day George (left ) portrays
people
romantic comedy set in an
eyewitness to a murder, and Kate Reid is one of the few
complex
apartment
who believe in her terrifying account, in "She Cried Murder," to
restricted to tenants who are
be seeo on "The New CBS Tuesday Night Movies" Tuesday, Sept.
'
single.
25 (8:80-10:00 p.m.,CDT) on the CBS Television Network. i

Don
Cosell,
development in the sport—
Howard
including challenges to the
Meredith, and Frank Gifford—
authority of Commissioner Pete
ABC's Colorful trio of broadcasters for the Network's "NFL
Rozelle, reports of alleged drug
MondaNight Football" — star
abuse, the current stance of the
players association, and the
in a 90-minute analysis of
restlessness of a number of star
professional football and its 1973
season in "Pro Football
players.
ABC
Previeli" on the
The threesome will also offer
prognostications of the coming
Television Network's "ABC
pro season, attempting to
Wide %add of Entertainment,"
predict the likely fate of the
Thursday, Sept. 13 (10:30 p.m.competing teams. and to name
12:00 a.m., CDT).
the Super Bowl champion.
The program combines the
expert* of men inside the
John McKay, who coached
game With lighter moments that
many of the NFL's top draft
will inchicie a number of skits choices as mentor of the College
and sketches to be provided by
All-Star squad, which plated a
the broadcasting team.
fine game against the Miami
John McKay, coach of the Dolphins in last month'sSouthern "College All-Star Football
of
University
California football team, the Game," will give his appraisal
nation'a No. 1 college eleven
of the National Football
last year; Dave Herman, League's most promising
veteran player for the New
rookies.
York ;Jets, the former star,
The program will also present
will
be
lineman Rosey Grier
a portrait of the pro football
among,their guests.
Football Preview" will player away from the gridiron,
draw upon the expert ob- as an ordinary citizen who
servations of Cosell. Meredith shares the far-from-glamorous
and Gifford to examine pro responsibilities and problems of
football, its past and its likely all men. This segment features
future,: in terms of recent interviews with Jets guard

Cosell, Meredith and Gifford Host
'Pro Football Preview' On Thursday
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"OH, CALCUTTA" X

**:*******10118.-FILS8f. 11:30 p... k*********

:{11ATE

*
t
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INENA

WINNER OF 3 ACADEMY AWARDS'

* —The Management
*:

* No Prevues
* Shown During
,
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•r

:.-01 HENDRIX • PAT HARTLEY....,cmcm WEIN **
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*
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* .SOuncirock Album Amiable on
*
*
&OS - RPM* ReeOrdS
R RISTIICTIII

:

:
*

*
*

:

"Cahill U.S. Marshall"

Coming Oct. 41!
John Wayne is

** *******************************

CHER and guest star Ed Byrnes spoof motorcycle gang
members on "The Sonny and Cher Years." a special music and
comedy edition of "The Sonny & Cher Comedy Hour," to be seen
wedisesday. Sept. 26 17:00-8:00 PM,CDT) on the CBS Television
Network.

KENTUCKY

'I

III I

0

I

.1 5
:4.
711-

6.'7

0

iirmy
Barbra Streisand stars as Fanny Brice in "Funny Girl," in an ABC Special Movie Presentation
,Sept.231:39 p.m ii:30 p.m.loathe abc Television Network.
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18 or Over Only

Rated X

"VOLUPTUARY"

7:25 & 9:15

thru TUES.

Q

See our Lobby Display of Nazi
Flags, Banners, and other souvenirs
brought back by local residents.

"MANHUNT OF MYSTERY
ISLAND"
- All Seats 75' —
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PHANTOM WARDEN
PRESTON, England (AP) —
Automobile owners in this Lan'cashire community are being
haunted by a phantom traffic
warden who slaps bogus parking tickets on their cars at
night, threatening prosecution,.
He signs them, "Kelly, Residents' Association Chairman,"
but the association has never
heard of him.

FRIDAY—SEPTEMBER 14, MI

On April 29,1945,in his air-raid hunker in Berlin,
Adolf Hitler married Eva Braun.
Marlin Bormann was the best man
Each of the wedding guests received
a silver-framed photograph of the Fuhrer
and two cyanide capsules.

t
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Sunday September 16
ws

('ASS ELLIOT, formerly of the Mamas a the Papas singing
group, will star op her own musical-variety presentation,
planned as the prototype for a proposed regular series and
titled The Cass Elliot special, " Don't Call Me Mama
Anymore," Friday, 7:30-8:30 p.m.,CDT)on the CBS Television
Network.

Saturday, September 15
II:01 p.m.—America Goes
Public channels 4, 6. A live
telethon presented by the
Democratic National
Committee. An array of stars
(to be announced) will make
appearances to entertain
throughout the special.
(Program continues at 11:30
p.m. NYT).
7:10 p.m.—Movie: "Irma La
Douce," channel 8. Shirley
MacLeine, Jack Lernmon.
Successful Parisian
streetwalker falls for young
native policeman who loses
his job after he arrests all the
prostitutes. Comic situations
follow as he starts to live two
lives.
10:30 p.m.—Movie: "City
Beneath the Sea," channel 3.
Stuart Whitman, Robert
American
Wagner. Two
deep sea divers are hired to

Saturd
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10:15 p.m.—Movie: "The
Locket." channel 3. Larraine
Day, Robert Mitchum.
lissantiful girl with mistal

Highlights
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GOOD BANDS EVERY

Cover chg.$2 ea.

Thursday Nite—Friclay Nite—Saturday Nite
Boogie Music...Rock Music...Blues Music
ENJOY AN EVENING AT RAY'S

Open 7: pm

Field Office Manager
Keys F. Keel
Tommy Murphey ... Field Representative
Anita McC-allon
Secretary

PHONE 753-5602

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

305

MURRAY OFFICE

PCAIthe go ahead people

I can buy with cash. It sure helps me buy
at better prices and my annual payment is
set up to fit my income. mat means a lot
to a farmer this day in time.

My line of credit with P.C.A. means

Sunday, September 16
3:30 p.m.-Movie: "
3:30 p.m.—Movie: "Dear
Brigette," channel 8. James

TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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RUTA LEE
portent today.
"Women who need to work
part-time and be part of a fashion field may do so for this
firm. If a woman wants or
needs to work more, she can.
[he company encourages wornto rise to management levels. Women get the money.'-'
A native of Montreal, Miss
lee was in the headlines several years ago when she traveled to Lithuania to bring•her
9)-year-old grandmother to the
United States.
"God has been good to me,"
she said. "What better way to
repay that than to do for your
fellow men'"

I

-

k

Sir Alec Guinness portrays
history's most infamous and
demonic dictator in Pariunount
Pictures' "Hitler: The Last Ten
Days," showing through
,glesday at the Capri Theatre.

Last Ten Days," the Paramount
Pictures release starring Sir Alec
Guinness as Adolf Hitler. The film
focuses on the final hours of the
Third Reich as played out in the
vacuum world of the Fuehrerbunker beneath Berlin "Once he
knew that the situation was hopeless, he was quite willing to have
everybody die with him Hitler felt
the Germans had betrayed him, and
they deserved to share his fate."

FRIDAY--SEPTEMBER 14, 1573

Many a lawsuit has turned on the question of punctuation.
One such occurred in France, where the disposal of
$40,000 depended on the decision as to whether a small
spot of ink was or was not a comma.

Champagne and cyanide capsules
marked the date of April 29, 1945
in Adolf Hitler's Fuehrerbunker
blonde hair, bubbly Miss Lee is
beneath the city of Berlin. While
an actress who, she says, has a
the world crumbled above them,
familiar face and a not always Hitler married Eva Braun, his longfamiliar name. During an inter- time mistress, in a lusitily performed
wedding ceremony.
view in a restaurant, two young
In the presence of Joseph Goebpeople stopped at her table and
bels, the Fuehrer's Propaganda
said, "You look so familiar, but Minister, his wife,. Magda, and
who are you?" and she gave
Martin Bormann, the head of the
Reichschancellery, Hitler married
them an autographed card.
"I learned that from John Fraulein Braun.
At the wedding celebration the
Wayne," Miss Lee added.
members of Hitler's "inner circle"
Another fan leaned over and toasted
the bride and groom with
tapped Miss Lee on the shoul- French champagne.'The conversayou
beauonly
are
der. "Not
tion soon turned from nuptial contiful," said the fan, "but you're gratulations to talk of suicide since
the
Fuehrer's gifts to the members
really interesting."
Miss Lee says she hopes niFe, of the wedding party were little
boxes containing cyanide capsules
pretty people will be part of to be used
at the time the Russians
what she feels is a coming re- entered the city of Berlin.
naissance in entertainment.
The bizarre wedding party would
In coming months, she will be followed within twenty-four
arrange her schedule around hours by the double suicide of
panel shows and a television Hitler and his bride. The Russian
army was only a few hundred yards
film to travel for Sarah Cov- away when Hitler
shot himself
entry.
through the head and Eva bit down
The company is basically fe- on a cyanide capsule, The others
rri.ip-orienteci
- in the bunker, however, did not
at's
foll
i their footsteps. Only
Magda fToebbels died with her husband after they had supervised the
murders of their live children who
had been in the bunker with them.
"Hitler took the Goetterdammerung seriously," says Ennio de
Concini. the director of "Hitler: The

Thursday—September/20

Thursday,September 20
9:00 a.m.—Movie: "Five
Fingers," channel 8 James
Mason, Danielle Darrieux.
Based on the true story of one
of the master espionage
agents of WWII.
3:30 p.m.--Movie: "Malaya"
channel 3 Spencer Tracy,
James Stewart. Exploits of a
newspaperman who succeeds in getting the U. S.
Government to back a daring
project to smuggle raw
rubber out of Japan-occupied
Malaya.
4:00 p.m.—Movie: "Hell's
Outpost," channel 5 Rod
Cameron. Joan Leslie.
Young war vetern in small
mining town is determined to
work his mine and nothing
can stop him.
7:00 p.m."Bobby Riggs vs.
Billie Jean King— channels
3,8 ABC Sports will televise
exclusive live coverage of the
tennis battle of all time
between Bobby Riggs and
Billie Jean King. The telecast
will originate from the 46,000
seat Astrodome in Houston,
Texas. Riggs and Ms. King
will play a best three of five
sets. The winner will take
home $100,000 and the loser
nothing.
10:30 p.m.—Late Movie:
channel 12 (11:30 on ch. 5}
Diamonds,"
of
"Jack
starring George Hamilton,
Joseph Cotten and Maurice
Evans. A suspense thriller
about the adventures of a
suave and daring international jewel thief.

Highlights

Thursday

NEW YORK (AP) — Ruts
lee admits frankly that she is
a "doer, not an observer."
The slender blonde actress
has been active in cancer crusades, antismoking tours, heart
fund drives and as president of
a Hollywood group called Thahens, which provides help for
mentally retarded children. She
says she believes one must pay
duet as one goes along in life.
Between television and film
appearances, summer theater
shows and crusades, Miss Lee
is on the Los Angeles Environmental Quality Board and is

.,
the only temaie on that. city's
Economic Development
Board.
"I felt I could represent show
business," she said, "showing
what can be done by people
who are celebrities."
Serving her third teem as
president of Thalians, Mips Lee
has also been named a 25th anniversary ambassador :for a
jewelry firm.
"One of the things about television is that you must develop
a fashion sense. You become
your own costume deSigner,
dragging a wardrobe to the studio so a director may Choose
what looks best. It tidies a
it, if
bloody van to transport)
e lobthere's anything I feel like
bying for in Washington n behalf of the profession, it that
wardrobes for professional actors are not tax deductible,"
she said.
Miss Lee adds that gameshows are often filmed fire at a
time, and that, naturally, requires five costume changes.
"I'm one who believes people
want to see real celebrities,'not
someone wearing jeans and a
T-shirt and perhaps a scarf. I
think people want to,, see someone who walks'into I room or
onto a vt and evokes -a, reaction of, 'O000h!'" she lidded.
"People expect femininity and
glamor."
Miss Lee lives with her family in a house that one belonged to Orson Welles and
Rita Hayworth. She say$ that,
luckily for her, it has lots of
,
closet space.
-I keep clothes a very long
time, and have some that are
10 years old. It's a good feeling
to pull something out that is
still good, with good !abide and
good line, alter it and add some
jewelry and wear it. Of course
the best part is when It still
fits," she said.
Miss Lee is especially active
in musical comedy theater but
one of her favorite eras: is the
'60s. She says they were a golden era of .television, and remembers with delight Working
at Warner Bros. studios.
It was a real entertainment
lot,' she said. "You'd be called
for makeup at 5:30 a.m., and
you could have breakfast. So
between bites of toast you could
wander over to see who was
being made up in the other
makeup rooms. It was like a
big sorority. I call my house in
Palm Springs 'the house that
Jack built,' for Jack Warner."
With her perfectly Coiffed

Actress Says Celebrities
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George Hamilton roars
across the screen as America's
most famous stunt rider in
"Evel Knievel," an ABC
Special Movie Presentation of
the film drama based on the life
of the daring young man on the
flying motorcycle, Thursday,
Sept 13 (7:004:00 p.m., CDT),
on the ABC Television Network.
Sue Lyon is also starred as his
wife, along with Rod Cameron
as an aging rodeo star.
Ron Masak, currently starred
In ABC-TV's summer comedy
series, "Ixtve Thy Neighbor:
plays Knievel's friend and
major-domo, watching over the
bikes, the ramps that could
mean the rider's life and all the
other equipment necessary to
the athlete-performer. Also
starred are Bert Freed, Dub
Taylor and Hal Baylor.
"Evel Knievel" begins with
the rider at the Ontario Motor
Speedway
California,
in
preparing for the most spectacular stunt of his career—a
motorcycle leap across 19
automobiles, covering more
than 50 yards in the air.
Prior to the atual jump, a
series of flashbacks follow
Knievel through his life, including early and recent tarn
footage of the daredevil himself
in performances at the San
Francisco Cow Palace, Houston
Astrodome and Caesars Palace
in Las Vegas, where he broke
his back attempting to hurdle
the fountains.
The real Evel Knievel served
as technical advisor for the
film, joining the company in
Butte, Montana, where scenes
of his youth were filmed.
Produced
George
by
Viacom Features,
7ylerlfflr
l
(1971) was
tnieve!"
directed by Marvin Cbomsky
from the screenplay by Alan
Caillou and John Minus, story
by C.aillou.
WHO'S BEEN
SLEEPING IN MY BED?
PRESTON,England ( AP) —
A burglar who broke into an
apartment in this Lancashire
town was an easy catch for police --- he fell asleep and was
found in bed the next morning
by the owner. The burglar was
puled for 18 months.

Hamilton
Stars As
'Knievel'

FRIDAY —SEPTEMBER

Fast Print Copy Center

uspecting couple
a comic look at
the Week" Sept. 2$

WH LE-YOU-WAIT

Ray Stevens (left) sings during the ceremony when Allen Funt (right) lutes
in Texas to be married in front of his hidden camera in "Smile When You Say
marriage in America today, on the abe Television Network's "Tuesday Movi
47:30 p.m.).
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Ben Murphy (left) as Les Reaver, and Darleen Carr as Carol Lerner are t o
passengers on a ski train with faulty brakes, which is hurtling down a rnounti am "Raimaray
the premiere feature on the ABC Suspense movie."
mieres Saturday,
The new 90-minute series of motion pictures made especially for television/
Sept. z)i :su p.m.).
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Wednesday—September 19

T h e name, 'Winnipeg,"
comes, from the Cree Indian
phrase, "win-nipiy," meaning,
"murky water."

Wednesday,September 19
9:00 a.m.—Movie: "Tammy
Tell Me True" channet.,11,
Sandra Dee, John Gat.,.
Romantic adventures of a
backwoods girl who sets out
to get a college education.
How she helps an elderly
woman and the dean of
women
3:30 p.m.—Movie: "Madame
Boyar,' channel 3 Jennifer
Mason.
Jones, James
Romantic drama of a
woman's abandoned pursuit
of love and the three men
who love her.
4:00 p.m.—Movie: "The
Weapon," channel 5, Steve
Cochran, Lizabeth Scott, Boy
finds a gun and accidentally
shoots his playmate, runs
and hides. The owner of the
gun and police want him.
7:00 p.m.—Movie: "War Kill",
channel 5 George Montgomery, Eddie Infante.
American officer leads a
band of Philippinos fighting
desperately to rid their small
island of oppression during
World War U.
7:30 p.m.—Movie: channels 3, 8
-Satan's School for Girls" —
Earring Roy ThMnes,
Pamela Franklin, Kate
Jackson, Jo Van Fleet,
Jamie Smith Jackson and
Lloyd Bochner. A young
woman's investigation into
the unmotivated suicide of
her sister leads her to an
exclusive girls' academy
where she soon finds herself
trapped by the same satanic
grO that drove her sister and
°fliers to their deaths.
10:30; p.m.—Late Movie:
chatmel-12 (11:30 on ch. 5)
"Miler by Night," starring
RobertWagner, Diane Baker
and Greg Morris. The tense
stoty of a doctor whose battle
to stem a diphtheria outbreak pins him in conflict
with a police captain who is
his manpower to
using
track own a cop-killer.
Theodore Bikel, Pedro
Armendariz Jr., Robert
Lansing and Mercedes
McCambridge also atar.
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Saturday September 15

LUCILLE BALL (caster), as Lacy Carter, tries to keep Wags peaceful between her guest stars,
Steve Lawrence aid his wife Eydle Gorme, on "Here's Lacy," to be soon Monday,Sept. 24 (8:00-8:30
PM, CDT) on the CBS Television Network.
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Sunday

Shopping For
A New Home?

DANIELLE
OR
DOMINIQUE—Lovely Margot
Kidder portrays a dual role as
Siamese twins in American
International's suspense drama
"Sisters," opening Sunday at
the Murray Drive-1n theatre.

14:15 p.m.—Movie: "The
Loctitet," channel 3. Larraine
Day, Robert Mitchum.
Beautiful girl with metal
quirk developed in childhood,
ruins the lives of men who
love her.

Highlights
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"
H79

Shop At Green Aeres
WEST TENNESSEE & WESTERN
KENTUCKY HOUSING HEADQUARTERS

Sunday, September 16
3:30 p.m.-Movie: "
3:311 p.m.—Movie: "Dear
Brigette," channel 8. James
Stewart, Glyrinis Johns. An
eight year old mathematical
genius uses his talents to win
horse races so that funds
may be raised for an art
foundation at the school.
Problems arise, however,
when the lad develops a
crush on Brigette Bardot,
7:38 p.m.--Channels 4,6. Glen
Campbell Special-award
winning singer-guitarist Glen
Campbell hosts a musical
special. The show, taped in
London, includes guests Burt
Reynolds, the
Smothers
Brothers and Sbnny and
Cher.
8:30 p.m.Channels 4, 6. Steve
Lawrence and Eydie Gorme
star in a one-hour musical
variety special taped at
Caesar's Palace, Las Vegas,
before an audience of more
than 1,000 people. Lucille
Ball is special guest star.
Sergio Mendes and Brasil "77
also guest star.
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TIME and
TEMPERATURE
DAY or NIGHT

Yellowknife, a city of 5,000, is
the largest center in the Northwest Territories.

Monday, September 17
9:00 am.-Movie: "My
Cousin Ranchel," channel 8.
Olivia de Havilland, Richard
Burton. Heir to a fortune
attempts to discover if
woman he loves is a schemer
and a murderess or true to
her declarations of love.
3:30 p.m.-Movie: "All the
Brothers Were Valiant,"
channel 3. Robert Taylor Ann
Blyth. Brother against
brother, man against the sea.
Adventures of a seafaring
family in search of whales
and treasure.
4:00 p.m.-Movie: "Flight
Nurse," channel 5. Joan
Leslie, Forrest Tucker. U.S.
Air Force Flight Nurse who
renounced her romance to
stay on duty in Korea, finds
solace in a more mature love.
8:00 p.m.-Movie: channels 4,
6. "Play Misty For Me,"
starring Clint Eastwood and
Jessica Walter. A popular
becomes
disc jockey
romantically involved with a
violent, unstable woman.
10:30 p.m.-Late Movie:
Channel 12 (11:30 on 5).
"Doctor, You've Got to Be
Kidding!" starring Sandra
Dee and George Hamilton.
Romantic comedy focusing
on a young secretary who
decides to pursue a career in
show business. Celeste Holm,
Bill Bixby, Dick ICallman,
Mort Sahl and Dwayne Hickman co-star.

Highlights

Monday

Ifi73
FRIDAY--SEPTEMBER 14,

For Correct

FRIDAY,SEPTEMBER 21
4:00 SESAME STREET
5:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEJGHBORHOOD
5:30 ELECTRIC COM
PANY
6:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
BLUEGRASS
6:30
SPORTSMAN
7:0000LLEGE INSTRUCTION:78A

WEDNESDAY,SEPT. 19
4 00 SESAME STREET
5 -00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
530 ELECTRIC COM
PANY
6-00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
630 NEW SHAPES. EDU
CATION
7:00 COLLEGE INST RUC
TION: TBA
7:30 TV HIGH SCHOOL
8:013 BLACK DRAGON
RESIDENCE
9:30 MAN BUILDS,MAN
DESTROYS
10:00 HOME W,OOD : Visit
with Good Neighbors
THURSDAY,SEPT. 20
4:00 SESAME STREET
5:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30 ELECTRIC COM
•
PANY
6:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGH130RHOOD
6:30 TV HIGH SCHOOL

WEEK: Music From Ambler
9:30 BOOK BEAT: In One
Era and Out the Other
10:00WASH INGTON WEE K
IN REVIEW
1030 BLACK PE RSPEC
TIVE ON THE NEWS
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 18
• •:00 SESAME STREET
- 6:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30 ELECTRIC COM
ANY
MISTER ROGERS
80RHOOD
HIGH SCHOOL
KING THINGS
Moving On: Thahates new ways
to get t most from yor
horticultural lights.
7:30 KET PRESENTS:
Folklife: Introduction to the
Folksong: Singer -guitarist
Jack Crocker explores the
tradition of folksinging and
traces the evolution of sev
era) types of folksongs.
8:00 PLAYHOUSE N. Y.
The 40's: Rollywood: You
1. Must Remember This.
9:30 THE JAZZ SET: The
Jeremy Steig Quartet.
10'00 NINE SYMPHONIES
BY WHOM

ViBION

AY, KENTUCKY

Daytime Schedule for Monday-Friday

MONDAY,SEPTEMBER
4:00 SESAME STREET
5:00 MISTER ROGE
NE IGHBORHOOD
5:30 ELECTRIC COM
PANY
600 MISTER ROGEIRS
NEIGHBORHOOD
6:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
7:0000LLEGE INSTFIUt•
TION: TBA
.7:30 TV HIQH SCHOOtt
8:00 SPECIAL OF TH0

SUNDAY,SEPTEMBER 1
7.00 ZOOM
7 - 30 FRENCH CHEF
8:00 EVENING AT PO
Christopher Parkening
900 MASTERPIEC
THEATRE: The Golden.
Bowl
10.00 FIRING LINE

KeNtucKu

THE.LEDGER k TIMES- M

based on the
JEFF BRIDGES IS Junior Jackson, a character
''The Last
in
Johnson.
Jenior
racer,
car
stock
truelife legendary
Theatre.
4merican Hero" premiering Wednesday at the Cheri
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Hired by the frontier town to protect the
Eastwood
the imminent arrival of a gang of criminals,
Drifter,"
-becomes an ominous messinger of death in "High Midas
starting Wednesday at the Capri.

Dabney Coleman and Ron
Feinberg. A rest stop at a
dingy roadside diner in the
boiling desert becomes a
terrifying ordeal for a
woman when her husband
mysteriously disappears in
the washroom and her search
for him is thwarted by two
sinister men.
8:00 p.m.-The Snoop Sisters
channels 4, 6, A World
Premiere movie starring
Helen Hays, Mildred Natwick, Paulette Goddard and
quaint
Art Carney. Two
sisters who write murder
mysteries, become personally involved in the
murder of a glamorous
retired movie star. ( Repeat
of Dec. 18, 19721;
: "The
10:31 p.m. Late
starring
Venetian Affair" ie
Vaughn, Elke
Robert
Sommer, Felicitt Farr, Karl
Boehm, Boris Karloff, Roger
C. Carmel arid Luciana
Paluzzi. Suspense drama
revolving aroioxi a reporterphotographer who tries to
find answers to: many perplexing questiona concerning
an incident that *hocked the
world,the bombhig of the site
of a world peace jconferance.

Tuesday- September 18

Another problem has been
the public's failure to distinguish the reputable film
companies from the porno makers.
"Our companies don't make
obscene films," Valenti declared,"But many people lump
all film makers with the kind of
people who make 'Deep
Throat.' A public relations
campaign to correct that notion
would be difficult to achieve."

7:30 p.m -Movie: channels,
3, 8. "Dying Room Only,"
starring Cloris Leachman,
Rosa Martin, Ned Beatty,
Louise Latham, Dana Elcar,

Tuesday, September 11
9:11 a.m.--Movie: "A Certain
Smile," channel 8. Roman)
Brazzi, Joan Fontaine.
Young French girl gets a
lesson in life and love. The
latter is promised by an
eligible, handsome young
man, the former by a
wealthy, attractive middleaged man-about-town.
3:30 p.m.-Movie: "It's
Always Fair Weather,"
channel 3. Gene Kelly, Cyd
(harisse. Three fun4oving
ex-G.I's meet for a reunion
ten years after V-J Day. Girl
who has her own television
program decides to commercialize the reunion.
Spectacular dancing and
singing highlight the story.
4:00 p.m.-Movie: "Battle
Beyond the Sun," channel 5.
Andy Stewart, Edd Perry.
When Earth is divided into
and Northern
Southern
hemispheres, each engages
Mars.
in a race to reach
Spaceships become deflected
and land on an orbiting star.

• <
• ,001r,gW >
mot:rR
4-1c0.
(7)- o
5 Egl.g
5ta° 2 g §" g
anmigo
t

"One of our biggest problems
has come from the fact that the
X is the end of the line," said
Valenti. "Many people do not
differentiate between an X for
a genius like (Stanley) Kubrick
and an X for a two-bit porno
maker."

The ratings were instituted in
November 11161 after Valenti
took over as head of the association. For a half-century, there
had been no restrictions on theater attendance in America.
When film "makers sought
more freedom to deal with
adult subjects, Valenti introduced the tag of "Suggested
for Mature Audiences." Movies
became more mature - and
sexier - and the rating system
was established. Films are
classified G (general audiences), PG (parental guidance), R (restricted, children
must be accompanied by adult)
and X ( children forbidden).
There was confusion in the
early years of the ratings. The
second rating was changed
from M to GP to PG. Some citizens thought the G meant a
children's picture (not necessarily). Others thought the X
denoted a porno film ( not necessarily).

When sheets of wood are united to form plywood, they are
stronger per pound of weight than solid steel!

;sorfl
..

By BOB THOMAS
Associated Press Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP)- The
five-year-old film rating system
has been criticized by outraged
religionists and confused parents. But the system's parent,
Jack Valenti, claims that the
ratings have reached their
highest level of acceptance.
Valenti, former White House
aide and now president of the
Motion Picture Association, announced results of a nationwide
survey of 2,800 Americans:
-55 per cent of all citizens
found the ratings useful, a rise
of 11 points over 1972.
-64 per cent of regular movie goers found the ratings
useful, a nine-point rise.
"This survey by Opinion Research Corp. shows that in
spite of the flaws in the rating
system, people like it," Valenti
said.
"The most encouraging part
of the survey is the indication
that after five years the ratings
have accomplished almost saturation in public awareness.
Eighty-seven per cent of the total public was aware of the ratings, and 96 per cent of the
movie-going public. With teenagers who go to the movies, it
was 97 per cent."

Parent Of. Film Ratings System
Maintains Ratings Are Helpful

FRIDAY-SEPTEMBER 14 1973

Tuesday Highlights

TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

abandoned cabin
GIFT OF LIF'E-Jobs-Boy (Richard Thomas)seeks privacy for his writing at an
episode
and arrives just in time to help a young girl (Sissy Spacek)have a baby on,"The Odyssey"
of "The Waltons" Thursday, Sept. LI (7:06-8:OM p.m., CDT)on the CBS Television Network.
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Aaron Using Modified Model
Of Bat That Babe Ruth Used
By MARILU DAUER ..
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) Hank Aaron is chasing Babe
Ruth's home run record with a
modified model of the Babe's
bat.
But Aaron didn't know it until
about three years ago.
The Atlanta slugger uses a
lighter bat than Ruth, and if he
gets the record 715th homer,
he'll have a new bat it his disposal if he wants to use it.
Hillerich and BracLsby Co.
has hand-turned bats for both
Ruth and Aaron. The firm has
made a new stick from specially selected timber for Aaronthough he did not request itand was to ship it to him today.
Aaron has always used a
Babe Ruth model bat, said Rex
Bradley of Hillerich and
Bradsby, but did not know this
until the two were discussing
bats several years ago. Bradley
and curiosity when he found
"
"Pressed sullxise
said
out.
In the middle of Ruth's career, he began requesting bats
with tiny pin hole knots in the
barrels, said Jack McGrath
vice president in -charge o4.
marketing and public relations
for the company.
The knots run perpendicular
to the flat of the grain and are
said to add strength to the
wood.
Aaron prefers a wide-grain
bat. That didn't make any difference to Ruth, McGrath said.
-Ruth just wanted pin hole
knots in the barrel."
The bats that Ruth used
weighed between 40 and 42
ounces, while Aaron's weigh between 33 and 34 ounces.
Ruth's bats became lighter
over his 21-year professional

Special Now!
Soles & Heels
$4.50

Vernon's Boot and
Shoe and Western
Store & Shoe Repair
To Be Given Away!
2 Football tickets to the
game Saturday, box seats
at the 35 yard line.
ALSO...2 tickets to the
Carson & Barnes Circus.
The drawing will be held at
12:00 Saturday.
Must be picked tip by 4:00
p.m.
Vernons invites everyone
to the Street Dance in the
Central Shopping Center
Friday night Sept. 14.
Circus Tickets can be
purchased here.
Hours for your convenience
9-9 Mon.-Sat
14 Sunday
Arcadia, Across from the
Central Shopping Center
Phone 753-9885

career, reaching about 37
ounces. Ruth modified bats to
a much greater degree than
does Aaron.
The two sluggers preferred
bats of similar length. Ruth's
bats were about 35,,-(2 to 36
inches long and Aaron uses a
35-inch bat.
Aaron prefers a medium-sized barrel-2%
in diameter, and Ruth 'tied one with a
barrel and handle slightly larger.

ball bats, the barrels were generally smaller, the handles
thicker, and the length shorter.
A large number of home runs
was not the rule before Babe
Ruth, McGrath said. When
Ruth started hitting the
homers, others started going
for home runs. Just about the
same time, the trend became
longer, lighter bats, McGrath
noted. He added that in the
past 10 years, the barrel size
has increased.
What kind of bat is the best
Of the two kinds of bats,
Rath used the more dense, seller? The Babe Ruth model
remains the most popular, acMcGrath said.
cording to Bradley. The model
A unique feature of Ruth's has not
changed over the years,
bat was its flaring at the knob. but the signattires or,the bat
This allowed the left-handed have. Currently the Johnny
slugger to comfortably place Bench signature is the best sellthe little finger of his left hand er. He said it is too early to tell
on the end of the bat, McGrath whether bats carrying Aaron's
explained.
signature have increased in
In the Babe Ruth era of base- popularity.

lkohes

Stanford and Penn State
Collide on National TV
BY MVP& AWACS
Associated Press Sports Writer
There'll be a couple of unknowns, like the Stanford team
and Penn State's defense, when
the Nittany Lions travel west to
meet the Cardinals. But since
the game is Saturday's nationally televised college football
contest, those factors won't be
unknown for long.
The clash, pitting the Nittany
Lions, ranked seventh in The
Associated Press poll, against
an unheralded but potentially
dangerous Stanford squad, is
one of the headline games in
the first full week of college
football activity.
A Stanford Stadium crowd of
50,000 is expected for the 3:50
p.m., EDT, contest, the firstever meeting between the two
schools. The game will be seen
on the American Broadcasting
Co. network.
Other games involving Top
Ten teams find No. 1 Southern
Cal hosting Arkansas, thirdranked Ohio State entertaining
Minnesota, No. 5 Michigan at
Iowa, C-alifornia at No. 6 Alabama, No. 9 Tennessee awaiting Duke and No. 10 Colorado
playing at 16th-ranked LSU.
In the Second Ten, No. 11 Oklahoma is at Baylor, Oregon
State visits 12th-ranked Auburn,
No. 13 Arizona State at Oregon,
Kansas State at No. 14 Florida,
Virginia at 17th-ranked North
Carolina State, Rice at No. 18
Houston, William & Mary traveling to No. 19 North Carolina
and No. 20 Texas Tech playing
host to Utah.
Idle this week are No. 2 Nebritslue No. 4 Texas, eighthranked Notre Dame and No. 16
UCLA.
Stanford, led by quarterback
Mike Boryla, employs multiple
offensive sets run from both the
I and T formations. Boryla, a
senior, is expected to come out
throwing against Penn State
and throwing long, since last
year he totaled 2,284 yards-

fourth in_the nation-through
the air lanes.
The Lions offense features
five returning starters in an offensive line that opened enough
holes last year for John Capallent to rush for 1,117 yards as a
junior However, Joe Paterno
has only four starters back on
defense.
At the Los Angeles Coliseum,
a rebuilding Arkansas Razorback squad will come up
against the Southern California
juggernaut led by Anthony
Davis. Frank Broyles, coming
off a mediocre season and with
only three returning starters,
would still like to have the
graduated Joe Ferguson. But
Scott Bull will have to .do the
Razorback job at quarterback.
Woody Hayes will start his
quest for a return to the ROW
Bowl with a sophomore quarterback at the controls of his
Ohio State Buckeyes. Cornelius
Greene, who logged some game
time last year as a freshman,
steps in for the injured Greg
Hare against Cal Stell's monstrous Minnesota :Gophers and
the Big Ten's top returning running back, senior John King.
Another opener between Big
Ten schools, the Michigan-Iowa
clash,, features the Wolverine
combination of quarterback
Dennis Franklin and workhorse
fullback Ed Shuttlesworth. Be
Schembechler's charges are
pointing to their Nov. 24
rematch with Ohio State, while
a young Iowa team hopes to
reap the benefits of Frank Lauterbur's three-year youth movement in his second season.
ONE SHAFTERS PRODUCE
WINDSOR, Ont. ( AP)- The
U:S. Trotting Association reports that standardbreds pulling single shaft sulkies are winning 80 per cent of the races
held at Windsor Raceway in. Ottawa. On July 22, all ten Windsor winners were equipped With
Joe King's single-shaft bikes.

Therre Here.
The New 1974

w
4
4
4
4
3
3

Team
CORVETTE LANES
MUTUAL OF OMAHA
HOWARD GLASS CO
DAIRYCIUEEN
COLONIAL BREAD
TEAM NO. 5
MOTOR PARTS 8.

I
0
0
0
0
1
I

3 1
BEARINGS
3 i
T V SERVICE CENTER
2 2
LINDSEY'S
2 2
F ENTON &HODGE
1 3
ALL JERSEY
STATE FARM INSURANCE 1 3
DARNELL MARINE SER
1 3
VICE
1 3
GENE'S BODY SHOP
TODD BROS MOTOR
SALES
0 4
0 4
J SOIL CO.
0 4
fi.AkNK OF MURRAY
High Team Game(SC)
922
Corvette Lanes
894
Mutual of Omaha
877
State Farm Insurance
High Team Game (HC)
1027
Corvette Lanes
1019
Mutvtatof Omaha
1019
State Farm Insurance
High Team Series(NC)
2564
Corvette Lanes
Mutual of Omaha
2560
2402
Lindsey's
HIGH
High Team Series(NC)
2935
Mutual of Omaha
2879
Corvette Lanes
2778
Motor Parts& Bearings
High Ind. Game(SC)
Paul Ragsdale
209
Dan Jones
208
Steve Seltzer
203
High Ind Game(HC)
Virgil Dick
236
Jim Keeling
235
Paul Ragsdale
.230
High Ind. Series(SC)
556
Steve Seltzer
Bill Egnor
$53
-Pouf Rag9ttate-----546
High Ind. Serimi
Jim Keeling
644
Bill Egnor
613
Rick Miller
609
Dan Osbron
609
Paul Ragsdale

Bad Lights Are The Key To The
Success Of,Baltimore Orioles

..O.CDClistZNZ4ZSC:0•=ii=o0s:20::).0C
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
American League
East
W. L. Pc-1. G.B.
Baltimore
86 59 .593 Boston
80 67 .544 7
Detroit
77 69 .527 9
/
1
2
New York
73 74 .497 14
70 77 .476 17
Milwaukee
Cleveland
64 84 .432 23/
1
2
West
Oakland
84 61 .579 Kansas City
80 66 .548 41/2
72 74 .193 ,12/
Chicago
1
2
70 74 486 13/
Minnesota
1
2
California
67 76 469 16
Texas
51 93 .354 31/
1
2
Thursday's Results
New York 2, Boston 1, 12 in.
flings
Baltimore 7, Milwaukee 6, /0
innings
Kansas City 5, California 4
Friday's Games
New York (Stottlemyre 1115)
'at' Baltimore (Jefferson 4-5 Or
Alexander 1071. N
Cleveland (Ticfrow 12.14) at
Boston (Curtis 12 13), N
Milwaukee (Colborn 19-91 'at
Detroit (Lolich 14 13), N
Minnesota (Blyleven 17 15) at
Chicago (Bahnsen 18.17), N
Texas (Bibby 7 91 at Oakland
(Hunter 18 4), N
Kansas City (Busby 14 13) at
California (Tanana 0-11, N '
Saturday's Games
Texas at Oakland
Kansas City at California, N
Minnesota at Chicago: N
Milwaukee at Detroit
New York at Bbifitnore, N
Cleveland at Boston
Sunday's Games
Texas at Oakland, N
Kansas City at California, N
Minnesota at Chicago
Milwaukee at Detroit
New York at Baltimore
Cleveland at Boston
National League
East
W. L. Pct.
Pittsburgh
72 71 503 St Louis
52 73 .497 1
/
2
Montreal
71 73 .493 11
New York
71 75 .486 2/
1
2
Chicago
69 76 .176 4
.Philadelphia
65 81 .445 8/
1
2
West
Cincinnati
89 57 .610 Los Angeles
85 62 .578 41/2
San
_,
71/2
FranciSCO 81 64.559
Houston
74 74 1.500 14
Atlanta
72 76 .444 W.-Phew&
-59---94-7966-4499
Thursday's Results
Pittsburgh 6, Chicago 1
-New • York...4..4011ailadalplaia-..2.
12 innings
Los Angeles 8, Houston 6
San Francisco 8, San Diego 6
Friday's Games
Philadelphia (Carlton 1118)
at Montreal (Moore 7-15), N
Chicago (Jenkins 12 14) at
New York (Stone 10.31, N
Atlanta (Harrison 10 5) at
Cincinnati (Gullett 17 8), N
Pittsburgh (Briles 12 12) at .
St. Louis (Cleveland 13.8), N
Los Angeles (Messersmitti 12.
10) V Houston (Richard .6 2), 141San Francisco (Marichal
12) at San Diego (Kirby 7.16),

Drive A Little

A

We Are Making
Deliveries TODAY!!

Parker Ford Inc.
Murray

Hunt Has Operation
MONTREAL(AP)- Second
baseman Ron Hunt of the Montreal Expos had the medial cartilage in his left knee removed
Thursday.
--Dr, Bob Broderick, the baseball -team's physician, described the operation as "uncomplicated and successful."
Hunt, 32, was injured Aug.
in a home-plate collision with
catcher Dave Rader of the San
Francisco Giants He missed a
month of play and then last
Sunday, in a game against the
/ley:Yea Me* tore the cardlage when he lurched out of the
way to allow teammate Ron
Woods to charge in for a fly
ball in shallow center field

Clarke singled, moved into
scoring position on Roy White's
single and raced home on Thurman Munson's single for a 2-1
Yankee victory
Royals 5, Angels 4
John Mayberry's two-run,
bases-loaded single in the fifth
snapped a scoreless tie and Lou
Piniella's two-run single keyed
a three-run fifth, giving Kansas
City a 5-4 victory over California.
WEST POINT, N.Y. ( Al') -Dave Rodarte, of El Paso,
Tex , has been re-named captain of West Point's golf team
for 1974 Rodarte captairied the
Cadets to a 10-5 record last
spring.

WALLIS
DRUG
PHONE 753-1272
•
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MEDIUM CARS
Sizes G/814, 15
HI8-14. 15

101110119 mileage

$2500
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s
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LARGE CARS

POLYESTER YosAlt:‘‘0,w1
FIBERGLASS

Sizes 178-14. 15
[1815

'295°

Double belt under tread
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White Walls!

F.1.. t

Use Your Credit * No Money Down
No Finance Charge * 6 Months To Pay

Gillette
TIRES

With Approved Credit

G.8

Sunday's Carnes
Philadelphia at Montreal
Chicago at New York
Pittsburgh at St. Louis
Atlanta at Cincinnati
Los Angeles at Houston
San Francisco at Ran Diego

a four-hit, 1-0 shutout.
One out. He still had his fourhit shutout.
Another out. He still had his
four-hit shutout.
But then Rick Miller belted a
homer and the future doctor's
surgery on Boston was no longer successful.
"I thought to myself," Medich reinembered. "That was a
helluva time to do a thing like
that. If he has to do it, why not
three innings ago?"
Medich went on to pitch two
more innings of shutout ball before Sparky Lyle came on in
the 12th.
In the bottom half Horace

NEED IMES??

}C)•=i•=.•:>=-0.=.=••=i{:riCh=iO4C

Standings

run in the 10th inning for the
Orioles' 7-6 victory over the
Milwaukee Brewers.
The triumph, coupled with
Boston's 2-1, 12-inning loss to
the Yankees, reduced the Orioles' pennant-clinching magic
number to 10.
In the other American
League game, Kansas City
edged California 5-4.
"I pick up the rotation of the
ball faster here," said DeCinces, who was calling Rochester home last week before the
Orioles brought him up to the
parent club. "In some parks
you're lucky if you can pick up
the ball before it reaches the
catcher's mitt."
Yanks 2, Red Sox 1
A rose, may be a rose, may
be a rose but a homer certainly isn't a homer, isn't a homer,
isn't a homer.
George (Doc) Medich was
coasting along into the ninth on

By FRED ROTHENBERG .
Associated Press Sports Writer
Pssst...Wanna know the seeret to the Orioles' success.?
"Sure."
Bad lights.
"Bad lights???"
Shhhhh! Not so loud Yeah,
bad lights.
They get these good athletes,
see. Then the Orioles send
them down to their Rochester
farm club where they can't asis
_
the baseball.
"Yeah?"
Then Baltimore brings the
rookies up to the majors, lets
them loose on major league
fields with great lighting and
the newcomers go beaerk.
Don't believe it? Just ask
Oriole newcomer Doug DeCinces.
"I see so much better up
here cause of the lights," DeCinces said Thursday night
after he knocked in the winning

STEEL BELTED
RADIAL

EXECUTIVE
PREMIUM-

• 75%* more
protection

• 1-1T12"
Tread
Depth

111 20%*
better
handling
• Cooler

r.)

running*

f

• 12%*
better
traction
ill pas economy

Saturday's Games
Philadelphia at Montreal
Chicago at New York
Pittsburgh at St Louis
Atlanta at Cincinnati, N
Los Angeles at Houston
San Francisco at San Diego,

Ford Nati

Corner of 7th & Main -

KENTUCKY LAKE
, Bowling league

1.Rib* V -.-eilafThittisca.

• As compared to our conventional
78 series 4 ply bias tires

Size

White

16.50)

39.95
41.95
4.3.95
48.95
53.95
50.95
55.95
58.95
62.95

BR78-13
78-14
FR78-14
GR78-14
HR78-14
GR78-15

(7.75)
(8.25)
(8.55)
(8.25)

LR78-15

(9.15)

•=t11 1, A

„i

II Magic Carpet
Ride

Conventional SW"

F.xcise
Tax

$1.88
2.30
2.44
2.92
2.89
3.20 •e'
3.43
3.48

All Tire Prices Plus Tax and Tire Off Your Car

• 4 Ply
Nylon
Cord

• Premium designation relates to the private
standards of the marketer No industry
standard OXISiS

• Sizes
6.50-13
6.95-14
7.35-14
7.75-24
8.25-14
8.55-14
8.85-14

8.55-15

Whitewalls
16.95
7.95
18.95
19.95
20.95
. 21.95
24.95 4.
18.95
19.95
20.95
21.95

Black Wall
15.95
9
17.95
17.95
•18.95
19.95
N-A
17.95
17.95
18.95
19.95

Excise
Tax
$1.75
1.90
2.00
2.12
2.29
2.46
2 71
2.00
2.13
2.34
2.43

EVVING TIRE SERVICE
808 Coldwater Road - Near 5 Points • Murray

Phone 153-3164

Hours: Mon. thru Fri. 7:30-5:30 -- Sat. 7:30-5:00

:.irti3,....-nytatIPWIReereermerroteamovresi

s.

•
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I Brought to you with Compliments_
front-the Firemen of Murray
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Lesson

We Invite Everyone to Come Out and
Enjoy the Show!!

I

Gate Adm. — $2.00
Family and Children under 16 — $6.00

I

TiiL.

I

By Dr. H. C. Chiles

evo.

SAGITTARIUS
LEO
(
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
(July 24 to.Aug. 23)
A good day for cementing old
You can take a breather now,
especially if your week was friendships, making new
reaching
unbriskly paced. It is wise to call a contacts,
halt or set a different tempo derstandings and planning
when it won't interfere with moves for next week.
t
Progress.
CAPRICORN
VIRGO
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vi th"
N171
.
1
1
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Be careful about your
A sense of responsibility and judgments and emotional
pluck will be needed now. reactions. Dubious ventures
Situations may not work out as may be proposed. Control enexpected. Don't panic; step thusiasm. Do nothing without
cautiously, knowingly.
careful thought.
LIBRA
AQUARIUS
07;
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
A system may have to be
Many new interests indicated.
revised to include a seemingly Be ready to grasp every worthodd procedure or certain new while cue and lead. The things
rules. Don't be dismayed. you do on this day will influence
Things should all work out for your tomorrows.
the best.
PISCES
SCORPIO
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) XC
.
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nl'eV
Watch out for intrigue,
Personal relationships in dubious involvements. Shun
hassles over procedure. Observe and, when sure, act with
maximal di retion,

AUDITORIUM

"Ye du shew the Lord's death
till he come." The Lord's
Supper is truly a prophecy of a
future event--Christ's return.
The memory of His death
should quicken the hope of His
return. Every time we observe
the Lord's Supper we proclaim
to the world that Christ is
coming again according to His
own promise.
God's Word is very explicit
concerning the attitudes,
motives, and lives to those
Christians who partake of the

1973

Fend off the skeptics and the excellent favor. Social
or
worry birds. Don't make business get-togethers
resultfuL
changes just because someone You should have a good
day.
suggests them Have a logical

Sept. 26 at the
MS U

ItIDAY —SEPTEMBER 14, 1173

School

reason.

ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Stellar influences on the mild
side. You are just about on your
own to decide, act, work out new
tactics, but don't waste time on
nonessentials.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) tit€17
Heed the other person all the
way through; do not anticipate
his final sentence or "jump the
gun" in answering. You could
miss the point, make errors if
not on guard.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21)
If efforts are not as productive as they might be, think
things out carefully. There may
be a simple answer, only a
small change
needed—a
"glamor touch," perhaps.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
I dp on your own course.

MLIti1.0 , KENTUCKY

Sunday

• Frances Drake

Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.

..werseRgalgra-

•

Y01/- EOM- TODAY are
highly energetic, always optimistic, ambitious and far
more self-confident than many
others of your Sign. Your
trustworthiness is another of
your notable qualities and your
guardianship of others will
always be carried out to the
point of perfection. In fact, in all
things you are a perfectionist at
heart and may drive yourself—
and others—too hard at times.
You are quite a philosopher and
would make an excellent
counselor or teacher if you can
curb that trait of being too
exacting with those under your
supervision. Other fields in
which you could excel:
medicine, the law, diplomacy,
statesmanship, literature or
muie. Birthdate of: William H.
Taft, 27th Pres., U.SA ; James
Fenimore Cooper, Amer.
novelist; Albrecht Waldstein,
Bohemian general.
,• •
YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
FOR 1973 For • persongi 14113- doge
torecast on health, niestlh. love and
mArria9s, we $1 00 plus 25 cents in
coin tor postage and handling to
Horoscope Book Deportment, Bch 173.
Old Chinese Station. Now York. N
10211, 171013110ning thal newePIP917
Print your NAME. ADDRESS with
21P,andDATE OF BIRTH Ito be sure
you get the right torecast for your
2004c sten)

To make herb bread, add
caraway seeds, crumbled leaf
sage and nutmeg to regular
yeast dough for white bread.

( Based on copyrighted outlines produced by the
Committee on the Uniform Series and used by per
mission 1

1 Corinthians 11:17-21
In the church at Corinth a love
feast was held prior to the
observance of the Lord's
Supper. Unfortunately there
were grave disorders in connection with its observance
which resulted in the expressed
disapproval of Paul. Some
gluttonous persons actually
became intoxicated and then
attempted to observe the Lord's
Supper in that condition.
Regretting their disgusting and
sinful conduct, Paul gave some
explicit instructions as to the
proper observance of the Lord's
Supper, based on the revelation
and instruction which he
received from his Lord.
Christ instituted the Lord's
Supper in the Upper Room at
Jerusalem on the night of His
betrayal. He did this in express
recognitibn "and for the
everlasting remembrance of
His death of torture, agony, and
ignominy. The Lord's Supper is
an ordiance which is to be
observed by and in His churches at stated into eels asi

determined by each church,
inasmuch as the Scriptures do
not specify how often it is to
be observed. There should not
be any question in the mind of
any Christian as to the importance of the purpose of this
ordinance for Christ said: "This
do in remembrance of me."
When He instituted the
Supper, Christ took the bread,
which represented his own
body, and gave thanks unto the
Father for a body that could die
for the sins of men. He also took
the wine, which represented His
blood, gave thanks for it, and
interpreted the meaning of this
symbol to the disciples. Then He
gave the wine to them and
commanded them to drink it. Of
course, the bread which He
gave to them was not His literal
body, because He was yet
present with them; and the wine
was not His literal blood,
because that blood still fflowed
in His veins.
The Lord's Supper pictures
truth for
believers in connection with the past, the

present, and the future. Concerning the observance of this
ordinance, Paul emphasized
three things:
I. It Is A Practice.
"For as often as ye eat this
bread, and drink this cup ye do
shew the Lord's death till he
come." The regular, prayerful,
and scriptural observance ofthe
Lord's Supper will enrich the
lives of believers in Christ,
cause them to love Christ more,
and bring them to a more loyal
and faithful devotion to their
Lord and His church.
II. It Is A Proclamation.
"Ye do shew the Lord's
death." The silent bread and
voiceless wine tell those who
watch that Christ died and that
sinners receive eternal life
through His broken body and
pouredout blood._ Its death is
w-hat is field up tzi view in this
supper. His death for us should
give gratitude to our hearts,
purity to our thoughts, quality
to our words, and tone to our
actions.
III. It Is A Prophecy.

PAGE NINE

Lord's Supper. Inasznuch as
Christ said, "This do in
remembrance of me," let us
remember Him in the spirit of
deep humility, grateful love,
faithful obedience, and joyous
hope. Periodic and
proper
observance of the Lord's Supper
will result in an increase of our
faith in Him, our love for Him,
and our devotion to Him. Every
observance of the Lord's Supper
should increase our gratitude
for the privilege of serving a
risen and living Saviour.
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National Public Radio

The Cleveland Orchestra Pops
& Festival Concerts
FRIDAY'S-7:30 PM
WKALS-FM Thanks the following local merchants and
businessmen for their concern and support in making this
series possible:
Fred Masters—Wallace's Book Store
Don Henry—Henry Insurance
Henry Fulton—Murray Lumber Company
James Clayton—J&B Music Center
A.W. Simmons—Bank Of Murray
Ed Shinners—'Vanderbilt Chemical Corporation
Larry Mayfield-=Peopie's Bank
Alvin Chapman—Ryan Milk Company
Bruce.Thomas—Federal Savings and Loan
Dwain Taylor—Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
Buddy Buckingham & Rob Ray—Buckingham Si Ray LTD.
Wilson Woolley—Wilson Woolley Photography Ed Carroll—Carroll Volkswagen, Inc.

Sell
Your
House

Call

753-1'

DON'T MISS THIS GREAT

IghliVAMT

KNITcAlf

T

LOWEST PRICES OF THE SEASON!
BLONDIE

BUMS'1
HAVE YO4

OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF BETTER KNITS
VALUES FROM $4.99 TO $12.99 YARD

REG. $3.99 to $4 99 YD.

POLYESTER
DOUBLE KNITS

POLYESTER
DOUBLE KNITS

•Full bolts, 60- wide
• Newest Fall Colors
•Most Wanted Stitches

SLEEP
ALL_ mciP

litre

THE PHAN1

KENTUCKY

$26§

litztsvtig
With a new
kind of luxury
A

VALUES to $999 YD

SWEATER
KNITS
•100% Acrylic, Full Bolts
•Mactrine-Wasnable, runibte ufy
•Thousands of yards to choose from

$28§

Datsun 240-Z

Ah, the traditional sports car. Crisp shifts. Wind in the face.. rain in the ear.
And
the cost! It was a mixed blessing.
Our 240-Z has unmixed it. With around 20 miles per gallon economy. With
inexpensive parts delivered fast by a nationwide computerized system. And with
luxurious list of standard equipment: AM-FM with electric antenna, reclining seats,
tinted glass and more.
The days of iron men, wooden frames and unlimited budgets are gone. We thought
you'd like it that way.

•..VALUES TO

1,000

YARDS

ARE iOU A REAL 1
POCTOR LIKE
YOUR FATHER?'

• $9.99 Wool Si Polyester
Double Knits
• $7.99 Dyed to match
Jacquard Double Knits
• $6.99 Morotranic Polyester
Double Knits
• $5.99 100% Acrylic
Double Knits
• $4.99 100% Polyester
Men's Wear Knits
• $6.99 100% Polyester
Dyed to Match Knits
• $12.99 Imported Lambswool
& Polyester Double Knits
•'$4.99 yd. 100% Polyester
Polite De Rome Double Knits
—
• $4.99 yd. 100% Polyester
Solid Jacquard Double Knits
and many, many others

$5.99

Atte SA1
A`CEVER1
VINOV COMi
OUT FOR Ti
'TEAM,LET'S

YARD!
4-14-

O NLY

NANCY
HEY, MIST
YOU'LL GE
TROUBL

DOUBLE
From Nissan with Pride

•

VP. 4
1200 Sport Counc

1200 Scdan

_

twv.

lers ttPt.4
610 2-Dr Hardtop

(AO 4-Dr. Sedan

'
Morotranics
;yard
.1acquards,
•1 to
Knits
•So‘ids,
Fil
a
Brand New
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40,0
irnpertects so‘d
•
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_
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610 i-Ir.'Wagon

LIL ABNER

_

WE SELL FOR LESS
BECAUSE WE OWN OUR OWN MILLS'

'
t
—2̀
e 47
Pickup

USE OUR LAY-AWAY
A small down payment
iino,LhitS• to, yOu

will hold your
buy
%FM latt.1

A DIVISION OF ONE OF THE WORLD'S FOREMOST APPAREL
MANUFACTURERS

Murray Datsun, inL
* Open Evenings id iioo

*
rrionos34114__-

---- 204 W.WASHINGTON
Paris, Tn.
Sale Starts Monday, Sept. 17, at 9 O'clock

9 • 5-IM • Th1
9 6 (Fridays,
9 • 5:30(Sauaday1

B-15LINDRDLD
THOUGH HE
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SMELL TH
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NOTICE

NOTICE

NOTICE

HAVING PROBLEMS with your
hearing or understanding. For
free hearing checkup and consultation. Call your Belton
consultant,753-0832. Octobr3C

NOTICE

NOTICE

RECIEVE FREE service or
inspection on any type of vacuum
by calling Mike Hutchens or Bob
Byer at your local Kirby Vacuum
Office, 500 Maple Street, 753-8359
October10C
day or night.

Prices Good at ...

CAIN GULF

16 different patterns of....

ARMSTRONG
VINYL CUSHION FLOR

ALL WEATHER
MATS

WIGGINS
FURNITURE

17x9, 27x36
3x5, 4x6
Inside & Outside

,EK-Ir•Ilv.17•1•••

its miles North 641
Phone 753-4566
Open 8:00-5:30 Mon. dim Sat.

Phone (502) 753-8245
BOB ROUSSE

— 600 W. MAIN STREET —

re You Losing Your Hearing o
Understanding?
For Free Hearing Checkup
And Consultation Call.
Your Local Beltone
Consultant-753-0832

In 9' and 12' widths

& Elm

FIBER GLASS BELTED

Now on Friday evenings:

"60 Minutes"

WANTED
REFRIGERATOR,
desk and furniture in good condition for Christian Youth Center.
Phone 753-6666. Thanks.
S15C

•

!

All display ads, classified
display
and
regular
tdispiay, must be submitted
by 12 noon, the day before
publication.
All reader classifieds
must be submitted by 4
.m. the day before
blication.

1

CAUL/ 'N Pt
Oh
NEW MENU Cho,cf of
r not :fog ch,rkc
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UNION '76

G78x14 White

BEST LINE POLYESTER
4-Ply Blacks

$21°'
$2062

F78x14 White

A78x13

-Language Art -Math
-Reading readiness
'
Music
-Motor Skills
Teachers: Linda Haverstock
An Sue Heiss Debbie Crider

1498

$149$
9675

B&C78x14

Educational
Learning
Center

__Offers pre-school
for 3's, 4's & 5's

E&F78x14
Watcn this award-winning
program at 7:00 p.m., Channel
12
Brought to you by

9877
51927

F78x15

9715

NYLONS

RONALD W.SEIDWAR,Seedal Agent
.

At Public Auction for cash on October 1, 1973, at 1:00
o'clock p.m. will be sold a 1963 Pontiac to satisfy a
Mechanic's Lien in the sum of $128.68 at Sanders SE Ptwdom
Motor Sales, West Main Street, Murray, Kentucky.

G78x14&15
H78x14&15

INYLON WHITE

4-Ply First Lino

$27"
$2651
'249'

lit Main K
NORTHWE STERN
MUTUAL LIFE •
mILWAUKE E

NOTICE

Phone 753-6129

WHAT-A -SALE I!

ORR ELECTRIC, electric motor
repair and sale. New Concord
RORd,phone 753-8114.
TFC

0

NOTICE

4-Ply
C78x14 $1574—
F78x15 $ 1 664

6.50x11B1ack,$1351

15"
C78x14 Biacks$ 1450
7.00113 WhitJ

678x15

51759

178x15
All Prices Plus State
and Federal Tax and
Old Tire

FREE MOUNTING & BALANCING
_

178x15

LAIN GULF

$2395

753-5862

THE f)06 15
REGARDED AS
THE FRIEND
OF MAN...

T/415 PARTICULAR REED (5
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•14HCS SWIMMING?
HEY, MISTER --YOU'LL GET INI
TROUBLE

NOTICE OF OPPORTUNITY TO REQUEST A DESIGN
PUBLIC HEARING ON PROPOSED HIGHWAY PROJE,CIS
following proposed project:
1?is notice provides the public an opportunity torqued a Design Public Hearing on
Calloway County,F 193 17i, SP 18-3-11L, Murray-Renton Road (US 641), from approximately 0.15 mile south of the
Carlton Road (said beginning also being approximately 1.5 miles south of the US 641-KY 444 junction at Aimo
Heights and extends northerly to the Marshall County Line.The project length is approximately 5.4 miles.

-.moms%
S., e J.LAIPIL

LIL' ABNER
B-81..INIDFOLDM
,.
'THOUGH HE 15ZACK CAIHr T
MISS. HE KIN
SMELL Tf-r
CJ-1RYSANTHEMOM.F.r

The proposed plans are available for public Inspection at the Department of Highways, District Office, In Reidland and will
be on display at the City Hall in Murray,from 9:60 A.M. to 4:00 P.M. local time. on Tuesday September 25. 1973. Departmental personnel are available at the District Office and will be available in Murray on the designated date to discuss the
proposed project, reply to questions and to provide information to all interested persons.
The Draft Environmental Impact Statement will be available for reviewing and copying at the showing of the plans on the
above date. The Draft Environmental Impact Statement also covers Highway Project. F 193 (17); SP 73-153-41., the
Murray-Benton Road'(US 641) in Marshall County.
A Design Public Hearing will not be scheduled by the Department of Highways unless a written request for hearing is
received on or before Friday. September 28, 1973, by the undersigned.
Jack Gray
District Engineer
- Department of Transportation
Bureau of Highways
P.O. Box 3010
Paducah, Kentucky 42001
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

NOTICE

NOTICE

WANTED TO RENT

AUTOS FOR SALE

MUSIC

AUTOS FOR SALE

, AUTOS FOR SALE

TUNING—repairWANT TO RENT unfurnished PIANO
PLYMOUTH FURY-1965, FORD'TORINO-1970, black with PONTIAC
CATALINA-1970, two
house,in or near town. Phone 753- rebuilding. Prompt expert.ser- FORD-1971 Custom 500, air and automatic transmission, ex- beige vinyl top. Phone 753Chevrolet
1966
$1250.00.
door hardtop, vinyl roof, all
vice.
Rebuilt
power,
pianos
for
sale.
Ben
S17P
9486.
9467.
S144.
cellent
condition.
Phone
753W. Dyer, Murray, Kentucky. pickup, 000.00. 1930 Model-A
power, air conditioned, low
4358.
Sl5C
Phone 7534911.
mileage, new tires. One owner
TFC Ford,$950.00. Phone 753For the convenience of the Citizens of
Legal Notice
Sl4C
5429
VOLKSWAGEN BEETLE-1963. car. Excellent condition. Phone
CARLO-1973,
MONTE
power
Murray and Calloway County ..
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs.
Rebuilt engine. Phone 7&1.6.759 753-5924 or 753-1681.
Sl7C
steering, brakes and air. Swivel
NOTICE OF BOND SALE
Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
after
5:00p.m.
S14P
bucket
seats.
Phone
753-4095.S15C
The County of Calloway, Piano Company, across from MUSTANG — 1966, V8, automatiREAL ESTATE FOR SALE
S14C c, power steering. Good conwill until 10:00 am., Post Office, Parts,Tenn.
Kentucky,
Friday
Monday
thru
7-4
Will Be From:
TOYOTA PICKUP-1970, $995.00. MGB-1970 convertible, wire
C.D.S.T., on September 25, 1973,
dition. $475.00 Phone 436- '•
1974 WD Scout, $1795.00. 1961 wheels and AM-FM radio. Phone WIDE LOTS on U.S. 641, south of
7-12 Noon Saturday
S14P
at the regular meeting place of
5880.
S14C Murray, for your new home or
Sprite,4 new tires, $295.00. Phone 492-8646 before 6:00 p.m.
EXPERT GUITAR
the Fiscal Court at the CourINSTRUCTION
mobile home. Call owner 753CLOSED SUNDAY & HOLIDAYS
436-5570.
Sl5C
Beginners and advanced
thouse in Murray, Kentucky,
S113C
DODGE DART-1969 GT Sport, 0774.
Study with one of Ky's finest
MERCURY-1964 four door
Starting September 1, 1973
receive bids on $2,580,000 of its
teachers Now scheduling
CHEVROLET IMPALA-1964, gold with white vinyl top, extra
hardtop,
air
conditioned,
power
ool Building Revenue Bondslimited enrollment Call Ed
brakes and steering. 62,000 actual V8. First $135.00 takes it. Runs sharp. Phone 753-59IC or 753-1688, BY OWNER—two story brick
Monroe between 5 and 7 P.M.
Series of October 1, 1973, dated
S15P ask for Butch McKinney.
Phone 753-41992.
S20C house with full size basement,
miles. Phone 753-8102.
S15C good. Phone 435-5582.
October 1, 1973, maturing on
three large bedrooms, two baths,
April 1, 1975 through 2000,
living room, dining room and
AUTOS FOR SALE
redeemable on or after October 1,
LTD BROUGHAM-1970, air GALAXIE 500 XL, 1968, BUICK SKYLARK-1970, double kitchen. Has garage apartment
1973. Minimum bid is $2,528,400
DODGE PICKUP-1973. Take conditioning, AM-FM radio, vinyl beautiful, like new. Local car. power and air. Less than 25,000 with two bedrooms, kitchen
(98 per cent). Maximum interest
top, low mileage. Phone 767over payments. Phone 753Good gas mileage, $875.00. Phone actual miles. One year still left on living room, bath and utility
rate and maximum net interest
S17C 436-2368.
Sl7C 2356.
S17NC warranty. Phone 753-6965. S17C room. Phone 753-2205 after 4:30
cost is 7% per cent per annum. 1940.
p.m. for appointment. September
Legal Opinion by Rubin &
26C
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
REAL MATE FOR SALE
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
Trautwein, Louisville, Kentucky. REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
Good faith check is $51,600. Usual
tax-exempt basis. Bid Forms,
Must be 12 years or over
Circular and Official Terms and
Conditions may be obtained from
County Clerk or from the
•.
Agent, J.J.B.- Hilliard,'
W.L. Lyons, Inc., 545 South Third
Street, Louisville, Kentucky.
PRIME LOCATION. Large commercial lot on 641 S. across from Holiday Inn.
ABOUT TWO MILES SOUTH on 641 and on a lot over an acre in size is a nice 3
150'frontage and extra deep. Ideal for most types of businesses. Call for details.
(Signed) Marvin Harris, County
air,
and
heat
central
room,
recreation
Bedroom brick home. Has 2 baths, large
103 North 4th Street
Clerk.
1TC
carpet, beautiful fireplace. All rooms are spacious. Call for more information.
CORNER OF BAGWELL BLVD., AND GOODMAN Street.—New attractive
three bedroom brick veneer house with central heat and air, two baths, two car
121
HIGHWAY
WEST,
IMMEDIATELY
OUTSIDE
CITY
LIMITS.
Two
COM1HISSIONEWS SALE
• garage, fully carpeted, and ready for possession. Must look at this price
bedroom brick veneer house on approximately one acre. Nice double car
THE COMMONWEALTH OF
AUCTION SALE
634,500.00.
garage with apartment. Good income. Also one car trick garage behind house.
KENTUCKY, CALLOWAY
Special Now!
Priced to sell. $37,500.00.
ANTIQUE AUCTION, Saturday, Circuit Court, MURRAYIN WHITNELL ESTATES, thLs 3 bedroom brick has huge rustic den with
Soles & Heels September 15, 10:00 a.m. and CALLOWAY
type
rustic
Cathedral Ceiling,large kitchen, dining room,2 baths,central heat and
COUNTY
Lovely
beamed
Shores.
Panorama
ON THE BEST WATER-VIEW LOT at
Saturday, September 22, 10:00 HOSPITAL PLAINTIFF,
$8-50
air, large walled in patio for privacy. On wooded lot in one of Murray's best
3 air-conditioners, all built-ins,
heat,
electric
bedrooms,
4
baths,
Has
2
home.
a.m., rain or shine at Hubert's VERSUS PEGGY GARNER
locations. A real good price.
washer-dryer hook-up, family room. 2 fireplaces. Large double garage. On
Antiques four miles south of RUSHING, DEFENDANT.
street with paved drive. Must see to appreciate.
paved
and
on
water
community
BEAUTIFUL NEW HOME in Bagwell Manor is brick with 3 bedrooms, central
Murray, Kentucky on Highway By virtue of judgment and
heat and air, carpet, 3 baths, all built-ins, family room, 2 car garage and
641.
house
on
veneer
brick
order of sale of the Calloway
LYNN GROVE--BEAUTIFUL THREE BEDROOM
storage galore. On lot 150' x 193' and immediate possession. Call to see this one
Hubert Coles, owner of Circuit Court rendered at the
Vernon's Boot and
approximately one acre, with central heat and air, two baths, fireplace and
Hubert's Antiques, also a pain- August 24 Term thereof 1973, in
AT 903 DORAN ROAD IS A MODERN 3 BEDROOM BRICK near the new high
large family room. 22' x22' workshop in back. Can't pass up at $33,000.00.
Shoe and Western
ting contractor fell from a ladder the above cause, for the sum of
school. Has Central heat and air, 2 baths, carpet, draperies, all built-Ms. Really
for
a
while.
hospitalized
and
was
ON COMMERICIAL LOT-104 S. 12th St. Exceptionally nice frame house with
Five Thousand Five Hundred
nice.
Store & Shoe Repair
He thinks it best to follow pain- Fifty Six and 25-100 125,556-25)
/
2 baths. Nice patio, built-ins, carpet.
basement. 4 bedrooms, family room, 11
LARGE LOVELY OAK in this front yard on Glendale Road. Nice brick home
To Be Given Away!
ting for a while instead of both Dollars, with interest at the rate
Real nice home and investment.
with kitchen-family room, central air conditioning and electric heat. Can be
2 Football tickets to the
iobs.
of six per cent per annum from
used as 2 or 3 bedroom home. Has built-in range, utility room, outside storage
game Saturday, box seats
His building is cram full of good June 9, 1972, until paid and its
BEAUTIFULLAKE LOTS at Sugar Creek Subdivision. About 12 wooded, water
and small office or hobby room behind carport. Nice hardwood floors. Built by
at the 35 yard line.
merchandise, nothing sold before cost therein I shall proceed to
front lots. Otheatfine wooded lots near the water and Irving Cobb Fishing Lodge.
an architect for his home. Priced right.
ALSO...2 , tickets to the
details.
sale. Furniture: walnut love seat offer for sale at the Court House
Call
us
for
mill.
These are fine lots -not the run of the
Carson & Barnes areas.
with his and her chairs, roll top door in Murray, Kentucky, to the
LAKE COTTAGE ON IURBY JENNINGS TRIAL. Newly remodled and
The drawing will be held V
desk and chair,cherry wardrobe, highest bidder, at public auction
REAL NICE TWO BEDROOM BRICK HOME IN DEXTER. Has two-car
painted, 3 room cottage and bath. On large wooded lot. Budget priced, 28,900
12:00 Saturday.
stage coach rocker, sleigh bed, on the 17th day of September
garage,fireplace, and a new well. House built in 1969. Priced at 217,000.00.
Must be picked up by 4:06
cash register, typewriter and 1973, at 1:00 O'clock P.M., or
IN EAST Y MANOR,really nice 3 bedroom brick veneer, like new. On large,
p.m.
well landscaped lot, 11
desk, round and square dining thereabout, upon a credit of one
/
2 baths, utility, built-ins lots of cabinets in kitchen. This
FOUR ADJOINING WATER 10RONT LOTS ON Barkley Lake. All are wooded
Vernons invites everyone
tables, chairs, china cabinet, month, the following described
well kept and just like living in town except no city taxes to pay. Must see to
and with view of Highway 68 bridge On paved road and city water. This is a
to the Street Dance in the
Wishbone dresser, oak wash property, to wit:
appreciate.
prime location and priced right.
Central Shopping Center
stands, oak and walnut haol trees One Winston Mobile Home
Friday night Sept. 14.
503 S. 16TH A NEWLY REMODELED and completely redecorated home.
ON BAG WELL BOULEVARD is a nearly new 3 bedroom brick home with all
with marble, ice boxes, organ (house trailer) containing three
Circus Tickets can be
White painted brick. Has 2 baths, full basement, 3 bedrooms, central heat and
draperies, built-ins, 2 baths, central heat and air, double garage, paved drive.
and stools, walnut spool bed- (3) bedrooms and two (2) baths.
purchased here.
air, 2 car garage, new carpet. Really nice and on 90' X 360' lots. Call for apsteads, rocking chair, claw foot Said Winston Mobile Home
Extra nice and owner occupied.
pointment to see
library table, pier mirror, nice (house trailer) is now located on
-Hours for your convenience
THE HERSCHEL CORN HOME on Lynn Grove Road in the best location in the
window chair, oak dressers, Lot. No. A6 in the Fox Meadows
WE HAVE SEVERAL GOOD LAKE DOTS, City and County lots. Some small,
county. On over one acre lot with beautiful large trees, shrubbery and a park0-9 Mon.-Sat.
desks and tables, Chippendale Trailer Park. Property may be
like setting. This is an extra large remodeled home. The size of the rooms will
some large. All different price ranges. Check with us for residential or com14 Sunday
night stands, modern furniture, inspected at any time before the
astound you. Modern kitchen with all taut-ins, paneled den, large formal dining
mercial lots.
glass show
cases, steel tire sale by contacting and making an
Arcadia, Across from the
room,extra large living room with fireplace and adjoining sun parlor and patio.
wagon and seat.
Central Shopping Center
appointment with the Special
EXTRA NICE FUNISHED HOME at Lakeway Shores on water view lot 117' by
Designed for gracious living entertaining. Has 2 baths, 5 bedrooms. Has central
Miscellaneous items: cider Commissioner named below.
121'. Aluminum siding, basement, electric heat, air conditioner, built-in range
heat and air and on city water. You must see to realize the potential. Call for
Phone 753-9885
mill, round top trunk, desk phone For the purchase price, the
and oven, 2 bedrooms, formal dining room, large family room with fireplace,
appointment
to
see.
Possession
with
deed.
(Old), child's ice cream chair, purchases must execute bond,
patio, garage. On paved street and community water. Everything for leisurly
other toys, dolls, oil and aladdin with approved securities, bearing
year around living and a really good price.
NICE I BEDROOM BRICK HOME on 5 acres of good land. Lots of blacktop
ANYONE WISHING to go to St. lamps,lap spreads, school desks,
legal interest from the day of
frontage, about 1% miles north of Kirksey. Central heat and air, 2 baths, carpet
Louis Saturday, September 15, dinner and small bells, calf
WANT A FORMAL DINING ROOM,large living room and den with fireplace'
sale, until paid, and having the
and good well. Large transferable VA Loan.
contact Donald Crawford at 753- okes,complete, buggy and other
Then you must see this 4 bedroom brick veneer home. Has 3 baths, large
force and effect of a judgment.
5384. He has tickets for the Pi harnesses, dinner, tea and wash
playroom, worlds of shelves and closets. This house is only 5 years old and
Bidders will be prepared to
AT 307 N. 7th STREET Iii large 5 bedroom home with aluminum siding on
sburgh game and transportation kettles, flat irons, iron cook
comply promptly with these
priced far below replacement cost.
large lot 80' X 450'. Has fireplace, 2 baths, washer-dryer hook-up. Bargain at
on chartered bus.
1TP 5.tove, hanging lamps, Lincoln terms.
$12,800.00.
crapes and other nice lamps, Frank
MODERATELY PRICED BRICK HOME with central head and air. Three
Ryan, SPECIAL
ciepression glass, cake plates, COMMISSIONER CALLOWAY
bedrooms, 2 baths, kitchen-family room, utility, carport and large
Old Fashion
"ONE HOUR MARTINIZING BUSINESS for sale. Good for a man and wife
lot. Located
carnival egg nog and water sets, CIRCUIT COURT.
on Catalina near Keenland Drive.
A31C
operation. All equipment is in good condition and building is in good state of
opalescent dishes, compote, bowl
repair and leased at reasonable rent. Profitable business. Details to interested
AT 416 SOUTH 16TH STREET,four bedroom brick veneer. Large living room.
and pitcher cylinder gramaphone
MUSIC
Parties. Shown by appointment.
family room, large kitchen and dining area, 3 baths, central heat and air.
you
are
Come as
records, radios, some antiques,
garage with automatic door opener, paved drive and patio. On nice corner lot.
Begin Monday NIgkt,
wood and stone churns, jars, FOR PIANO lessons in my home
FINE LARGE OLDER BRICK HOME in new condition. On large corner lot,
September 17th, RA p.m.
bottles, cans ironstone dishes, or yours,call Jenna Carter at 492badrnoms,lbatbs, central beat and air, 3 fireplaces,3_
Ilthand.Poplar..Has
5
Letartion: Lynn Grove
—8378.
coca Eat-trays, pichirens,,
'car carport dishwasher, disposal, basement, large patio, all modem con- --COTTAGE NEAR LAKE—TWO. BEDROOM frame cottage partly fuertished,
Skating Rink, Lynn Grove,
four tenths of mile north of Morgan's Boat Dock,$7,250.00.
vases and collector's i
.
veniences and extremely well built. Located near schools and downtown. Shown
Ky.
We plan to sell portion of all PIANO SALE. As low as$595.00.
by appointment only.
ONE OF THE BETTER BRICK HOMES IN MURRAY at 8090live
Paschall,
Montell
varieties each day. Eats Lonardo Piano Company, across
Street. Has 6
bedrooms, 3 baths and on 90' x 240' lot. Has 3 fireplaces, 10 closets,
Evangelist
available. Not responsible for from Post Office, Paris, Tenpiece
best
steel beam
The
St.
16th
S.
on
and
limits
in city
land
developing
20
ACRES
OF
fine
construction,
basement. All built-ins in kitchen. Urge family room, fenced
S14Caccidents, or purchases made. nessee.
of land left in the city. Call for details.
yard. Must see to appreciate.
We know you will like this sale.
We invite our sale lovers to be PIANO, BAND Instrument,
DO YOU LIKE A SPLIT-LEVEL home on lot with nice trees? We have it at 1207
THE MAX OLIVER FARM, 1% miles southwest of Kirksey. 117 acres of fine
Treasure Hunting can be a
with us.
violin, guitar and jazz lessons.
Doran Road. Has 4 bedrooms,formal dining room, family room, 2 car garage,
land and three bedroom brick home. This is a fine dairy farm with silo, 4
new and exciting family
Douglas Shoemaker in charge Phone- Erwin or Pat Chandler
central heat and air, all carpet and file. All bullt-ins. The kichen is a beauty.
tractors, milk barn,63 milk cows, 110 cattle, lots of other farm equipment. Also
hobby. White's Electronic
a sale.
S14C 753-1470.
September 29C
tobacco barn. Call for other details.
announces their new line of
FRAME HOUSE ON 3 ACRES just East of Dexter on Brooks Chapel Road
Has
.-- •
super-sensitive solid state
3 bedrooms & bath, good well new roof. 28,800.00.
AUTOS.F'OR SALE
AUTOS FOR SALE —1
REAL NICE and newly decorated home at 523 Broad St. 3 bedrooms, central
mineral-metal detectors
gas heat, la basement, 2 air conditioners, draperies, some carpet. Priced right
for
and
prospecting
WHERE CAN YOU BUY a 3 bedroom brick house with full dry basement, living
at $17,500.00.
room with freplace,carpet and on large corner lot with shade trees for less than
treasure hunting. These
ultra sensitive detectors
$20,000.00? We have it. Give us a call.
1209 DORAN ROAD—BEAUTIFUL three bedroom brick veneer house on large
are designed to detect a
corner lot with 3 baths, fully carpeted, double carport, central heat and air and
.ANOLDER.FHAME HOME at 501 Vine in good condition has 1't acre lot with
single coin, ring or other
plenty of built-ins. Yard is professionally landscaped. Must see. Call for an
orchard in back, 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, gas furnace, fireplace, basement.
small metal objects that
$21,500.00.
appointment
are buried beyond the
range of less sensitive
LY FRAME HOME at 111 N. 7th Street. Has extra nice carpet, 3
1211 MELROSE IS A really nice moderately priced 3 bedroom brick home. Has
Models
detectors.
bedrooms, las baths, basement with garage, central heat. Has fireplace and
electric baseboard heat, tile bath with shower, carpet, utility, pantry and
available for the plumbing
formal dining room7Prteell to sell.
outside storage. 219,000:90.
For more intrade

The Land Fill Hours

Applications Now Being Taken For

PAPER
CARRIERS
Apply In Person At

Ued4et--8-71-1'net-

For Buying and Selling Real Estate Contact Guy Spann Realty. We have a
• rge staff of Qualified Salesmen to serve you.

REVIVAL

NOW
DELIVERING

PAGE FOUR

formation phone your
authorized dealer 753-1575
Monday through Saturday.

Don't read this unless you're
looking for a mobile home with
igh quality and low cost If you
are. then start looking at
Bill's Mobile Homes
South
Highway
in
Murray,
and
3900 Clarks River Road
in Paducah
VA and bank financing
available
can cow? for information
753.7131 /Autrey
.443-6.10 Padocen

p
4
7
CHEVROLET
PICKUPS

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET, Inc.
ST2Th S- Murrai - Phone 753-2617,

PVI

REAL MAT

AUTOS FOR SALE

TWO ACRE WOI
Birmingham Bot
subdivided for
Improved. Two
Pine Bluff Shore
Drive. Fully ii
down, owner
balance. Phone
Henderson, 31
Paducah,Ky.

BY OWNER; tv
Sharpe Street, IN
schools, shop
university. Phone
2454.

THREE BEDRC
years old. Four I
3% miles east of
753-6648.

BY OWNER nee
bedroom house,
formal dining
kitchen, fireplac
walk in closets. N
to move into now
for appointment.

FOR!

By Ov

I

L

BY OWNER, U
brick, 1% baths,
room, built-in t
electric home
heating and air. I
far appointment.

FOR:

BY OY

Four bedroom
on deep lot.
living room, c
large panelec
fireplace, kite
of cabinets, fu
Located at 512
Cash Price
Phone 7l

BY OWNER; U
house, 306 Nort
Phone 753-9797 aft(
Sl7C

THREE BEDRC4
years old. Four ac
3% miles east of 1
7534648.
WANT '11
WANT TO BUY 1
trailer, mechanicf
pay reasonable pr
5361 after 6:00 p.in
WANT TO BUY e
Feed Mill, 753-1255
WANT TO BUY
Phone 753-1790.
WANT TO BM
mobile home, 12's
no central air an
753-2377.
WANT TO BUY Ji
17 copies of the lk
Please bring by
Times Office, 11
Street.
HELP WANT
9119

>s,

REAL NICE WATERFRONTLOT in Green Valley Estates. Priced to sell.
ON 17 ACRES OF LAND.New split level brick veneer home 1% miles southeast
of Alm°. Has 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, central heat and air, carpets, Anderson
windows, built-in range. House still under construction
ON 04 WEST just 21
/
2 miles East of Tri-City is a 9 room frame house on about 2%
acres of land. Has hardwood floors, 4 bedrooms, huge family room, well. Priced
to sell- at $15,000.00.

HOUSE AND LOT IN ALMO. Lot 50' X 210'. Has new paneling, new
electric wall
heaters, 2 bedrooms and bath, kitchen and dining room. Large
living room.
Garage and workshop downstairs. Only $7,000.00.

Guy-Spann Realty

Our Sales Sbff .
Guy. Spann 753-2587
Louise Baker 753-2409 1aci Persall 7518961 — • —ger

,

ON OLD 641 NORTH IS A NICE OLDER FRAME HOME
redecorated and
"remodeled. Has 2 baths, 4 bedrooms and on large lot. Has built-in range and
oven and on city water. Priced to sell, $14,500.00.
NICE COMMERCIAL 1.0T on corner of 14th and Main
St. Large old
need of repair Call us for details

PAombor of Multipi. Listings
Phone 7534724

Glenn Wilcox 753-2761
Buddy Sykes /53-3455
Tripp Williams 753-6422

HE
Si
Must
weigh

home in

Prentice Dunn 753-5725

THREE
I
BRICK,large I
2 baths-all c
central air an
square feet of
built-ins
in
Located two
town on a one
P
7 holm
area.Days;
....
after 9:00.

I

Apply In
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Call
753-1916

CLASSIFIED ADS WORK W NDER

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

0, two
f, all
, low
owner
Phone
Sl7C
1LE
,uth of
ne or
r 753Sl8C
-brick
ment,
baths,
i and
trnent
tc hen
utility
r 4:30
imber

FRIDAY-SEPTEMBER 14, 1973

TWO ACRE wooded tract near
Birmingham Boat Dock. Can be
subdivided for trailers. Fully
improved. Two waterfront lots,
Pine Bluff Shores on Lake Shore
Drive. Fully improved. Half
down, owner will finance
balance. Phone 443-1565. Write
Henderson, 311
Ashbrook,
Paducah, Ky.
S15P

BY OWNER; two wooded lots,
Sharpe Street, beside park, near
schools, shopping
center,
university. Phone 1606)549October8C
2494.

WANT TO BUY

HELP WANTED

Another View

WANT TO BUY July 9 copies of
The Ledger & Times. Please
bring to the Ledger & Times, 103
North 4th Street.
TFNC

WANT TO BUY 50 or 60 acres of
land with or without imTHREE BEDROOM brick, two provements. Phone 753Sl4NC
years old. Four acres with barn. 9645
3/
1
2 miles east of Murray. Phone
753-6648.
S14C
HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

•••••••••••••••••••••••

WANT TO BUY 3 to 5 acres SAW MILL hands wanted, fork
within 10 miles of Murray, per lift operator and timber cutter.
acre price must be reasonable. Full or part time. Experience
Phone 753-0629 evenings
helpful, but not necessary. Exonly.
S20C cellent salary, depending on
experience. Phone 436-5818. S15C
WANT TO BUY trundle bed with
or without mattress. Need not be
in excellent condition. Phone 7538838.
Sl4C

FOR RENT

Call
753-1916

THREE BEDROOM house, 1609
West Math, between campus,and
Robertson School. Hardwood
floors and paneled throughout.
Will lease at $125.00 per month.
Deposit required. Family only.•
Available September 17. Phone•
753-7683 after 5:00 p.m.
517P•

:MEN'S
OUTLET:
•
•
901 Coldwater Road
•
(Next Door to Five Points Bar-B-Cue)
.

•
•

• Lots of Merchandise Arriving •
•
•
:Bargains Galore!:
•
•
• v Beautiful Sportcoats
•

SMALL THREE bedroom house,
furnished. All electric and air
conditioned. At Panorama
Shores. $100.00 per month.
Deposit required. Phone 435-5295
after 6:00p.m.
S13C

HELP WANTED

•
•
,
x Baggie Pants
•
•
•
Flair Leg Pants •
•
•
v Vests
•
•
Shirts •
•
ONE BEDROOM furnished•
This Week Only! Special •
apartment, couples only. Phone•
753-7061.
S13C•
Prices on Several Racks! !
r••••••
••••••••••••••C
FURNISHED FOUR bedroom

Full Time
Stock Clerk
40 hour week
Paid insurance
Paid vacation
Night work
Pay rate $2.11 to $2.80 per
hour
Experience preferred but
not necessary.
Equal opportunity employer

,LARGE MOBILE home on
Kentucky Lake, 10 miles from
Murray.
conditioned,
Air
automatic washer. Phone 4362427.
Sl3C

•

V

01013WWWINAftwS,4.-...
BY OWNER new two story four WANTED SERVICEMAN. Apply
bedroom house, three baths, at Bill's Mobile Homes, south
'HAVE YOU HEART) ME LATEST LEAK?"
formal dining room, built-in 12th Street, next to Holiday Inn in
Murray.
S18C
kitchen, fireplace, carpet, all
SERVICES OFFERED
SERVICES OFFERED
walk in closets. No waiting, ready
house, near University. Ideal for
to move into now. Phone 753-3903 SMILING WOMAN under 60, two
CAMPER-1972
SERVICES
UNIVERSITY
SCARBOROUGH
OFFERED
PLUMBING
DAY Care Center, 4 to 6 girls or boys. Phone 753-7575 CHECKMATE BOAT-1973, 17' STARCRAFT
&
hours a day, five days a week.
for appointment.
blue metal flake 135 H.P. model, sleeps 8, equipped with
S15C
Electric
across
Complete
from
pump repair
MSU Library has or 753-0669.
For interview phone Mrs. Doran PAOFESSIONAL POODLE and
S20C
.
_ Evinrude, runs.4741 MPH,-with stave,sink and ice boa. Prioed to 753-8970 between 2:00 and 5:00 Schnauzer clipping and grooming Semite. Let us check yold - old -openings for children ages" 3 1lb'
tilt tandem trailer. Bee in water sell. Phone 753-1323 or see at
pump
school
for
age.
you
before
Planned
you
buy
learning
a
p.m.
Sl4C with a personal touch. By apnew one. 24 hour emergency programs for all different ages. TWO BEDROOM furnished 8 times. Excellent shape. Can be Kentucky Lake Oil Company,
pointment, Lyn Dunn, phone 753Sl5C
Open 7:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Ex- house, lake front. $90.00 per seen at Maths Clean Up Shop, 401 South 4th Street.
service. Phone 753RENTAL HOSTESS to contact 4881.
October2NC
By Owner
"1543.
perienced teachers. Operator, month. Phone 753-2250 after 4:00 North 4th or phone 753-8572. S17P
September
26C
clubs, groups, individuals in your
THREE
S17C
BEDROOM
TAKE soil away the Blue Lustre
Mrs. Jack ( Milly) Ward. Phone p.m.
own time, to rent party room at JERRY'S REFINISHING
BRICK,large family room, X
REPOSSESSED CONSOLE way
EXPERIENCED ROOFER will 753-6199.
from
carpets
and
S14C
Dippers Delight. Can earn up to Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles roof
piano for balance due. Like new. upholstery.
house and furnish shingles
2 baths-all ceramic tile, 1
Rent
electric
FOR SALE OR 1 RADE
$300 00 a month. Phone 753South
of
on
Murray
Hwy.
641.
for $19.00 a square. Also will do
Phone 753-7575.
central air and heat, 1980 I
S17C shampooer $1. Western Auto,
4498.
Sl4C Jerry McCoy, owner. (502) 492- patch jobs.
T.L. Asphalt Paving
square feet of living space. P..
Phone 753-6569. S15NC
home of "Wishing Well Gift
SALE
FOR
trade-two
or
8837.
TFC
-Driveways -Parking areas
built-ins
GAI1MORE'S FRUIT Stands, Shop."
in
kitchen a
S15C
shotguns;
rifles;
three
1973
•5
Repairs
Hazel, Ky., and Puryear, Tenn.
Located two miles from = FULL TIME lab technician
WANT TO care for elderly person
Grand
professional
Torino;
Sport
a
Phone 247-7281 anytime
This week's special-yellow MAYTAG. WASHER, in good
town on a one acre wooded a needed for community hospital FOR ALL your additions- in my home. Person must be able
Ludwig drum set; gun cabinet
West South Street,
area. Phone 753-2780, 206
remodeling, residential or to bathe and care for him or All work guaranteed, free and one Sioux buffer. Phone Jeff delicious apples, $3.00 half condition. Portable T.V. with
Mayfield, Kentucky. Phone 247bushel, $5.00 bushel. Jonathan stand, Hide-a-bed, vinyl covered.
Days; 753-7082 Evenings
commercial. New or old. Free herself. Person will have their estimates.
at 7534832 or 753-7139.
S17C
5111. Contact personnel ofapples, $3.00 half bushel and $6.00 Bed springs and mattress if
after 9:00.
own room. Home has been state
estimates. Call 753-6123.
TFC
FOR RENT
ice.
S15C
bushel. Watermelons, $1.00 each. wanted. Floor lamp with silk
inspected. Phone 753-5807. Sl4C
FOR SALE OR LEASE
Decorated style bedspreads, shade. Phone 753-7195.
S15C
ONE
OR
two
bedroom
duplex,
BY OWNER, three bedroom FREE TO travel with America's TIMBER-LODGE on Tenn- WILL DO baby-sitting in my Carpeted, central air and heat, GROCERY STORE with or $24.95 value for only $9.95. S15C
Tucky
Lake,
Route
1, Springville,
trick, 11
/
2 baths, large family largest tent circus, Carson &
GIRL'S COAT and size 12 dresses
dishwasher, stove, refrigerator, without living quarters. Will take
Tennessee, will build complete home,anytime. Phone 753room, built-in kitchen, total Barnes. Married couples or
and slacks. Phone 753-3903. S15C
washer and dryer hook up. house or farm in on trade. Phone
S17C
7829.
starting
fireplaces,
only
at
single
men.
No
experience
ALUMINUM
September2IP •
electric home with central
Private patio. Couples or girls. 753-1406.
•
$695.00.
Selection
of
stones
SIDING
heating and air. Phone 753-1514 necessary. Good pay, room and
CREOSOTE POLES,8' to 25' and
Phone 753-9574.
SIC
board furnished. Apply at circus available. Satisfaction
• Mainte UMIN
M - No i treated fence posts. Murray
:ee
for appointment.
S15C
OPPORTUNITY_,••
_BUSINIDIS
•
office on circus day in Murray, guaranteed. Phone 901-593•
More Painting
SLEEPING ROOMS for men,
•
• Lumber Company, 104 Maple
TFC
turday, September 15, Jaycee 3534.
We cover ail wood.
woG It will • Street.
furnished, private entrance, air DISTRIBUTOR WANTED to
S15C
fairground.
514P WILL DO trash and brush
411K....51190e15149149:V;
I
conditioned, refrigerator. service local accounts! Cbildrens:cut 30 per-cent off your:
•
heat bW .
hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone
ARROWHEAD CAMPER Sales,
Zimmerman Apartments, South products featuring Sesame Street
lig Call for Free Estimates - •
BUTCHER
WANTED
TFC
for 753-6130.
& Disney items! Highly weekly is
l
e Mayfield, Kentucky on the
16th.
Phone
753-6609.
Sl8C
Low cost and fast,
supermarket. Would consider
489-113114
a Benton Highway. Travel trailers,
and monthly earnings possible! •
BY OWNER
trainee. Also need stock man. FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
efficient service.
Inventory, materials & training
pickup camper, toppers. We also
MOBILE
HOME-modern
12'
Four bedroom brick house
Good working conditions. Phone installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
necessary. $3,300. cash required!
rent campers by the week or
wide.
$85.00
per
month, or sell for
on deep lot. Two baths, ; 7534354.
S14C
Call or write A i i Marketing 641 PET Shop, north. Chihuahua weekend. Call 247-8187 or 489$3150.03. Phone 753-8333 after 5:00
living room, dining room,
BULLDOZER WORK; trucking,
Corp., 11276 Harry Hines Blvd., puppies, cocker, spitz, tiny toy 2303,
S15C
p.m. or 753-7671.
S14C Dallas, Texas
large paneled den with ; MOTHERS NEEDED in this
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
75229. Call collect puddles, parakeets, fish and
fireplace, kitchen, with lots
area to demonstrate House of topsoil. Phone Hardin, 3541138,
KENTUCKY'S LARGEST
S19P supplies. Phone 753LARGE EFFICIENCY apart- Mr.Cook(214) 243-1961.
of cabinets, hill basement. ' Lloyd toys and gifts, now
1862.
October 11C variety of pistols. Buy now while
through or 354-8161, after 5:00 p.m. TFC
ment,
representing
and
electric
heat
air
Located at 512 Broad.
December I. Earn $20.00 per
you can still get them at
conditioned, large closets and HAVE YOUR own business now! FENDER SOLID state Etassrnan
Cash Price $211,000.00
evening part time. No deliver or CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY
reasonable prices. Country Boy
storage. Private entrance. Apply No financial risk. Great potential amp.,SP3100 series, I custom 200
Phone 753-3953
collecting. Limited number of steam cleaned. Phone Carpet
Stores, the pistol people. 9 miles
4."
at 1606 West Main.
S14C working part time. Phone 753- head, RCA microphone, Univox
openings Call for your ap- Master 489-2504.
TFC
from Hopkinsville, Junction 117
October
17C
1470.
electric guitar and case. Phone and 164. Open Sundays until 4:00
pointment 7534291.
S14C
BY OWNER; three bedroom
753-0686, 8:00a.m.-4:00 p.m S15C p.m.
THREE BEDROOM duplex,
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
S15C
Box
P.O.
902
house, 306 North 7th Street.
central heat and air and carpets.
Control, phone 753-3914 100 South
PEST
CONTROL
Missouri
Phone 753-9797 after 8:00pm.
Sikeston,
PORTABLE DISHWASHER. ATTENTION FARMERS!!
Positively no pets. Phone 75313th Street, "Every day you
S17C
S15C FOR THE best in pest control G.E., deluxe model, five wash Rhodes Feed Mill has received
delay lets bugs have their
Phone 314-471-6000 16200 or 753-5500.
service and termite control call settings, cutting board top. Can
TFC
way."
another truck load of gates.
Wanted part time and full
Superior Exterminating Com- be built in, $95.00. Phone 753Special 16ft., 5-slat panel gate
TRAILER SPACE. Opening new
time night time waitress.
THREE BEDROOM brick, two
pany,753-7286
4195.
S15C $20.40, 14ft., 5-slat panel gate
WILL
DO
1
:
=13Y-sitiing
in
my
trailer
court
2
/
1
2
miles
east
of
Must
work
some
weekend
years old. Four acres with barn.
TFC
JOHN'S REPAIR Service. home for pre school and school Murray on Highway 94. Phone
$19.40,6 ft chain link gate, $12.75,
nights. Personal interviews
3/
1
2 miles east of Murray. Phone
WATERMELONS,one or a truck eft. chain
age
children.
Five
days
a
week
'
753_2377
Plumbing-electrical-roofing
and
SALE
FOR
link gate $13.50, 10 ft.
S15C
only.
7534648.
S20C
load. Arkansas black and black chain link gate $14.60,
carpentry. Phone 7534897 days or and some evenings. Have
12ft chain
diamond.
pounds.
25
to
60
Home
Reliable
753-7625 nights.
and EIGHT ACRES available for GAS DRYER-Kenmore, "like
TFC references.
link gate $15.40, 14ft chain link
WANT TO BUY
reasonable rates. By hour, day or winter crops, 641 North. Liberal new" avocado green. $100.00. grown. Pete Valentine, Puryear, gate $16.50, 16ft. chain link gate
S19P $17.50. Also 6ft. steel post $1.30. 35
TIMBER-LODGE of Tenn- week. Phone 7534809
S17C agreement. Phone 753-2583. S19C Phone 753-9866.
Sl8C Tenn., phone 642-4439.
M.in
'l'ucky lake, Route 1, Springville,
WANT TO BUY large enclosed
percent hog supplement ( pellet
Tennessee will do your stone CUSTOM PAINTING on cars and NICE TWO bedroom brick home WASHER AND dryer, $100.00 for SEAMLESS GUT= Baked or meal) $12.00 cwt. 40 percent
trailer, mechanically sound. Will
EARN $1,000 to $1,500. Work now work. Large selections of stone. motorcycles. Phone Jeff at 753- with carport, 3 miles from town. both. Must sell. Phone 753pay reasonable price. Phone 4
teed 30 hog supplement ( pellet or meal)
on enamel finish,
TFC 7832 or 753-7139.
S17C Space for large garden. $135.00 0762.
S14C years. For free detailed estimate $13.00 cwt. Fly blocks $2.20 each.
5301 attar6:00 p.M.
S19P to December 1st. Weekly Phone 901493-3534.
paycheck, no collecting, no
phone Atkins Gutter Service, 41 per cent dairy concentrate
month. Lease and deposit
delivery, no cash investment. A BUSINESS without a sign is a ROY HARMON finish carpeter. required. Prefer couple alone or GARAGE SALE, Friday and Murray,7534407or 753$8.25 cwt. Tramisol cattle
Tan 'rt) BUY ear corn. Stella_ Playhouse Toy Gompany„-Iiiariey,
sign of no- business. Hanna Sign CuStorn
Octoberk0C wormer boluses 63 cents each.
building
and one-child only. Phone 753-5068 Saturday, September /4 and 15,8901
kied Mill,7113-1255.
Sl5C Frick,527-7133.
OcOber1C Company,753-8346.
TFC remodeling. Houses trimmed- after 4:00p.m.
Tlubenzole cattle wormer boluses
S15C corner of Dudley and Sunny
Lane. Small dog
house, EVERY makeelectric carpet 65 cent each. Rhodes Feed Mill
formica tops and doors-Quality
does a better job with Cuba,Kentucky. 382WANT TO BUY used trumpet.
COACH ESTATES and Fox typewriter and table, bed-cshamPwer
FULL TIME stock man wanted ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service workmanship. Phone 753famous Blue Lustre. Kwik-Pik 2593.
am
ep
aing
ds,
z:
bicycle,
rugs,
c
spr
ent,jpfu
t
t
nr
eas
e,
r
S17C
Phone 753-1790.
October 9c
S17NC Meadows Mobile Home Parks,
TFC 0790.
for days only, 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 Phone Paris,642-6551.
Five Points.
515C
small
superior
parks,
acp.m. Apply in person only from
WANT TO BUY all electric
exclusive fall and winter clothing for adults
1973 YAMAHA 360cc Enduro, like
9:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m. at Big K, ADVERTISE!! HANNA Sign PAINTING-INTERIOR, ex- commodations,
and children.
mobile home, 12'x50', or 12'x60', Belaire
CLEAN CARPETS the save and new, 4 months old, $850.00. Phone
Shopping Center. See Mr. Company, 607 South 4th Street. terior, city or farm. Quality. residential area. Phone 753Sl4C
no central air and heat. Phone Colwell.
safe way with Blue Lustre. Rent 753-5994 after 5:00 p.m.
October8C
October17C Reasonably priced. For free 3855.
Sl7C Phone 753-8346.
S2OP
S17C
753-2377.
electric shampooer $1.00. Big K,
estimate phone 437-4790 or 437
MATERNITY
CLOTHES,
size
16.
WILLIE'S
Shopping
Center.
Belaire
INTERIOR & Ex- 4712.
S15C UPRIGHT PIANO; bedrooii
Octoberl1C FURNISHED OR unfurnished
SEMI DRIVERS with three years
S14C
terior Painting. Phone 753-4832
two bedroom apartment, central Cheap. Phone 753-0762.
suite; coffee table; couch and
WANT TO BUY July 16 and July experience to run 15 states. Must
from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. and CEMENT CONTRACTOR. Lee heat and air, wall to wall carpet.
VIKING CUE stick. Excellent chair; old trunk; breakfast set;
17 copies of the Ledger & Times. have 6 months experience on
ENCYCLOPEDIAS,
COMPTON
753-7484
after
4:30
p.m.
for free Childress & Son, 753-6170. Patio, Available now. Phone 753condition. Phone 753-1662 or 753- two lamps. Phone 753-6802. S17C
Please bring by the Ledger & steel or machinery. Call Ace
estimates.
4331.
October9C 15 volumes, used. Excellent 0806.
garages, walks,etc.
514C
Times Office, 103 North 4th Doran Hauling & Rigging
condition. Phone 753-2303. S14C
September 18C Septernber27P
FUNK AND Wagnall's enTFNC Company, Mayfield, Kentucky
Street.
NEED MARY Kay makeup' For cyclopedia, 27 volumes, 1972
502-345-2786 after 5:00 p.m.
MOBILE HOME, 10'x50', car- PALOMINO
MARES-two order call 753-1611 before edition,
1973 yearbook. Excellent
HELP WANTED.
October 19C B&C CONSTRUCTION work. CATTLEMEN-HOG producers. peted, two bedrooms, water registered.
Phone 767-2079. Sl4C Saturday night.
'Sl4C condition. Phone 753-6019. S17P
basements,
Rhodes
Complete
block
Feed
Mill will store y
furnished. One mile from city
Nr41,\IIPIPTIPNIFTWWNIPTPTII."111PWWWW.VNIFRPTIY111P
patios, grain, any amount, shell corn or limits. $85.00 per month. Couple
walls,
retaining
sidewalks, etc. Ten years ex- ear corn,for Your convenience in preferred. Phone 753-3533. S14C 1973 HONDA CB-350, 500 miles MOBILE HOME 12'x60.-Buddy. REFRIGERATOR--coppertone,
two months old. Call 767perience. Free estimates. Phone making feed. Phone Rhodes Feed
Two bedrooms, two air con- Westinghouse. Real good conSl7P ditioners and portable dryer.
6106
437-4734 or 437Mill, Cuba, Kentucky 382-2593 for
All dition outside. Cheap. Phone 753TWO TRAILERS. One 10'x45',
6219 after 5:00 p.m.
ITC
September26NC more information.
-1765.
gas. Phone 753-0811 or 753October9C nicely furnished,
$35.00 per
3075.
TEN
will
Sl7P
SOWS,
pigs
have
in
month. One 8' wide with built-on
ELECTRIC RHYTHM guitar and
about three weeks. Phone
GUTTERING BY Sears. Sears R & R ASPHALT Paving. Quality 10' wide living
room, nicely
Richard Childress 753-6170.S15NC -CLEAN KOREAN lespedeza hay True-Tone amplifier, $75.00 for •
seamless gutters. installed per work guaranteed. Business and furnished, $30.00 per
month. Both
S20C
90 cents per bale in field. Phone both. Phone 753-7435.
your specifications. Call Larry residential. Free estimates. east of Almo. Phone 753-5284
or
S14P
753-5107.
1.yles at 753-2310 for free Phone day or night Mayfield 247- 753-6921.
S15C CO1OR T.V.- -19", $269.88. Roby
SALE-ATHON. $100.00 free
TFC 7201
estimate
TFC
Sales, Highway 68, Benton, 16' DUO Sportster, full top, built fabric with purchase of the
OctoberIC in gas tank, 60 H.P. Evinrude Golden Touch and Sew by Singer
ONE BEDROOM house, ful Kentucky.
upstairs, utility room, water
motor. Phone 753-9021,
S17P with desk console of your choice.
Your local Singer Sewing Center,
$50.00. Eight miles east of CHIFFEROBE-TWO doors with
Aurora,
Belaire Shopping Center.
520C
Murray on pavement. Phone 436- mirrors on both doors, 5 11 ACRE lot, located in
or mobile home. Phone 3544161
S15P drawers. Phone at noon 753September 28C KANSAS CHAIN jack copSl4P after 7:00 p.m
3457.
plete), "2" porto powers-molding
UNFURNISHED HOUSE, three
and other miscellaneous body
bedrooms, some carpeted, REGISTERED Black Angut
shop items. 10'x7' fiberglass
CAMERA
electric heat, air conditioned, Bull,aboUt 1300 pounds. 436Phone 489-2669 or 753-0888
garagt-duar.flitait/3 42MilkSter.
nice traildt. Twe car garage.
-='FOR SALE
S15C'
Shown by appointment. Phone
Pentax Spotmatic II A with
If No Answer Call - 753-3667
M-FARMALL Greeter with two
753-3757 after 7:00 p.m. Available
F 1.4 S.M.C. lens_ Phone
row corn picker. 5800.00 Phone
October 1, 1710 Martin Chapel 197fliONDA 350cc. chopped.
75.1-102S.
753-8090.
S14C
S14C
Road.
SI5P Phone 753-6759.

FOR SALE I

:......•.•...•.......:

FOR SALE

LONG TERM
FARM LOANS

%

•fraid Delta
Agency

Kansas City Life
Insurance Compaq

Help Wanted

Paglials Pizza
510W.

PART TIME

HELP WANTED
Start at 1:00 p.m.

Must be able to lift -mail bags
weighing average 100 pounds.

Paschall Elect. & Plumbing Repair

Apply In Person to Mr. Ted Delaney

Myers Pumps - Authorized Dealer

All Types of Pump Repair

Ledger & Times_

Bob Paschall

Frank Kendall
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Rev. W. Edd Glover
Gives Sermon Subject
Rev. W. Edd Glover will
speak on the subject, "The
Secrets of The Lord," at the
eleven a.m services of the
North Pleasant Grove Cumberland Presbyterian Church
on Sunday, September 16.
His scripture will be from
Matthew 16:13 and 17:8. Sunday
School will be held at ten a.m.
and evening services will be at
6:30 p.m. Wednesday evening
services will be at seven p.m.

Susan H. Blackford

Mrs. Susan Hale Blackford
was recently awarded a 8100.00
scholarship to Murray State
University by the Quota Club of
Murray.
She is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Reid Hale of Murray
and is married to Wayne Blackford who is with the Murray
Police Force. Mrs. Blackford is
a senior at Murray State
University, majoring in speech
and hearing therapy
Quota International has as its
major project, work with all
phases of Speech and Hearing
arid the local chit) has had
several money-making projects
the past few years to help in this
locally, a club spokesman said.

Fall Potluck Manned
By MSU Women's Society
The Women's Society of
Murray State University will
hold a fall potluck on Monday,
September 17, at 6:30 p.m. in
the SUB ballroom.
Special guest of the evening
will be Mrs. Lois Sparks, wife of
retiring
State's
Murray
president, Dr. Harry Sparks.
Mrs. Patsy Miller and Mrs.
Shirley Homra will be chairmen
of the event with Mrs. Pat
Harcourt in charge of
decorations.
All interested members and
newcomers of the Women's
Society are urged to attend this
first Tail get- together of the
organization which is open to
active and retired faculty and
staff and to wives and widows of
faculty and staff.

Memorial Baptist Church to Hold
Note Burning Service & Revival

Dr. T.A. Thacker, former
"As expressed in an ad in this
Pastor at Memorial Baptist paper, we are certainly thankChurch, will return to Murray ful to the many individuals who
for a special note burning expressed confidence in our
service and revival services church and purchased these
starting this .Sunday, Sep- bonds. We are thankful to God
tember 16, at the church.
for His blessings and the faithThe note burning service will ful giving of the people, making
commemorate the complete the completion of the project
payment of a 8110,000 bond issue possible. Everyone is invited to
of 1958-1959 used for con- this special service Sunday at
struction of a two story 10:50 a.m., the fellowship meal
education building, basement at the noon hour and the revival
Cub Scout Parents To
renovation, and installation of a services throughout the week,"
new heating and cooling says Memorial Pastor,
Meet At Carter School
Jerrell
system, according to Rev. White.
An organizational meeting for Jerrell White, church pastor.
Cub Scouts will be held at
The revival services will be
Carter Elementary School on held each night, September 16Monday,September 17, at seven 22, at 7:30 p.m with morning
p.m.
services, Tuesday-Friday at
This meeting is for parents of 7:00 a.m. Alan McCutchen,
boys between the ages of eight church minister of music and
Workers at the Ingersol-Rand
and ten who are interested in youth, will direct the music for plant in Mayfield went out on
joining the Cub Scouts, a the week.
strike at 9:30 a.m. Thursday
spokesman said.
morning.
The workers, members of the
International Association of
Machinists and Aerospace
Workers union, walked out over
a contract dispute. 157
production and maintenance
(Continued from Page 1)
workers are involved in the
the city acquiring the electric
walkout.
system's equity in the present
building. It was suggested that
the natural gas system would be
able to utilize the electric
building by moving out of-their'
cramped quarters at city hall.
After some discussion, the
Donald R. Tucker, local
council voted to change all
parking meters in the downrealtor, was re-elected, a vicetown area so that the meters
president in the Kentucky
would accept pennies as well as
Association of Realtors at the
nickles and dimes. Expected
annual convention held in
costs of the change would be 93
Covington last week. He was
to $4 for converting each meter
also
re-elected to a three year
Dr. T.A. Thacker
plus approximately $5,000 per
term as a Director of the
year in lost revenue.
Kentucky Association.
The downtown merchants had
Tucker has been in real
requested that the Council take
estate for 15 years owning his
some action in an attempt to
office at 502 Maple for much of
(Continued from Page 1)
alleviate the parking problem in
that time. He is active in both
the downtown area and the administration continues
its local and state boards, serving
councilmen decided W try the strong opposition to a
tax in- in many capacities. Tucker has
one cent meters. Some mer- crease."
been president of the Murraychants had said that they were
Ullman said of the proposal Calloway Board of Realtors for
aware that some of the major "I couldn't support it.
I favor a two terms, on the Board of
offenders of the parking meters loophole-closing tax
bill that Directors four terms, and has
were employees of firms in the would raise revenue."
served on many comsnittees for
downtown area, and the merboth Boards.
Rep. Herman T. Schneebeli
chants said that they would try
He has educated himself in
to eliminate this problem of Pennsylvania, senior Re- the most modern methods of
publictin
member
of
the
Ways
themselves.
handling Real Estate and
The council passed a and Means Committee, said his serving the interests of his
first
impression
was
very
"not
resolution conveying the deed
clients, having graduated from
on the city school system's favorable."
the Realtor's Institute and also
recuperating
The
chairman of
industrial arts building on South
attaining the status of a CerNinth St. back to the school the committee, Rep. Wilbur D. tified Residential Broker, on the
Mills,
D-Ark.,
from
said
his
board. The school board had
National level. There are only
deeded the property to the city Little Rock hospital bed that five Brokers in the state of
so that bonds could be sold for the plan certainly would look Kentucky who have attained
the system and the bonds have like a tax increase to a worker this status, a spokesman for the
who saw more funds withheld
now been retired.
board said.
from his pay check.

City Council

Donald R. Tucker
Re-elected- Officer
Of State Realtors

Taxes ...

An old fashioned revival
service will be held at Lynn
Grove Skating Rink on Monday,
September 17, at eight p.m.,
Coetinsed from Page 1)
sponsored by the Faith
Someone once said that
Missionary Baptist Church of
television is a device that brings
Hazel.
Montell Paschall will be people into your living room you
evangelist for the services on wouldn't have in your living
Monday when special singing room.
will also be held.
Fellow says *Trolarte has a
better command of the
Rev. John Churchwell
language than the one who
keeps his mouth shut."
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Grogan Dowdy Dies John T. Markovich
Thursday Night At Dies Suddenly At
The Local Hospital The Age Of 56
Grogan Dowdy died Thursday
at 10:30 p.m. at the Convalescent Division of the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 80 years of age
and his death followed an extended illness.
The deceased was preceded in
death by his wife, Mrs. Emma
Bell Dowdy, in April 1960. He
was a member of the Ledbetter
Baptist Church. Born January
26, 1893, he was the son of the
late Wiley Houston Dowdy and
Permelia Hanes Dowdy.
Mr. Dowdy is survived by one
sister, Mrs. V.O. Shelton of
Murray Route Five, and one
brother, Hubert Dowdy of 506
South 7th Street, Murray.
Funeral services have been
scheduled for two p.m.
Saturday at the chapel of the
Max Churchill Funeral Home
with Rev. Paul Wenger officiating.
Burial will be in the Ledbetter
Cemetery. Friends may call at
the funeral home after three
p.m. today (Friday).

Mrs. R. E. Sher-man
Dies Thursday At
Cardiac Care Unit
Mrs. Beulah N. Sherman of
New Concord died at 11:50 p.m.
Thursday in the Cardiac Care
Unit of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, where she had
been a patient since Tuesday.
The deceased was 65 years of
age and had resided in the New
Concord area for the past year.
She and her husband, R.E.
Sherman, who survives, had
moved back here to his original
home after his retirrnenent
from his work at Cleveland,
Ohio.
Mrs. Sherman was a member
of River Chapter No. 517 Order
of the Eastern Star in Ohio.
Born May ?Ai, 1908, in Cleveland,
Ohio, she was the daughter of
the late J.F. McCashen and
Grace Norcross Mn.
Funeral arraeionsib are
incomplete, but the J.H.
Churchill Funeral home will
have charge of the
arrangements.
She is survived by her
husband, R.E. Sherman of New
Concord; two sons, Dr. Robert
E. Sherman, Jr., of Maryland
and James C. Sherman of
Detroit, Mich.; three grandchildren.

HAZEL LODGE
SECRETARIES
Hazel Lodge No. 831 of Free
Murray Chapter, National
PENNY CLUB
Secretaries Association, will and Accepted Masons will meet
The Penny Homemakers Club
meet Monday, September 17, at tonight (Friday at 7:30 p.m. at
7:30p.m. at the Murray Savings the Hazel Lodge Hall Work will will meet Monday, September
and Loan Community Room. be in the enterprentice degree, 17, at ten a.m. at the home of
Visitors are welcome, a according to Max Weatherford, Mrs. Richard Armstrong. A
master of the lodge.
potluck luncheon will be served.
spokesman said.

John T. Markovich, formerly
of Murray, died suddenly
Wednesday at eight p.m. at his
home in Charleston, Mo. He was
56 and his death was due to a
heart attack.
Markovich and his family
moved from Murray about five
years ago to Cairo, Ill., where
he and his wife, Nell, who
survives, operated Glen's
Restaurant. For the past three
years they had lived
in
Charleston, Mo., where they
operated Mark's Cafe.
The former Murray man
served with the U.S. Army for
26 years in World War II and the
Korean conflict. At the time of
his death, he was master of the
Cairo Masonic Lodge and had
formerly headed the lodge's
chapter council, and cornmandry. He was also a member
of Rizpah Shrine Temple,
Madisonville, Murray-Calloway
County Shrine Club, First
Baptist Church of Cairo, and
VFW Post 2649, Cairo.
Survivors are his wife, Nell,
of Charleston, Mo.; two
daughters, Mrs. Pat Brey of
Caro;'M., and -Mrs. Paulette
'Martin of Charleston, Mo.;
mother, Mrs. Anna May
Markovich of McKeesport, Pa.;
two
sisters,
Mrs. Sue
Misenhelter of New Boston,
Texas, and Mrs. Helen Kason of
McKeesport, Pa.; six brothers,
Ed of Pittsburgh, Pa., Richard,
Mike, Andy, Albert, and Herbert, all of McKeesport, Pa.;
two grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held
Saturday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Johnson-Lambert
Funeral Home, Cairo, Ill., with
Rev. Bascom Hopkins officiating. Burial will be in Green
Lawn Memorial Gardens at
Villa Ridge.
Masonic rites will be conducted- at 7:30 p.m. tonight
(Friday) at the funeral home
where friends may call after
five p.m. today.
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Admiral 20.3 Cu. ft 3 Door Duplex
Reg. 1599"
Final Clearance
Ice Maker Free
Also Free Installation on Ice Maker

Final Clearance on
Admiral Air-Conditioners
12,000 BTU

15,000 BTU

$2096

Association For
Retarded Children Plan
Meeting Here Tuesday
The
Calloway
County
Association for Retarded
Children will hold its first
meeting of the current school
year on Tuesday, September 18,
at 7:30 p.m. at the Mental
Health Center on West Main
Street.
Fred T. Phillips, president,
urges all members and interested persons to attend to
give
support
for
the
organization. Other officers are
Mrs.
Susan
Flargrove,
secretary, and Mrs. Boyd
Norsworthy, treasurer.

22995

27,000 BTU

12995
We have several good used air
conditioners, refrigerators and
freezers.

Morris Refrigeration

Service

Gives Sermon Subject

"Successfully Weathering
Life's Storms" will be the
subject of the sermon by Rev.
John Churchwell for his sermons on Sunday, September 16.
His scripture will be from Acts
27:9-44..
Rev. Cheri:Aiwa wils-peak at
Palestine United Methodist
Church at ten a.m. and at
Dexter -Hardin United
Methodist Church at eleven
.11).
Thelpublic is invited to attend
the services, Rev. Churchwell
said

DETROITTAPY— More than
127,000.auto workers are ready
to strike Chrysler Corp. tonight
if bargainers meeting behind
closed doors fail to reach a con-tract agreement:The talks adjourned shortly before midnight
Thursday and were set to resume today at 9 a.m. EDT. A
ban by both sides on public
comment left no indication of
how the negotiations were proceeding.
NEW YORK (AP) — The financial community is poised to
see whether the prime lending
rate jumps today to a national
historic high of 10 per cent.
Wells Fargo Bank in San Francisco broke the ice late Thursday, announcing it would raise
its minimum lending fee for its
best corporate customers from
91i4 to 10 per cent, effective today.

A janitor in a big city bank
was sweeping the floor after
banking hours when a telephone
rang on an officer's desk. He
took the receiver and said,
"Hello," whereupon an excited
voice demanded "I want _ to,,
-know
— iAiat the Federal Reserve
Bank discount rate is, what the
prime-paper rate is, and if all
this foreign traveling is going to
upset our currency."
"Mister," said the confused
janitor, "I told you all I know
about banking when I said
'hello.'"

Grand Opening

- DISCOUNT CARPET CENTER
So. 4th Street Murray

(In the Old Ice Plant Building)
Hours: 8 to 6 p.m. 6 Days a Week
MR. ME SMITH, Owner
.www.mwwwwwww
.

Sunday 1-6
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go-ahead to complete their 59day mission. Space agency officials say the crewmen are in as
good shape after 49 days in
space as the Skylab 1 crevimen
were after 28 days.
BALTIMORE (AP) — N.
Dale Anderson, the man who
succeeded Vice President Spiro
T. Agnew as chief executive of
Baltimore County, faced arraignment today on charges of
conspiracy,extortion and bribery. Agnew is under investigation by federal prosecutors on
similar charges involving alleged illegal payoffs by architects and engineers for contracts awarded to them.
NEW YORK rAP
Lawyers for John N Mitchell have
issued a subpoena for any
White House tapes or written
records that might pertain to
ipe former attorney general's
pending-trial ois elwwgesof-ebstruction of justice. conspiracy
and perjury.
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Workmen labored under the lights this week to get the new stadium real* for Saturday night's football opening. The
pregame program begins at 7 p.m. followed by the kickoff at 7:30 p.m.

(Staff Photo by Gene kleCutcheon)

Dr. Constantine Curris, Murray State President
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Welcome To Murray
Dr. Constantine Curris
And Congratulations to
MSU on the opening of
Roy Stewart Stadium.
Best Wishes Dr. Sparks.
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child by phoning 753-9922

You may register your

Winter

for Fall
and

TFIE LEDGE

Highlander Center

DR. CONSTANTINE CURRIS
to our community

WELCOME

&
Or, Curris at a recent press conference attended by Ledger
Times staffers as well as other area news media.

-

100 So 13th
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Phone 753 3914

Kelley Pest Control

Murray State
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to

DR. CONSTANTINE CURRIS

to Murray and Calloway Co.

DR. CONSTANTINE CURRIS

WELCOMES

now in their lovely new building at
Phone 753-4912
616 S. 4th Street

Lyons Electric

AT REST—Treasa Strembridge, a Murray State
University majorette, was
thankful to have a few minutes
of rest after practicing for the
first performance of the
Marching Thoroughbred Band.
The band's first show will be
presented at halftime of the
Murray State-Western Carolina
football game on Sept. 15.

THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

singing of the words as they
wave small American flags,
presented to them as they entered the stadium.
Casserly's balloon is 92 feet
high,50 feet in diameter and 165
feet in circumference. It is
striped patriotically in red,
white and blue, and is the same
balloon in which Casserly broke
the standing world's record held
by a Canadian.
to
To "return the title
America," Casserly captured
the world's record for altitude
by ascending to a height of
29,066 feet April 8 at Memphis.
Tenn.
Casserly's balloon lifts off the
ground when the temperature of
its apex is about 100 degrees
above the wound air temperature. Two propane burners
blast hot air into the balloon at
the rate of 4.5 million BTU's per
hour.
Casserly's route, once he is
airbourne, is unplanned. Once
he is up, he will be, as he puts it,
"with the wind." His Murray
flight, however, is expected to
be a short one, and he most
land in a field
likely will
somewhere near the city.

has some
openings

An elaborate half-time show
special
a
feature
will
"Americana" presentation by
the Murray band, during which
the stadium will be darkened
for approximately six minutes
for a spectacular fireworks
display as the band plays
"America the Beautiful."
The half-time show will be
band
concluded with the
playing "God Bless America,"
and the fans urged to join in the

The Racers, whose home
games have been played in
n
8,000-seat Carlisle Cutchi
Stadium since 1934, will then
launch a new era in Murray
State football when the whistle
sounds for the kickoff of their
1973 season opener against
Western Carolina, a team which
defeated them 21-12 here last
season.

Dale Willis.

(Continued from Page 30)
Dr. Curris, who will have
been sworn into the presidency
of
during an afternoon meeting
of
the University's Board
Regents, will then present the
Racer
game football to the
captain, Bruce Farris, and CoCaptains Charlie Carpenter and
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MAX H. CHURCHILL

MSU

on the Presidency of

Dr. Constantine Curris
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1110 Pogue Ave.

Joe Todd Motor Sales

Constantine Curris

WELCOME

Phone 753-5209
Coldwater Road
Jack Norsworttly, Owner

Mobile Home Court

SHADY OAKS

DR. CURRIS
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12th & Chestnu

802 Chestnut Street

Air Conditioning & Heating
Commercial Refrigeration
Commercial Ice Makers
Phone 753-8181

"Service Through Knowledge"

Randy Thornton Service Co.

We Welcome You To
Murray and Calloway Co.

Dr. Constantine Curris

753-3582

CHARM BEAUTY SALON*

DR. CONSTANTINE CURRIS

eve/cm/Ate

If all goes as planned, Murray , Memphis, Tenn., will ascend
lost 34 and tied 11. His 1933
State University football fans
into the sky in his seven-storyteam, which will be honored at
should long remember the gala
high "Great American Spirit"
this year's Homecoming Oct.
opening of new Roy Stewart
balloon from a site near the
27, was 9-0 and the only unStadium Saturday night.
stadium while the 155-piece
defeated, untied team in
Now in its countdown stages,
Marching Thoroughbred band
Murray's football history.
an opening night extravaganza,
Plays "Up, Up and Away!"
At this point, Dr. Constantine
including
balloonist's
a
'Shortly afterwards, Roy
I Deno) Curris, Murray State's
ascension, aerial fireworks,
Stewart, the man for whom the
new and sixth president, will be
marching bands and the innew stadium is named, will be
introduced from the field by Dr.
troduction of the University's
introduced to the crowd.
Harry M. Sparks, the fifth and
new president, is expected to
Stewart, who retired as
retiring president, as the
attract the largest crowd ever
Murray's athletic director in
University enters still another
to witness an athletic event at
1967, was head coach of the
new era in its history.
the 50-year-old institution.
Racers for 12 seasons, during
"I hope everyone is in his or
(Continued on Page 31)
which his teams won 60 games,
her seat by 7 p.m.," said Cal
Luther, athletic director and
' *********
***********************11
chairman of the committee
which has arranged the opening
night festivities. "If they're not,
they're going to miss things the.
likes of which have never been
seen around here."
Promptly at 7 p.m., an aerial
bomb, set off high in the sky
above the 16,800-seat facility,
will signal the beginning of the
from
pre-game ceremonies. It could
be heard as far away as eight
miles," Luther said.
Almost simultaneously,
balloonist Joe Casserly of
107 No. 4th Phone

Gala Stadi4m Opening Should
Long Be Remembered By Fans
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THIS IS THE BALLOON in which Joe Casserly, Memphis,
Teen., will ascend from a site near Murray State University's new
Roy Stewart Stadium at 7 p.m. Saturday signifying the opening of
the-new 16,800-seat facility and a new era in Murray State footrest, IL Casserly is the world's record holder for altitude achieved in
hot air balloon, ascending to a height of 29,066 feet April 8 at
Memphis.
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When Dr. Constantine ( Deno)
Curris officially takes office as
the sixth president of Murray
State University Saturday,
Sept. 15, he will become, at age
32, the youngest president of a
major state college or
university in Kentucky history.
Elected by the board of
regents for a four-year term
Aug.-4, Curris will take the oath
of office in a ceremony ooening
at a 2p.m. meeting f the board.
Kentucky Court of Appeals
Judge Earl T. Osborne will
administer the oath to both
Curris and James A. (Jim)
Davis of Owensboro, latest
appointee to the board.
Curris will succeed Dr. Harry
M. Sparks, whose retirement
becomes effective as Curris is
installed as the chief executive
of the university. Sparks, whose
association with Murray State
spans more than half his 43
years in public education, first
announced on Jan 31 his plans to
retire.
A screening committee of the
board of regents and the 10member board itself considered
a total of 216 applicants during
the ensuing sit months as
speculation became widespread
about a successor to Sparks.
The field of candidates was
narrowed to six before Curris, a
native of Lexington who grew
up in Williamstown, Grant
County, in Northern Kentucky
was voted into office.
Curris'
in announcing
selection, H. Glenn Doran of
Murray, chairman of the board
and of the screening committee
called him "a young, articulate
man who seems to have many of
the qualifications that fit the
needs of the university at this
particular time."
Curris, who had served
during the two previous
academic years as vicepresident and dean of the
faculty at West Virginia Institute of Technology, has indicated that he thinks of his age
in terms of its potential advantages.
"My age has enabled me to
develop good empathy and
relations with students in the
past and I envision it as a
continuing asset in my communications with students on
the Murray State campus," he
explained.
However, he sees his youth as
no drawback in his relations
with the faculty "as long as I
function as a university
president should function."
Despite his young age, Curris
brings an impressive set of
professional credentials with
him to the new job. In addition
to his experience at West
Virginia Tech, he has served as
vice-president for student affairs at Marshall University,
Huntington, W. Va., two years,
as director of educational
programs for the West Virginia
Board of Education in
Charleston a year, and as vicepresident and dean of the
faculty at Midway (KY.) Junior
College in Woodford County
near Lexington three years.
A graduate of Grant County
High School at Dry Ridge,
Curris earned the B.A. degree
in political science at the
University of Kentucky in 1962,
the M.A. degree in political

406 So. 4th

GEORGE EGG CO.

To Murray and Calloway County
and Congratulations to MSU
on the New Stadium

DR.CONSTANTINE CURRIS

-Z©/M

Dr. Constantine Curris

•

753-3422

The Management of the Capri-Cheri Theatres Welcome
Dr. Curris as the New MSU President and we wish you well.
To Retiring President Sparks, we say Thanks for a job well
done and enjoy your retirement.

(Continued on Page 4)

science and public administration at the University
of Illinois in 1965, then returned
to UK for the Ed. D. degree in
higher education, with emphasis in political science, in
1967_
During
Curris'
undergraduate years at UK; he
won honors as a champion
debater.
Curris, who is single, is' the
son of Mr. and Mrs. William
Curris of Lexington. He has one
sister, Niki Curris, who is an
English teacher in Largo, Fla.
His father, a Greek immigrant,
is a retired restaurateur.
Besides Doran, members of
the board which elected Curris
were: E.G. Adams, Sedalia,
Mo., formerly of Hopkinsville,
vice-chairman; Dr. Charles E.
Howard and Bob Long, both of
Mayfield; Harry Lee Waterfield, Frankfort; Alton B.
Mitchell. Smith's Grove;
Graves (Skip) Neale, Murray;
O.B. Springer, Henderson; Dr.
M.D.
Hassell,
faculty
representative; and Dave
Curtis, student representative.
Davis will replace Adams on the
beard Saturday.
The other five candidates
considered by the board for the
presidency in the final selection
process included:
Dr. Patrick F. McGinnis, 52,
an official with the Oaks
Department of Education.
Wells T. Lovett, 49, a Murray
native who is now an Owensboro
attorney
and
insurance
executive.
Calloway County Judge
Robert 0. Miller, 54, who is
codipleting his 20th year as a
county official.
Dr. Orley R. Herron, 39,
president of Greenville (
College since 1970 and an Olive
Hill native.
Dr. John Caldwell Guilds, 49,
vice-provost for liberal and
cultural disciplines at the
University of South Carolina.
Sparks took office as
president Jan. 8, 1968. He

Dr. Curris Takes Office Saturday
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Best Wishes
Dr. Sparks
Juanita's
Flowers
1109 Chestnut
%%%%%
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753-8311

South 4th Street

Phone 753-7656

Treas Used Cars

on your Presidency of MSU

(Continued from Page 23)
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"Scotty is the kind of
ballplayer who will be there and
give you what you need,"
Furgerson added.

• •

has played fullback and
linebacker and now, because of
his size (5-10, 190 pounds), we
need him as a guard,"
Furgerson said.
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"Technique wise, he is as
good as a guard as we have ever
had.
Pickering is a skilled blocker
and is, undoubtedly, one of the
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On Blood River
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DR. CURRIS
from Lynhurst
Resort

Welcome
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Motor Parts & Bearings
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DR. CURRIS
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Congratulations

plement and not compete.
couraged all alumni to give him
Responding to a question
their full support.
about athletics, Curris called It
"His attainments in a
an important part of Murray
relatively short period of Writ
State and the region and went
speak well of his abilities aid
on record as a president who
suggest a potential for stron
will support the school's teams
leadership for Murray Stater
Logan observed.
as they vie for Ohio Valley
Conference honors.
He said the university, under
"But the athletic program on
Curris' direction, "has every
the campus must stay in peropportunity to become the
spective with the academic
leading regional university
program," he added. "I expect
the state university system."
it to be a program that is honest
Curris will take the reins bf
leadership at the university or a
and a credit to the university."
date that coincides almost
He said he believes athletes
exactly with the 50th anshould be viewed as students
niversary of another key date In
first and athletes second and
expressed the further exthe school's history. Murray
State Normal School, as it was
pectation that Murray State
will become more interested in .) then named, first 'opened its
doors to 202 students, Sept. 24,
athletes from the immediate
1923.
area.
to
himself
Addressing
So the month of September,
which marks the conclusion of'a
enrollment and growth, Curris
ObAnniversary
Golden
told newsmen he is "not inservance of more than a year at
terested in rapid growth but a
Murray State, signals the
growth as the region grows."
beginning of the second haff
He said the question is not "will
century of classes as well as a
it grow?" but "how fast and in
transition in the presidency. ,
what direction will it grow?"
He set 10,000 as an optimal
enrollment.
"That figure is arbitrary but I
believe any number beyond that
would make the school a
multiversity and begin to
change its essential character."
At the time enrollment
becomes too large, he ex,
plained, the faculty becomes
discipline-oriented and the
environment becomes too
Coldwater Road
impersonal to afford students
the most effective learning
opportunity.
Curris' election to the
university presidency was
hailed by William A. Logan of
Madisonville, a 1956 graduate
and current president of the
Alumni Association, who en-

MSU Football. .

Page 28

Curris, asked about his
nickname at a news conference
on the campus immediately
after he had signed his contract
Aug. 24, quipped that "anyone
with a first name like Constantine has to do something."
Then he explained that it is
derived from the Greek
pronunciation of his given
name, which, according to
Greek custom, he inherited
from his grandfather as the first
son in his family. That same
tradition dictated his middle
name (William) after his
father.
Marking his first return to the
campus since his election, the
press conference held in the
rose garden behind Oakhurst,
the presidential residence on
the campus, gave Curtis an
opportunity to answer questions
posed by media representatives
from throughout the area.
He reiterated his deep
commitment to the coucept of
Murray State as a regional
.emphasizing his
university,
,
interest in meeting the needs of
the region rather than the needs
- of academic disciplines.
"A regional university should
not hold Harvard as its model,"
Curris elaborated. "Too often a
university is a fourth-rate
Harvard striving to become a
third-rate Harvard instead of
offering a true service to the
people in its area."
Explaining that his definition
f . i of region extends beyond state
boundaries, Curris specifically
mentioned the chemical in• dustry, agriculture, and
!
recreational resources as area
assets worthy of the focus of
. high-quality, supportive
, academic programs at Murray
State.
He expressed hope that full
I exploitation of its unique
geographic location "will
enable Murray State to achieve
a truly national reputation."
Curris told news media
representatives he "wants
Murray State to be known as an
. institution that not only meets
' the manpower needs of the
region but also provides
research and consultative
services to meet regional
•
needs."
Stressing the need for undergraduate education in his
1 ;•• 4 interpretation of Murray State's
a role, Clings decried the attitude of competition that
46 4 sometimes exists in higher
education.
"My feeling is that we should
ft' not be interested in direct
competition with the community colleges, with landgrant
colleges, with vocational
schools or with public schools,"
he declared.
Instead, he said the university
should stay constantly attuned
.to academic offerings at other
' ,schools, both in Kentucky and in
other states, in an effort to
opeducational
provide
cornthat
will
portunities
.4,

succeeded Dr. Ralph H. Woods,
who has served since 1945,
longer than any other president
in the school's history.
Preceding him were Dr. John
W. Carr, 1923-26 and 1933-35; Dr.
Rainey T. Wells, 1926-32; and
Dr. James H. Richmond, 193545.

• Continued from Page 3)
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"But, I'd say that if nobody

"The loss of Menendez will
hurt us at the tackle position.
We have less depth there than
anywhere else.

Furgerson says that the depth
is better on defense than on
offense

"He's too small and too slow
but he makes a lot or things
happen. He's the one whe comes
up with an interception is every
practice session.
•
Sophomore Mark Hickman
will get the job as the safety and
the races-back will be redshirted
freshman Charles Martin.

"Deiken is another one of
those players like Scotty
Crump," Furgerson said.

Deiken replaces senior Billy
Young who is currently on the
injured list but will be back next
week.

Paul Coltharp, the leading
tackler last season for the
Racers as a safety, has
moved to a corner position
and wW play opposite cornerback Don Dean.

Jim Surrency and Don Hettich will be backing up Farris in
the middle.

On the strong side will be
Tommy Johnson, who will be
backed by Ralph 4,ngel.

Sophomore David McDonald
will start as the wk side
Linebacker. Kelly Farmer and
Adrian Wolfe will back up
McDonald.

"Bruce was fecrulted as a
quarterback but we moved him
to a linebacker because of his
size and quickness. )

At 6-2 and 225 pounds, the
senior from Sikeston, Missouri,
was third on the team last year
in tackles with 73.

The linebacker corps will
be headed by the man in the
middle, Bruce Farris,

"Jay is a very emotional
player. He has had very little
experience with us.
"He started as a linebacker
for us two years ago and got an
injury early in -the season
against Tenneisse Tech. We
redshirted him last year,
"So far in practice, Jay has
done well," Furgerson said.
"Helfrich is maturing and
could develop into a good
player. He has the size and the
speed. What he needs is game
experience.
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94 E.

Chiropractic
Center

753.2962

Broeringmeyer

Best wishes in your future
endeavors.
We support you in every way.

DR. CURRIS"
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Murray State University.

to you in your efforts to
continue the growth and
progress of a fine

We pledge our support

to Murray and Calloway
County
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210 So. 5th

Serving Murray and Calloway County
for Over 35 Years

Parker's Food
Market
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Dr. Curds

to Murray
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And that is what fans in the
new, first class stadium will be
hoping for.

And if the Racers are to open
the new era of football in a
successful fashion, they will
have to beat a first class team.
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Western Carolina is the ninthranked college division team in
the nation, according to the preseason Associated Press Poll.

Western Carolina linebackers,
Little All-American Steve Yates
and Joe Hunter, Furgerson said
that they were as good as he's
seen anywhere.
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"HOME OF DISTINCTION FOR THE SENIOR CITIZEN"

FERN TERRACE LODGE

Best Wishes to Dr. Curris
and Dr. Sparks

Fifty Years Of Progress

To Murray State University on

753-6926
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Moss caught seven passes
Saturday against Tech for 87
yards while Jerry Gains caught
four passes for 104 yards.
In reference to two of the

A man who has been a
nemesis to the Racers for the
past two seasons, receiver
Eagle Mbss, returns to his
catback spot for the
Ca*mounts.

quarterback and all he did was
throw 12 completions in 25 pass
attempts for 239 yards.,

"The only spot that wasn't
solid was their inexperienced

"After watching Western
Carolina play last week, I'll
have to say that they, are
stonger than they were last
season.

In the only two previous
meetings, the Racers and the
Catamounts have split, with
Western Carolina winning
last year in Cutchhi Stadium
21-12.

As for Western Carolina, the
Catamounts already have a
game under their belts, a 10-10
home tie last week against last
year's OVC Champions, Tennessee Tech.

Baker punted two years ago
when Chuck Cantrell was injured while Wright and Martin
came in as walk-ons this spring
and have been impressive in
practice.

Quarterback Doug Baker
will be joining track stars
Don Wright and Steve Martin
as the kicking specialists.

else gets hurt, our strength at
the tackle positions should be
adequate.
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Two inexperienced men
will be holding down the
defensive tackle spots, 6-3,
225-pound junior Jay Waddle
and 6-4, 250 pound sophomore
Dan Helfrich

"We feel that we have fine
depth at the end positions.

"Backing up those two are
ler Jim McPeake and Alfred
Caldwell, both of whom are
strong football players,

take over the first string job. He
and Echert both go full 'speed
and both are aggressive football
players.

23 assists.
-Joe has established himself
as as aggressive and fine
football player," Furgerson
said:
At the other defensive end
position will be 6-2, 210-pound
sophomore Matt Schappert
form Montville, New Jersey.
"Matt has come a long way to

This year, Willis Is back
sad will occupy one of the
starting tackle positions.
"His ankle gives him a few
problems, especially after
working out on the hard ground,
but he is as effective as ever.
At the left tackle position will
be 6-3, 245 pound junior Charlie
Clu-penter, a letterman for the
past two years.
a
earned
Carpenter
a
as
berth
starting
sophomore and has been a
valuable offensive lineman
since that time.
"He has tremendous size, he
runs well for a big man, his
blocking is outstanding and he
is certainly a candidate for AllConference," Furgerson
praised.
"If we can keep these first
string men from getting hurt,
we can play with any team in
the conference.
"Once we get past , those
people, we are in trouble, "
Furgerson said.
Junior end Joe Echert will
anchor the defensive line for
the Racers.
Echert, a 6-1, 200-pounder
from Evansville, Indiana, was
the fifth-ranking defensive man
last season, with 44 tackles and

awing man for Carlisle and
Pickering is senior Mark
Norrid.
is very, very
"Mark
aggressive. Last year when
Willis got hurt, he moved into
the tackle position.
"Against Eastern Kentucky,
he did a great job blocking
Wally Chambers, who is now
with the Chicago Bears.

(Continued frmn Page 28)
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"The fact that he was injured
before the first game of his
freshman year and then missed
the next two years makes him a
success story," Furgerson said.
"For a while, we thought he
would never play football again.
Clayton carried the ball last
season 39 times for a net gain of
144 yards.
"When I was in high school,"
Clayton said, "I was always
looking for the break-away run
and that's what made me
successful."
."This season,every time I get
the ball, I'm going to be
thinking break-away," the
sophomore tailback added.
The strongest offensive
position will be occupied by
tight end Bill Farrell, a 6-4,.
220-pound senior from Cincinnati.
Last season, Farrell had 19
receptions for 412 yards and one
touchdown
"His only problem last fall
was his blocking," Furgerson
said.
"But this spring, his blocking
eame along real well and a lot of
scouts are seriously
pro
Looking at him.
Opposite Farrell at split end

Clayton came to Murray State
from Malden, Missouri, where
he was an outstanding runner in
high school.

The man with the toughest
assignment is junior Don
' Clayton, who will take over
Greenfield's tailback
position.

{

I

"Jim has the size and his
speed is adequate. He does the
40 yard dash in 4.7.

Engel carried the ball only 12
times last season and gained 35
yards in those dozen attempts.

Playing behind Pandotfi in
the fullback position is 6-2,
200-pound junior Jim Engel
of Loveland, Ohio.

"In practice, all three have
'done well at times. I think that
they will give us the leadership
that we need to run our offense," Furgerson said of his
three quarterbacks.

"Right now, Tom has a little
better knowledge of the offense," Furgerson said.

Backing
Pandolfi
is
Sophomore Mike Hobble, who
saw considerable action last
year, and sophomore Doug
Baker

rnage changed the entire
season
This season's team will
feature some familiar names
and some Onewcomers, a
combination that Furgerson
hopes to make into a winning
team
Junior quarterback Tom
Pandolfi, who threw two
touchdown passes last
season, returns to nail down
the starting position.
(Continued on Page 291

"Technique wise, he is as
good as a guard as we have ever
had.
Pickering is a skilled blocker
and is, undoubtedly, one of the
top offensive linemen in the
Ohio Valley Conference.
Another man who will be
seeing a lot of action as the

208 So. 4th Street
Res (753-7531) Office (753-0101)
— Member Multiple Listing Service

John C. Neubauer Real Estate

Goodbye Dr.Sparks

has played fullback and
linebacker and rxmlbecause of
his size (5-10, 190 pOunds), we
need him as a guard,"
Furgerson said.
On the left side will be
veteran Rodney Pickering, a
5-11, 200-pounder from
Brandenburg, Kentucky.
"He came to Murray as a
walk-on. But like Mains, he
grew up.
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We Salute You Pk Sparks

"Scotty is the kind of
ballplayer who will be there and
give you what you need,"
Furgerson added.
Up front, the Racers would
appear to be experienced and
strong.
Sophomore David Mains, a
6-2 205-pound center, is the
only newcomer to the offensive line.
"David came in as a
celebrated relation to Gilbert
Mains, a former Murray State
star and a star for the Detroit
Lions.
"He
has developed
grown considerably since
has been here. We should beln
good shape on any phase of his
game."
To the right of Mains will
be junior Russ Carlisle, sou
of former Murray State star
Ralph Carlisle.
"He is one of those people that
we have moved three times. He
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is Willie DeLoach. He was
contacted after his stint in the
service and has now moved into
take over the spot vacated by
wide receiver Kenny Galtney,
who is scholastically ineligible.
"DeLoach gives us good
speed, good hands and he is
definitely a deep threat.
Senior Scotty Crump, a 511, 180-pound senior from
Dyersburg, Tennessee, will
be the other wide receiver.
As a junior, Crump had nine
receptions for 162 yards.
"Scotty is one of those guys
you look at and wonder how he
is playing.
"He doesn't have the size or
the real speed but he's just a
fine athlete who uses his
determination to overcome the
elements he lacks.

(Continued from Page 23)
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Burger Chef

from us at

Dr. Curris

Congritulstions

Palter & McKenney
Athletic Supply
1203 Chestnut
753-8844

Previously he had served two
years as vice-president of

Dr. Constantine ( Deno)
Curris will be inaugurated into
office as the sixth president of
Murray State University in
ceremonies scheduled Nov. 12.
Dr. William G. Read, vicepresident for academic affairs
and chairman of an eightmember inaugural steering
committee, said six subcommittees have been appointed to handle arrangements
leading up to the formal installation of Curris.
"A more detailed announcement will be forthcoming in the near future,"
Read added, "but our present
plans call for a program consisting of a luncheon, an
inauguration ceremony and a
reception preceded by a concert
on inauguration eve."
Serving with Read on the
steering committee are: Dr.
Harry M. Sparks, the retiring
president,
as
executive
secretary; and Mrs Patsy Dyer,
secretary. Others are Dr. Pete
Panzera, Dr. Joe Prince, Miss
Ruble Smith, Mancil Vinson and
Wayne Williams.
Chairmen heading subcommittees consiting
Chairmen heading s$11)committees consisting of 42
people are: Wilson Gantt,
program and invitations; Dr.
Donald E. Jones, academic
procession; M. C. Garrott,
public relations; Dr. Thomas B.
Hogancamp, courtesies and
entertainment; Norman Lane,
luncheon and reception; and
Miss Martha Guier, registration
and tours.
Curris will be officially sworn
into office in ceremonies
preceding a 2 p.m. meeting of
the university board of regents
Saturday, Sept. 15. He was
elected by the board Aug. 4,
ending a six-month search for a
successor to Sparks.
A native of Lexington who
grew up in Williamstown, Grant
County, in Northern Kentucky,
Curris at age 32, will take office
as the youngest president of a
major college or university in
Kentucky history.
He served during the two
years prior to his appointment
at Murray State as vicepresident and dean of the
faculty at West Virginia Institute of Technology, Montgomery, W. Va.

Curris, a debate champion at
the University of Kentucky as
an undergraduate, earned the
M. A. degree at the University
of Illinois and returned to UK
for the Ed. D. degree.
His parents are Mr. and Mrs
William Curris of Lexington
Curris is single.
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Welcome Dr. Curris to our community
1/0 Best Wishes, Dr. Sparks

v

to Murray State University

We at Ewing Tire Service would like to take this
opportunity to extend our

student affairs at Marshall
University, Huntington, W. Va.,
a year as director of
educational programs for the
West Virginia Board of
Education in Charleston, and
three years as vice-president
and dean of the faculty of
Midway (Ky.) Junior College.
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weleOlne
Dr. Curris
Dale & Stubblefield
• •.4M1
._k
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lnaugaration of Dr. Curris
To Be Held On November 12

Page 5

N. 12th Street Ex.

"My wife, Lois, and I plan to
immeasurable
our
show
gratitude and our pride in our
school in the best way we know
how and that Is In making
Calloway County our home and
In becoming • two more active
faces in the crowd of devoted
and faithful alumni."
Sparks succeeded Dr. Ralph
H. Woods as president. Woods
retired after 23 years in the
office.
Sparks was inaugurated as
the unviersity's fifth president
on Oct. 21,1968, in colorful daylong ceremonies, the first

Inaugural ever held on the
Murray campus.
elected
being
Before
superintendent of public instruction in 1963, he was
chairman of the deprirtment of
education at Murray State,
where he had been a faculty
member since 1948. He was
promoted to head of the
department in 1952.
A native of Rockcastle
County, he was graduated cum
laude from Transylvania
College in 1930 and began
(Continued on Page 81

,N 103 N. 7th

1415 Main

KENTUCKY

JOB?

NEED.A
DEVIL
OF A

Phone 753-2202

Corvette Lanes, Inc.

C;ngratulations on the
New Stadium

Dr Constantine Curris

Murray State, including years
as a professor and chairmap of
education and four years while
ex-office chairman of the board
of regents as superintendent of
public instruction, as well as
more than five years as
president.
"Despite the fact that I
received my formal education
elsewhere," the statement
continued, "I consider myself
an alumnus of Murray State—
for it is here that I have gained
meaningful
most
the
educational experience of my
life.
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CONGRATULATIONS
MSU on the New Stadium
TOM'S PIZZA PALACE

Dr. Canis

WELCOME

Dr. Harry M. Sparks

Dr. Harry M.Sparks, retiring
transition as has its beginning
Murray State University
here today," Sparks said in a
president, is a lifelong Kenstatement concerning his
tuckian and one of the bestretirement. "Now is an opknown educators and speechportune time for me to step
makers in the Commonwealth.
aside and for the board of
- Dr. Sparks, who has often
regents to begin its search for a
expressed his feeling that a
successor."
person in an administrative
After accepting his decision,
post should not continue beyond
the board began immediately to
the end of the fiscal year
organize the mechanics for
following his 65th birthday, - choosing the sixth president of
announced his desire to retire
the school. H. Glenn Doran of
Murray, board chairman, was
as president of MSU earlier this
designated chairman of the
year. He became the fifth
screening committee and
president of Murray State on
authorized to appoint four other
Jan. 8, 1968.
board members.
At the time he made his
He selected: Dr. M I)
wishes to retire public, Sparks
Hassell, faculty representative
attributed the timing of his
on the board; Bob T. Long,
decision to two factors—his age
Benton; Graves "Skip" Neale,
and the "favorable climate for
Murray; and Harry Lee
a change" on the campus which
Waterfield, Frankfort, who in
he described as a "general
turn selected Constantine
feeling of calm and stability
"Deno" Curris as the sixth
that reflects a sense of renewed
MSU president.
purpose in the university
More than half of Sparks' 43
community."
of work in public
years
-crisis
no
"Circumstances in a
education have been spent in
situation undoubtedly provide
some kind of association with
the best environment for such a

Dr. Sparks Well Known In State
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Roy Stewart
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faculty in your offt4b for progress

We support you and your

to Murray ankalloway Co.

pad and a one-half inch layer of
artificial grass, in July.
Then, with everything going
suspiciously smoothly another
obstacle sudderify arose this
the
summer to tbreaten
project-a fuel shortage. Since
not enough gas will be available
to heat and ventilate the
complex, the university has
scrapped plans to use natural
gas and undertaken a conversion to electricity.
So now the • stadium has
cleared what appears to be the
final hurdle. Word' will continue
during the fall *Ail the job is
finished.
Located at the northeast
corner of the campus, the
complex will include nonfacilities-classrooms
athletic
and offices for ;the ROTC and
Upward Bound programs-as
well as offices for football and
track coaches , and dressing.
shower and training rooms.
A nine-lane all-weather track
will circle the football field. It is
expected to be1completed later
this fall.

Corner of 12th & Sycamore

Since
1954

Phone 753-1751
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We welcome and pledge Our
support to

153-1651 153-3s2M3-5583

209 So. 7th

SHOLAR'S AUTO REPAIR

Best Wishes Dr. Sparks
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North 4th Street
Welcomes
Dr. Constantine Curris

Florist

Shirley's

Rt 4
753-7451

Lyons Metal & Woodcraft

Best wishes in your efforts to
continue the progress of Murray
State University.

we Welcome you to Murray
and Calloway County!

challenged the default order
working
Prime summer
weather was wasted as the job
stood idle about four months.
So when the Thoroughbreds
toed the pigskin into a new
season in the fall of 1972, it was
again
in Cutchin Stadium
before a crowd of disheartened
and impatient football fans.
A new chapter in the Roy
Stewart Stadium history began
last September. It was, for a
change, an encouraging sign.
With the legal kinks ironed out,
the state awarded a contract to
White and Gongleton
Construction Co. of Lexington to
finish the job.
Meanwhile, the question
about whether the field would or
would not have artificial turf
( and that was another story
entirely) had been resolved.
The American Biltrite Co. of
Cambridge,
Mass.,
was
awarded a contract for their
Poly-Turf playing surface.
Workmen began laythg the
artificial turf, which consists of
a five-eighths inch think shock

1*.CONSTANTINE CURRiS

But the dream soon became a
nightmare. Slow and slower
progress became the story of
the delay-plaqued project. Bad
weather and a strike by worken
by the conwere blamed
tractor, the Clark Construction
Co. of Owensboro, for the
lagging work pace.
When the 1971 football season
So
When the 1971 football CP )n
opened, it was once again in
Cutchin Stadium. And Murray
State football fans resigned
themselves to another year's
wait.
Even hope for the 1972 season
in a new stadium began to
diminish early in that year,
however, as work continued to
drag. An inspection of the job
indicated faulty workmanship,
and the state declared the
contractor in default in May,
1972.
That further delay left
university officials shaking
their heads in disbelief at the
latest snag. Then a legal hassle
developed as the contractor
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taken the oath of office earlier
in the day.
More than two years behind
the original schedule, the $5.5
million project will still not be
complete. But the turf is on the
playing field, the seats are
installed and parking areas are
available, according to Dr.
Thomas B. Hogancamp, vicepresident for administrative
affairs.
Besides, the consensus arnon„,
the aforementioned faithful
followers is "we've waited long
enough."
"Long enough" has been
almost four years. The first
shovel of dirt was turned on the
site in October, 1969, and the
contract called for a 22-month
construction schedule that
would have enabled the
weather and a strike by Workmen were blamed by the conIt was a dream of almost a
decade-a new foothill stadium
to replace antiquated Carlisle
Cutchin Stadium, an 8,000-seat
facility built by the WPA in
post-depression 1934

to Dr. Constantin
Curris

By Dwain McIntosh
Yes, Virginia, there is a Roy
Stewart Stadium-and with
artificial turf too.
Just as a little girl once
needed reassurance about the
existence of Santa Claus, faithful football followers of Murray
State University, have had to
have their doubts dispelled
periodically about the vision of
a
new academic-athletic
complex.
For these rabid fans,
Christmas is Saturday, Sept. 15.
The 16,800-seat specter will be
officially inaugurated into
reality on that date midst a
grand and glorious display of
fireworks, flag-waving, and a
hot-air balloon ascension-not to
State's
mention
Murray
opening game of the season with
Western Carolina.
Pre-game fanfare, to begin at
7 p.m., will also include a
special show by the Marching
Thoroughbred Band and the
introduction of the university's
sixth president, Dr. Constantine
(Deno) Curris, who will have
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Hello Dr. Curris
Goodbye Dr. Sparks

tadium Saturday begin at 7 p.m.
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"Every day after football
practice that week before it
opened we'd (Stewart and his
football team) head for the
College Farm for a load of sod
Mr. A. Carman ( late chairman
of the apiculture department)
had ready for us. "Hound"
Elder was my foreman for the
job and he kept the rest of the
crew jumping.
"We'd rush the sod back to
the new field and place it until
dark. We had a regular
assembly line going, moving the
sod from the wagon to the field,
filling in around the pieces, and
tapping them down. And all
during the week you could feel
the team getting ready for the
game Saturday.
"We'd opened the season a
week before at Lambuth and
beaten them about 50 points but
Stetson was our opponent for
our first game in the new
stadium and they were one of
the best college teams in the
South then.
I
think
we finished the
sodding on Thursday but the
field was so uneven I didn't see
how we could possibly play on
it. But George Hart I late
Murray mayor ) came to our
rescue. He first sent a firetruck
out to wet the field and then a
new roller the city had bought to
pack it. That treatment left the
grass a little flat and by the
time the ground dried on
Saturday, it was like playing on
concrete but we had everything
ready.
"We had a huge crowd for the
game and I don't believe I've
ever had a team so high for a
game. Stetson came to town
expecting a picnic bin we were
the ones who had it. They
complained about the field,
crowd, and
the
about
everything else they could think
of, but that was after we had
beaten them 19-7."
Murray had a 6-3 season that
first year (1934) in Cutchin
Stadium. The previous year
Coach Stewart had guided the
Racers to a 9-0-0 season, the
only undefeated, untied one in
Murray's history.
Coach Stewart was head
coach at Murray 12 seasons and
compiled a 60-34-11 record. His
'33 team and his 1937 one which
was 8-1-1 were champions of the
Intercollegiate
Southern
Athletic Association which
included about every collegedivision team in the South.
Coach Stewart came to
Murray in 1932 as assistant
coach and was named head
coach the next year. He stepped
down from the top slot in 1941,
to devote more time to his job as
athletic director. Nevertheless,
when Coach Jim Moore entered
the service after the '41 season,

Former Murray State Coach
and Athletic Director Roy
Stewart was looking over the
new stadium which bears his
name but he kept remembering
the old stadium the Racers are
about to leave.

ches on the Poly-Turf playing
field a minute inspection,
judged the small work crew
putting the final touches to the
16,800 seats would have to pick
up a little steam if they got them
all ready for Saturday's game,
and decided that a team playing
for the first time in such a fine
facility should be even higher
for the game than his 1934
Racers were for Stetson.
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Although he retired as
athletic director in 1967, Coach
Stewart was in on the
preliminary
planning
of
Stewart Stadium which will
open Saturday when Murray
plays Western Carolina, and he
gave the $54 million athleticacademic complex a critical
eye as he looked it over last
week. He gave a couple pat-

Coach Stewart again took over
the job until Moore returned in
1946. His 1944 team was 5-2 and
his '45 team was 5-2-1.
Coach Stewart's team scored
1910 points to their opponents'
965. Among the more notable
scores during his tenure were:
Murray 105, Louisville 0;
Murray 0, Miami (Fla.) 0;
Murray 70, Middle Tennessee 7.
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Roy Stewart petals to the'Whom mimed In his boner.
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Roy Stewart
Still Remembers
Cutchin Stadium

Page 7

During his adminstration

i WALLACE'S

BOOK
STORE
15th St across from 1
MSU library

MSU on the completion
of their New Stadium

1CONGRATULATE

MSU's New President,
Dr. Constantine Curris
and

WELCOMES

_.............
waitce,s irores\
Book st
irp

disciplinary action taken by the
project has been plagued by
board against four black
constructional delays, work
students who distupted the
contractural
stoppages,
annual alumni Homecomiag
disputes, litigation and a
Day luncpeon No. 6, 1971.
change of contractors, To inAmong Sparks' many honqrs
clude a 16,000-seat footabll
are: A Distinguished AlunMilis
stadium, it was orginally
Award form the University of
scheduled for completion in the
Kentucky in 1968; the 1970 "Man
fall of 1971.
of The Year" Award from the
Among major items of inMurray Chamber of Cothterest during Smacks' administration have IRIn these: , merce, and an honorary *torate from Union College in
—Establishment of the School
Barbourville.
of Fine Arts.
In November, 1971, the
—Appointment
or the
Murray State president was
university's first otriliudsznan to
awarded the Outstandihg
act as a link in communication
Civilian Service Award in
between students and faculty
recognition of his firm suppkrt
and administration. '
of the Reserve Officer Trainkig
--Creation of the departments
Corps (ROTC) program on the
of socilogy and anthropology,
philosophy, Germanic lan-- campus.
The award is the second
guages and journalism.
highest honor bestowed upon
—First faculty member and
private citizens by the
first student representatives on
Secretary of the At-my on behalf
the university board of regents,
of the President of the United
followed by the voting
States.
preivilege for each.
The University's 20-year-old
ROTC program, a compulsory
—Hiring of the first black
one for beginning freshmen for
faculty member and selection of
18 years, reverted to a volunteer
the first black cheerleaders.
status with the beginning of the
—Initiation of a hor1971 fall semester.
semanship program.
Long a recognized leader and
—Racial tensions that led to
active
in
participant
an all-day convocation to air
educational and civic activities,
black grievances on May 14,
Dr. Sparks served as an
1969, and to a six-month long
educational consultant to the
court battle that climaxed in U.
S. District Court to uphold
(Continued on Page 9)
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Oakhurst
Birthplace Of Murray
State University And
Campus ilome Of Its
President

Dixieland Center

1411 Olive

604 S. 12th
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Congratulations, Dr. Curris, on your
appointment as
President of
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WELCOME
r. Constantine Curri

Seven major construction
projects, costing more than
$17,000,000,have been completed
on the university's 213-acrei
main campus, or in connection
with it._
These include: Faculty Hall,
an eight-story classroom
building; Regents Hall, a 10stOry residence hall for women;
the 11-story Price lkoyle Fine
. Arts Center, whih houses
Theatre arts, music and art, as
well as the division of radiotelevision-film; a $1.5 million
k,ddition to the university
laboratory school; and the
recently-completed $500,000
biological station on Kentucky
Lake, which will be put into full
operation this summer.
. And of course the academicathletic complex, costing $5.3
million, which will be used for
the first time tomorrow, Sept.
15, when MSU meets Western
Carolina.
Started in the fall of 1969, the

Page 94
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(Continued from Page 6)

teaching in Breckinridge
County.
By 1935, he was principal and
basketball coach at Irvington
High School. He served in those
two posts at the consolidated
Breckinridge County High
School until 1941.
During this time, he earned
his mater's degree in education
at the University of Kentucky
and then became principal of
the senior high school at Russell
in 1941. During World War II,
he served in the U. S. Navy,
rank
of
attaining
the
lieutenant commander.
After World War II, he
returned to the University of
Kentucky to earn his doctoral
degree in education, and in 1947
was named principal of
Mayfield High School, the post
he left one year later to join the
Murray State faculty.
Mrs. Sparks is the former
Lois Ogden Stiles of Irvington,
and they have three children,
all married.
A keen administrator and a
dedicated educator, Sparks is a
past president of the Kentucky
Education Association and is
one of the state's best and most
popular speakers. He has made
as many as n high school
graduation addresses within the
an of one year.
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The College Cleaners
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Dr. Harry M. Sparks...
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Phone 753-3080
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Dr. Constantine Curris

your faculty in'your efforts to continue the
growth and influence of this fine institution.

in assuming the presidency of Murray State
University. We pledge our support to you and

11,
51

To You
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Dr. Curris

41.1111DIP AMIN! ANEW.•411.11.1114

502 Main
753-2472

CORN-AUSTIN

'

*AM.
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114 So. 5th
Welcomes You to

Lindsey's Jewelers
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v Atlas Tires
v BATTERIES
COMPIETE AUTO SERVICE

NORTH POINT
STANDARD

Dr.Constantine Curris

welcome

1210 Main

TIDWELL PAINT

Fifty Years Of Progress
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M S j President

CURRIS

A Hearty Welcome!

as

I )R.

We are proud to salute

Constantine Curris
Dixie Productions
and
Denny
Mack
Phone 753-7322

IP• So

753-5602

305 N 4th

Jackson Purchase
Production Credit Association

DR. CONSTANTINE CURRIS

Giving her the president's gavel is Dr.
Forrest C. Pogue. Class of '31, the 197 1-72
president of the association and executive
director of the General George C. Marshall
Foundation in Arlington, Virginia.
city.

•

•
•
•

U
•
•

We pledge out\support to you
and your faculti\in your efforts I;
to continue the progress of MSU. •

to Murray
and Calloway County

Constantine Curris

a
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We Wish to Welcome

•Dr.

•

•
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welcome

PRESIDENT: President of the Murray State
Alumni Association during the Golden
Anniversary Year was Mrs. Martha Robertson
Ellison, Class of '45, Louisville. She is director of
the Brown School for Creative Children in that

Page 25

"40

se

South 4th Street

DR. CURRIS

(Old Ice Building)

Discount Carpet
Center

serving you and the
community as we start
our business.

We are pleased to be

We Welcome You
to Murray and
Calloway County!

DR. CONSTANTINE
CURRIS

A FAMILIAR FACE: Among those
attending a reception for Dr. Curtis Aug.
24 during his first visit to the campus
following his appointment to the
University's presidency was Charles
CIssoll, a long-time friend and former
classmate at the University of Kentucky.
Cissell, right, is a biology teacher at
Tilghman High School In Paducah and Is
an alumnus of Murray State.

753-9627

201 So. 6th

State Farm Insurance

CLYDE H. ROBERTS

Murray State

Dr. Constantine Curris
(ionfreztiddlioner

_ZCI(MtiA
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Bel Air Shopping Center

the Igrowth of Murray Stote University.

support in your efforts to continue

We pledge to you our loyalty and our

We ot Storey's welcome you to Murroy
ond Calloway County.

Dr. Cop,stantine urris

102 N. 4th St Inc.
Phone 753.5397
Fast Print Copy
Center .
504 B Main
Ph 753-4662

Winchester
Printing Service

Welcome
Dr.
Curris
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has served on the Kentucky
State Textbook Conunission and
and on numerous advisoi y
committes for the National
Commissioner on Higher
Education

He was a member of the
planning committe for the
establishment of the Kentucky
Education TV network, and

Republic of West Germany in
1964, and as president of the
of
Association
Kentucky
Colleges, Secondary and
Elementary Schools.

(Continued From Page 8)
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500 So. 2nd

Phone 753-4852

Kentucky's Finest Popcorn

Since 1937

Processors, Buyers and

On Your New Stadium

CONGRATULATIONS

DR. CONSTANTINE CURRIS

ibi i22

505 Main

Doug Willoughby
Insurance

For all your
Insurance Needs ...
Car, Mobile Home,
Motorcycle and
Commercial
contact

We Are
Proud to Have
Been Growing with
HSU!

1
I

Best Wishes, Always

Lakes Region.

'

Houston-McDevitt
Clinic, Inc.

BEST WISHES, DR. SPARKS

Dr. Constantine Curris

MURRAY STATE
UNIVERSITY

I

We at the Brass Lantern I
welcome you to Murray,
Calloway County, and the :

Dr. Curris
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DR.CONSTANTINE CURRIS

He is a member of Kappa
Delta Pi, Phi Delta Kappa nd
Phi Delta Phi,. all honorary
educational and scholastic
fraternities.

Fifty Years Of Progress
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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KENTUCKY

Supplying the Murray Area with ElectiJcity & Power for Growth
Phone 753-5312
401 Olive

MSU for the past 31 years. We are always close to you.

We are happy to have served ou and grown with

to Murray
Dr. Constantine Curris
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Carlisle Cutchin Stadium
opened her doors and after the
game,fans stood and applauded
Coach Roy Stewart and the
Murray State team which had
just knocked off a powerful
Stetson University, 19-7.
Now the ghost of Cutchin
Stadium,her walls cracked but
still as strong as ever, stands in
the dark shadows.
And In the distance, there is
now Roy Stewart Stadium, her
lights serving as a welcome to
the thousands of fans who will
come to see another era in
Murray State football history
open.
Since 1934, Murray State
teams have won 223 games, lost
164 and tied 20.
Included in those figures, is
the blood, the sweat, the
laughter, the heartaches and
the lives of hundreds of young
men who have dawned the Blue
& Gold of the Thoroughbreds.
Pre-game festivities for fans
will begin Saturday at 7 p.m.
And then at 7:30 p.m., the
Unlike the past two
seasons, there will be no star
la the backfield for Murray.
Super tailbacks Rick Fisher
and George Greenfield are
gone
But Furgerson can accept
that. For this season, the squad
appears to be balanced.

Racers will storm on to the field
to meet Western Carolina and
15,000 people will experience a
moment that can never again be

And with the exception of
starting tackle Tony Menendez
who is lost for the seasbn with a
knee injury, the Raciers have
been injury-free.
Last season, the Racers
suffered through a 4-6 season
that could have easily been 8-2
or possibly even 9-1.
But the losses oi starting
offensive tackle Dale Willis and
Fisher in a pre-seaston scrim-
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Dr. Constantine Curris

The Sororities of MSU Welcome

FRIDAY—SEPTEMBER 14, lr3

Left to right: ROW ONE:Thomas A.Johnson, Rodney R.Pickering, James E. Engel,
James A.Surrency, John M. Morrid, Dale H.
Willis, Bruce E. Farris, Charles D. Carpenter, Billy W. Young, William D. Farrel, Raymond
S. Crump, James A. McPeake. ROW
TWO: Russell F.Carlisle,Steven W.Martin, James W.Duncan,Don A. Hettich,0. Jay
Waddle, Donald A. Wright, David R. Mains,
Paul G.Coltharp, Mark L. Hickman, Donald L. Deicken, Joseph A. Caldwell, David C. Wright.
ROW THREE: Kent Ward, Douglas
E. Sanders, Martin P. Strouse, Reed T. Miller, Ronald E. Kane, David M.
McDonald, Matthew M. Schappert. Lawrence S.
Sramowiez,Timothy G.Kempfe,Bernard F. Behrednt, Adrian E. Wolfe, Kelly C. Farmer. ROW
FOUR: Bill S. Paliobagis, Charles
J. Echert, William D. Clayton, Mark A. Lucy, Daniel P. Helfrich, Thomas S. Altny, Harry
L. Fritz, Jackie H. Dupin, Billy Mark
Brashear, Timothy J. Bonfanti. ROW FIVE: Richard Stabingas (Grad. Assistant(, Samuel
Tandy (Assistant), Alive M. Hobbie,
Thomas A.Pandolfi, Douglas C. Baker, Ralph E. Engel, William A. Lee, Lester R. Stinnett, Charles
A. Martin,Charles A. Wempe,
Larry White (Grad. Assistant). ROW SIX: Coaches: Jere C. Stripling, Gary L. Crum, W.W.
Furgerson (Head Coach), Bill Hina,
Carl Oakley.

Hundreds of people stood in
line and commented on the
beautiful structure.
There was an air of excitement, because a new era in
Murray State football was about
to begin.
Without a doubt, the new
stadium would be one of the
best-lighted stadiums in the
South.
That was the way it was,
Friday, October 6, 1934.

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
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15th

753-2895

Shop, inc.

Campus
Casual

::from the folks at

i DR.CURRIS

WELCOME

kis° a Hearty

MURRAY
STATE

50 Years of
Growth for

On

Congratulations

GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY HOMECOMING
QUEEN: Jodie Graff, a 21 -year-old junior
marketing major and daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
R.L. Graff of Sikeston, Mo., was crowned queen
of the 50th Anniversary Homecoming activities
on October 21, 1972. Murray State President
Harry M. Sparks Is shown placing the crown
upon her head during ceremonies preceeding the
Murray-East Tennessee football game, which the
Thoroughbreds won 17-6.

State on the New Stadium

ratulations

nstantine Curris

Bel-Air Shopping Center i753-8391

OTASCO

and Welcome him to Murray
and Calloway County

Dr.Curris

806 Cddwater Rd.

Phone 753-6448

CAIN &. REAS MOTOR SALES

Re
Wishes
to Dr.
S

Time in the New
Roy Stewart
Stadium
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Sept 15 at 7:30 p.m.
We Also Congratulate
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753-3321

Dr. Constantine Curtis

WELCOMES

Oakhurst

"Best Pizza in West Kentucky"

Phone 753-2997

Trenholm's Restaurant

mos

Dr. Curds signing his contract. At right is H. Glenn Doran, •
chairman of the board of regents.

•

David Coker, Manager

206 No. 4th

WHOLESALE GROCERY

on
New Roy Stewart Stadium

Congratulations

Chestnut

street

Enix Interiors

University. We pledge our support to you and
' your faculty in your efforts to continue the
growth of this fine institution.

in assuming the Presidency of Murray State

To You . . .

Dr. Curris
Coliguittalionk
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753-3344

Wholesale Electric
Murray Supply

753,2414

Downtown Murray
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ADAMS SHOE STORE

Sheet Metal 4.

MSU
Freed
Cotham

"When the new building is
completed, the department can
easily triple the amount of:
speech, hearing, reading and
language diagnostic services
currently available at Murray
State to children and adults in
this five-state area," he said
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to Murray and Calloway County.

welcomes Dr. Constantine Curris

104 N. 15d,

West Side
Beauty
Shop

OQIILS1 11 ;12001;1122_21101121
1211...
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BID-OPENING SOON-r-General construction bids on this three-story Speech and Hearing
Rehabilitation Center alRurray State University are scheduled to be opened Sept. 28. Shown in this
architect's drawing is the entry level for diagnosis and rehabilitation at the north end of the structure. To house the three division in the department of special education—speech and hearing,
reading, and mental retardation—along with a Learning Disabilities Center, the building will also
include academic facilities. The estimated construction cost is $1.3 million, with part of the financing
to be provided by a grant of $502,561 through the 1101-Burton program of the U. S. Department of
Health, Education and Welfare.

.76141k
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Bartholomy,
John
Dr.
General construction bids on
the Speech and Hearing chairman of the department of
Rehabilitation
Center at speCiii education, said an
Murray State University are October groundbreaking means
scheduled to be open by the that the building should be
Kentucky Department
of ready for occupancy by the end
Finance in Frankfort, Friday, of 1974.
Sept. 28.
Dr. Thomas B. Hogancamp,
vice-president for He noted that the new
administrative affairs at
building will be a timely adMurray State, expressed hope
dition to the special education
that the bid-opening 1.411 leatito
program because of a new
a groundbreaking and the
Kentucky law relating to
beguniing of construction on the
special education to go into
three-story brick structure next
effect in the fall of 1974,
month.
"If the opening gets as
"Our special education
scheduled and if bids submitted
program will be moving in and
are within the money available
will have the capacity to inso that a contract cah be
crease both our academic
awarded immediately, then our
enrollment and diagnostic
feeling is that we ought to be
capabilities at a time when
able to turn some dirt and get
Kentucky law requires each
started by mid-October," he
public school system to provide
said..
special education programs,"
Bids on the Inechardcal and
he explained.
electrical work are set for an
opening Sept. 21. Later they will
be included in a package as a
When Bartholomy first began
part of the total cost. The
working on the project in the
estimated construction cost of fall of 1969, it was to be a twothe project has been set at about story building to house
only
$1.3 million.
speech and hearing. It has since
To house the three divisions
been expanded to three floors
within the department of and will include 43,750 square
special education-speech and feet of finished space for
hearing, reading, and mental therapy rooms, special soundretardation-along with
a treated facilities for hearing
Learning DisAilities Center, evaluation and hearing aid
the facility will be located on fitting, observation rooms,
North 16th Streiet at the west classrooms, library, lecture
edge of the campus.
room, reading room, conA construction grant of ference rooms and c,linic and
$502,561 was awarded to the teacher
offices
university in June through the
Hill-Burton program of the U.S.
Department
of
Health,
Education and Welfare.
Bartholomy stressed the twoHogancamp said there is hope fold purpose of the facilityfor additional federal money if primarily to diagnose and to
funds impounded by President rehabilitate people with comNixon are released. He said the municative problems, with a
release of 1973 funds would secondary purpose of training
increase the grant to almost Murray State students for
$620,000 as recommended by the careers in working with
State Advisory Council for children and adults with
communicative problems.
Health Facilities.
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P.O. Box 483

Murray

901 Sycamore

-wassurned his. new duties as
dean of the Graduate
School July 1.

14,1171
for the first time during the
fall, 1971 r•:..tration -- Dr.
Gordon Plum•r in art, and

FR/DAY

CONGRATULATE
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/53-980/

Conaway Construction
ond
Development Company

Roy Stewart Stadium

on his appointment and to

Ph. 753-9131

New Concord Rd.

ITT. TODD USED CARS „Inc.

Dr. Constantine Curtis

Murra 's Golden Anniversar Year
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to Dr. Curris

So. 12th

641 Super Shell

MURRAY STATE

and

DR. CURRIS
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To Our Community
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Dr. Curris enjoying conversation with Vicky Collins. Miss Wit .
left, and Nancy Cbplen, Miss Kentucky, right.
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A golf clinic, featuring some
of Murray State's greatest
players of the past, will precede
the tournament, beginning at 10
a.m.
Friday
the
afternoon,
baseball team will play an intersquad game at Reagan
Field. Game time is 1 p.m., and
at 4 p.rrk, Homecoming visitors
will sed..the 1973-74 basketball
Racers in a practice session.
There also will be an exhibition
by members of the tennis team
on the University's eight new
hard-surfaced courts.
At 5:30 p.m. Friday, the
Student Organization Reunion
will open with a buffet dinner in
the ballroom of the Waterfield
Student Union Building. The
featured speaker will be Dr.
Cecil Gentry, Miami, Fla., a
member of the Class of 1937 and
president of the first Student
Council.
About the same time, the
Agriculture Alumni Club will be
gathering for its traditional
Homecoming dinner and the
naming of its next Outstanding
Agriculture Alumnus of the
Year.
honoring
reception,
A
Murray's first band, is
sscheduled for 6:30 p.m. Friday
in the Fine Arts Building.
Highlighted will be a concert by
the Phi Mu Alpha stage band.
As in tradition, Saturday's
activities will start with a score
or more sorority, fraternity and

753 9640

808 Chestnut

Fashion Mart

in Every Way

Our Support

We Pledge

Dr. Curris

you shall take over now.

has brought us to where

Fifty Years Of Progress

The one big weekend at
Murray State every year to
which alumni, former students
and friends of the University
look forward with great anticipation is the Homecoming
Weekend.
Murray's
year
This
Homecoming celebration is set
for October 26-27, and those in
charge of the fun-packed, two
days say they'll be bigger and
better than ever!
The program features a
Student Organization Reunion,
arid a reunion of the first band,
a wide variety of sports activities, an Ike and Tina Turner
'Concert and a score of more of
special events.
For example, if you are a
golfer, you will want to play in
the 4th annual Homecoming
Golf Tournament. You'll get to
see the Racer baseball team in
an important conference game,
and you'll have an opportunity
to watch Coach Cal Luther's
1973-74 basketball team in a
hard-driving practice session.
Dean of Students Norman
Lane is in charge of the
Homecoming Golf Tournament,
which will be played at the Oaks
Country Club, an 18-hole, 6,200yard layout only minutes from
the .campus. Attractive prizes
await the top several winners in
each of the five flights, determined by decades in Murray
State's history. Tee-off times
will be from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
It's a great time in our livesHomecoming Weekend at
Murray State-and you will want
to be a part of it !

Then the Big Weekend will
come to a close Saturday
evening with the Ike and Tina
the
Revue
in
Turner
Fieldhouse, starting at 7 p.m.

WALDROP SAW & LOCK
SHOP

DR. CURRIS

To Murray and Calloway County

years in a row, on the artificial
turf of Stewart Stadium. A new
Homecoming Queen also will
be crowned during the half-time
festivities.
Immediately following the
game, you will be greated by
Murray's new President, Dr.
Constantine Curris, at an open
house
at
observance
"Oakhurst."

M

S

Congratulations

raham-Jackson

at

: 1202 lohnson B

AiNvA+144,qodbi
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•
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Phone 753-7117

Lassiter & Frankhouser
)0 Glass Co.

We are proud to have done the glass work.
We j in in Welcoming Dr. Curris

I

753-3234

I On the Completion of Your Stadium

414 Main

from the tot

on the P esidency of

DR. ONSTANTINE CURRIS

coagratulatim

organizational breakfast
etcoffee reunions and
togethers.
At 9:30 a.m., the colotiul
Homecoming parade will begin
to wind its way through
downtown Murray behind ,the
Marching Thoroughbreds.
Also that morning, Murray
State's only undefeated football
team-the 1933 team-will gather
at 9 a.m. in the /lacer Room of
the new Roy Stewart Stadium
for a reunion before being
honored at halftime of the
Homecoming football game.
This also is the team which
participated in the first game
played in Carlisle Cutchin
Stadium when it was completed
almost 50 years ago.
From 11 am. through 12:30
p.m., the bountiful Alumni
Smorgasbord Luncheon will be
served in the • ballroom of the
Waterfield Student Union
Building.
At 2 p.m., following pre-game
ceremonies, the football Racers
will meet the Colonels of
Eastern Kentucky Univerkity,
a team they have beaten two

Homecoming Set ctober 26-27
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the three departments in
the School of Fine Arts --

753-4424

605 Maple

Murray Auto Parts

A hearty welcome to you,
Dr. Curris, and congratulations
to you on your appointment to
the Presidency of MSU.

Roy Stewart Stadium

on the opening of

to Murray State University

Congratulations

Welcomes Dr. Curris
—to Murray and Calloway Co.

So. 12th Street

202 Main

4111111M1111MML

753-7205

REFRIGERATION

MORRIS

Dr. Curris!

To Our New Presidel

(Continued oil Page 14)

Additions to the
curriculum iicludeci new
major prpgrams in
computer gcience and
construction technology,
according to Dr. William G.
Read, vice president for
academic affsurs. The major
program in sopial work also
was, hilly implemented for
the first tim and courses
were added to the
curriculum in!criminal law.

for the first tine during the
tration -- Dr.
fall, 1971 r
Gordon Plum r in art, and
Col. Palmer 4. Peterson as
professor pf military
science.
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West Railroad Ave.

Phone 753-1933

Hutson Chemical Co., Inc.

ginsweammampsomocom

Dr. Curris

to the Community

Welcome

on completion of your Stadium

Murray State University

onAratillatioliS

art, drama and music -along with the division of
radio-television.
However, another major
construction project
officials had hoped would
be ready by the fall -- the
$5.3 million acadernic-athle tic complex, which
included a new football
stadium—would not be
finished by the time school
opened in 1971.
The delay meant Murray
State's Thoroughbreds
would have to use
37-year-old Carlisle Cutchin
Stadium for at least one
more year, playing four
home football games,
including the annual
Homecoming Day
encounter Nov. 6, in the
8,000-capacity structure.
A bright spot in the
academic picture in 1971 at
the University was the
focus on graduate studies,
where interest, enrollment
and course offerings
A major change in physical continued on the upswing.
facilities on the campus in Dr. Donald E. Jones
the fall of 1971 was the
utilization for the first time
of the new $3.6 million
fine arts addition. Towering
to a height equivalent to
that of an 11-story
building, the project houses

dormitory hours for coeds
who have parental consent
and who were not on
academic or social
probation.
In making the
announcements, Dr. Harry
M. Sparks, president of
Murray State, pointed out
that the adjustment in the
academic schedule enabled
the University to add a
spring intersession to go
along with the traditional
summer intersession.
The two three-week
intersessions plus the two
regular semesters and the
summer term made it
possible for a student to do
the equivalent of three
semesters' work in a year.
Although an all-time high
of 3,311 students were
enrolled at Murray State
for the eight-week summer
term in 1971, the
University experienced a
alight fall semester drop in
enrollment for the third
consecutive year:

Long John Silvers

Training Corps
program ending 18 years of
compulsory military
training for young men on
the campus;and,
Self -regulated

/Officers

iiireas:
-- A voluntary Reserve

Murray State joined the
growing ranks of colleges
and universities on the
accelerated schedule.
Essentially, the revised
academic calendar caused
the fall semester to end
before the Christmas
holiday break,
consequently moving the
spring term up so it closed
in mid-May of 1972.
Besides the earliest
beginning for a new
academic year ,since the
school' was established in
1922, the University put
into effect a more relaxed
policy in two other key

-- about two weeks earlier
than in past years as

moved into its golden
anniversary year with some
significant changes when
students began registering
for the fall semester August
30, 1971.
Even the tn. itabie for
registration and the
beginning of classes on
September 2 was different

Murray State University

-assumed his. new duties as
dean of the Graduate
School July 1.
Three new academic
departments and one
division began their first
full school year that fall.
The new departments were
philosophy, p3litical
science and special
education, and the division
of social work in the
department of sociology
and antrhopology.
Chairmen of the new
departments were: Dr.
Wayne Sheeks, philosophy;
Dr. Farouk Umar, political
science; and Dr. John
Bartholomy, special
education.
Two other new chairmen
also headed departments
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Murray's Golden Anniversary Year
Dawned Amid Significant Changes
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Fulton Coal & Ice

On The New
Roy Stewart Stadium

Murray State

Congratulations

to Murray and Calloway County.

Dr. Curris,

To You
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JOHNSON'S

From The Folks at ...

A hearty

1600 0/ Main

Welcomes Dr. Curris

753-4821

The College Beauty
Shop

WELCOME
SOUTHS1DE SHOPPING CE1ITER

THE LEDGER &

Sanders-Purdom
Motor Sales
1406 Main

from

'Best Wishes to
Dr. Sparks

-

753-5142

I .
to our new President

WELCOME .

The 50th Year of
Murray State

'900 Sycorriore

BUCK'S BODY SHOP

to Murray and Calloway County

DR. CONSTANTINE CURRIS

edecation.

Representing the faculty
on the board of regents was
Dr. M.D. Hassell, associate
professor of biology, who
was elected to a three-year
term in the spring of 1971.
The academic schedule at
Murray State for the
1971-72 school year
included these key dates:
Fall semester, Aug.
30 -Dec. 22; spring
semester, Jan.17-May 18;
spring intersession, May
22-June 7; summer term,
June12-Aug. 4; and
summer intersession, Aug.
7-23.

Among the student
leaders in the more
prominent roles for the
1971-72 school year were:
Raymond Muzia, a senior
from Stamford, Conn.,
president of the student
government; and Tom
O'Dell, senior from
Hodgenville, student
representative on the
university board of regents.

Although the' total
number on the faculty was
fewer than a year ago, the
turnover caused by leaves
and resignations resulted f.n
about 34 new faculty
members as replacements
for the fall, 1971, semester.

(Continued from Page 13)

Anniversary...
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State
1972.73 STUDENT PRESIDENT: President of the Murray
David
is
Year
Anniversary
50th
the
during
Organization
Sti4dent
also is
Curtis, a junior prelaw student from LaCanter. Curtis, 20,
the student representative on the University's Board of Regents,
end has expressed a desire to enter politics once he completes his
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Full Line Chrysler Corporation Dealer

WEST KENTUCKY'S TRANSPORTATION CENT

Taylor Motors

Thank you for everything and wish you a happy retirement.
May the grass get greener and Bass get meaner for you and Mrs.
Sparks on your beautiful Kentucky Lake home.

for a job well done. We have appreciated our contacts with you for
your many
many years and we too have taken pride in
but over
State
Murray
at
only
not
ts,
complimen
and
ns
recognitio
a wide areas including the state of Kentucky.

Thanks Dr. Sparks

wide and various challenges.

It has been a long time since we have seen our community
literally bubbling with excitement as it is now over the coming of
Dr. Curris and the completion of our new stadium.
Murray and Calloway County certainly takes pride in our
University and its leadership Hite we do in our customers and our
Chryslers, Dodges and
customers do in their Imperial,
Plymouths.
Count on us to help in any way we can and trust your leadership to lead Murray State University onward and upward in its

FRIDAY—SEPTEMBER 14, 1873

4th & Poplar

Welcome Dr. Deno CO*

Murray Fabrics

Congratulations Murray State

Fifty Years Of Progress
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MSU MAJORETTE—Unda Boyd, a senior from Murray, is one
Thoroughbred
of eight majorettes performing with the Marching
of Lloyd E.
daughter
the
is
She
University.
State
Band at Murray
Boyd and is following a major in home economics.

Pals

14

1

a

-Dr. Forrest C. Pogue,
executive directoi of the
George C. Marshall
Foundation, Arlington,
Va., and prelident of the
Murray State Alumni
Association, presided
during the short program one of three events planned
on that key date in the
Golden- Anniversary Year
celebration at Murray
State.

Beginning at 5:30 p.m. in
front of Wrather Hall on a
cold, wintry afternoon, the
unveiling program for the
Kektucky Historical
Society marker featured
brief comments by
community and school
officials and alumni,

"To locate school at
Murray, citizens of
Calloway Co. gave to
Ky. $17,000 to
acquire land for
campus and $100,000
to construct
Administration
Building 150 feet NE'
of here."

"Gov. Morrow signed
the bill authorizing
two 'normal schools' -one in east Ky., other
in west Ky., on March
8, 1922. Murray
chosen as site in west
Ky., Sept. 17, 1922.
Doors opened Sept.
24, 1923. Dr. John W.
Carr (1859-1960) was
first president. His
hme 285 feet SW.

of the University was
born, 350 feet SE of
here. Dr: Wells, second
president of Murray
State.

Phone

•

•

Dr. Constantine Curris
to
Murray State University

-- WELCOME --

•

•

Alpha Gamma Rho I

The Brothers of

Best Wishes Dr. Sparks on your Retirement.

WELCOMES
Dr. Constantine Curris

105 No 3rd

:Carraway Furniture
753-1502

• ;. A historicist marker,
; commemorr.ting the
' founding in 1922 of
! Murray State Un versity,
was erected and dedicated
on March 8, 1972, as part
.,of the Un:,/ersity's
year-long observance of the
50th year of its existence in
. 1972.
The marker, erected by
the Kentucky Historical
Society, is located on the
6th
. l'N"th 6 Street side of the
[campus and in the heart of
khe area most involved in
. the Univ ersity's earliest
.'
,I, .I.days'
Dr. Rainey T. Wells,
second president of Murray
Ile,
'State, listed on the marker
, as the founder of the
„University, was born in
1875 and died in 1958. The
• *marker is located about
350 feet from his home,
_the "birthplace" of the
University.
fe• Known
as "Oakhurst"
:today, the stately mansion
since has served as the
home of Murray State's
'. pie presidents.
: t The marker indicates that
lon' March 8, 1922, Gov.
tdWin P. Morrow signed
he bill authorizing the
pstablishment of two
' ;"normal schools" in
' Kentucky -- one in the
pastern part of the state
and the other in the
western part.
Written by Dr. L. J.
1-lortin, Director of
fournalism at Murray State
and who served as a
member of the faculty
under each of the
' University's first three
presidents, the .wording on
., he marker reads as
AO.
' follows:
' "Murray State
University. Founded
1922. Founder,
Rainey T. Wells
(1875-1958). His
home, where the idea

E

Ci

Extends
A Hearty Welcome
to

*********************************I

***
***
***
*
** Dr. C
t ti e Curris*
Constantin
i
*

***
*** •
***
*

*
*
*

MSU ON YOUR NEW STADIUM

CONGRATULATIONS

DR.CONSTI NNTiNL CL RRIS

Tuxedo Rental

campus man

the best dressed

The shop for

WELCOMES YOU

(across from MSU Library)

The College Shop

DR. CU RIS

Weekdays to 5:00 Saturday 7 30 1 00
12C111112aClaiali
*Iwo fLa (LLD

$OO Chestnut Street Mu
(4,14

CARROLL YOLK WHEN, INC.

ADTHOMIC)
DEALER

*
*
*

.
*** Murray Beauty Salon .
**
** Chestnut Street
Phone 753-3142 *
*
*

*********************
*
*

503 Poplar
Phone 753-2342

Love's Studio

Portraits
Identification Photos

Glenn C. Wooden, Owner 753 3901

Welcome tq Murray $1.,

Delivering the invocation
was Dr. Carroll Hubbard
Sr., pastor of the Central
Baptist Church of Oak
Ridge, Tenn. The Murray
State Wind Sinfonietta
provided the misic for the
occasion, including the
playing of the "Alma
Mater" to close the
program. Professor Pail
Shahan, director, of bands
at Murray State, was the
conductor.

FRIDAY—SEPTEMBER 14, 1973

Family Shoe Store

--Dr. Harry M. Spar101,
************it"
University president, who *
outlined "Ou,r
Commitment."

--Calloway County Judge
Robert 0. Miller, who
reflected on "Fifty Years
of Service."

--Murray Mayor Holmes
Ellis, who summarized
"Fifty Years of Growth."

Others on the program
were:

510 Main

Welcome Dr. Curris
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,Historical Marker Denotes
,Founding Of Murray State
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Roy Stewart
Stadium

of your new

Completion

on the

Congratulations

FRIDAY—SEPTEMBER 14, 1973

John Edd Walker - Manager

West Kentucky
Rural Electric Cooperative-Corporation

to our Community

Dr. Constantine Curris

Thanks for a job
well done.

Dr. Harry M. Sparks

Good-Bye"
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observed in
Charter Day was
and
Frankfort
ceremonies in
and a
Murray March 8, 1972,
program
Day of Rededication
campus Sept.
was held on the
17, 1972
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Monique Fabrics

to Murray State on the New Stadium.

Congratulations MSU on your
Neif Football Stadium

V Self-Service Gas v Money Orders
v Stereo Tapes

ko

to Murray and 41Ioway County. Congratulations

DR. CURRIS

WELCOME

DR. CURRIS

Kwik-Pik a Market

6Ng's.";

•

Welcome
Dr. Curtis

at-s-%\'1111 kVIIIIIY1

753 4961
15 S 12th
miklkivicirkual10/41:11MIL.V 11%/...

b

c

W

V

205 N. 4th

7515802

SAM CALHOUN
PLUMBING & ELECTRIC

to Murray and Calloway County
and Congratulations to
MSU on the New Stadium

-vv-e.lccirri
DR.CURRIS

MOM

Following the ceremonies at
the Middle School, the group
will move via a police-escorted
motorcade to the Waterfield
Student Union Building on the
Murray State campus for a
coffee-hour-reunion.
During brief additional
ceremonies there, Mrs. Modest
Clark Jeffrey, Murray, will
present a portrait of her father,
the late Lee Clark, to President
Curris to hang in Clark Hall, a
men's residence hall named in
his honor on the campus.
Clark, for many years
manager of the bookstore at
Murray State, was the Calloway
County representative in the
General Assembly when the
school was located at Murray
and was one of the most influential and instrumental
Individuals involved in the
establishment of the institution.
Making the conclusion of an
18-month long Golden Anniversary Observance,the Sept.
24 commemoration is the third
and final event focusing on key
dates in the school's beginning
50 years ago. Earlier programs
commemorated the following
dates:
—March 8, 1922, the date
when Gov. Edwin P. Morrow
signed the bill authorizing the
establishment of two normal
schools in Kentucky, one in the
western part and one in the
eastern part of the state.
--Sept. 1, 1922, the date when

of the Murray city schools, will
speak on "Cooperation Through
the Years," and Dr. Constantine Curris, who will
become Murray State's sixth
president Sept. 15, is expected
to speak on "Trhe Next 50
Years."
"Since the vast majority of
that first student body came
from Calloway and the nearby
counties, many of them are still
living in the area," Dr. Mofield
said, "and we hope every one of
them will be present as our
honored guests for this historic
and significant ceremony."

DR. CONSTANTINE CURRIS

Corgratulates Dr. Curris on
his appointment
to the Presidency of
Murray State University.

753-3134

1301 Chestnut

Tabers Body Shop

Southside Shopping Center

Clothes Closet

The

We Welcome you to Murray
and Calloway County

Curris

la•

Mrs. Lucille Farmer Austin,
Murray, a member of the first
student body, will discuss the
students and additional events
of the day before Dr. Josiah
Darnall, a professor of music at
Murray State, leads the group
in the singing of "The Battle
Hymn of The Republic," the
song that was sung by those
first-day Murray State students
in 1923.
Fred Schultz, superintendent

Harry M. Sparks, the fifth and
retiring president of Murray
State, and Dr. L. J. Hortin,
chairman of the Department of
Journalism, will discuss the
events of "The First Day," as
related in hand-written notes of
the first president, Dr. John
Wesley Carr. and in Dr. Hortin's possessiion.

Dr. Constantine

On Monday, Sept. 24, Murray
State University will observe
: the 50th anniversary of the
opening of its doors for the first
time to students with a brief but
• impressive ceremony on the
front lawn of the Murray Middle
School
Scheduled to begin at 9 a.m.,
program will make the date
'when 202 students-67 men and
135 women—began classes as
ihe "new Normal" school
; started operations in what was
?then Murray High School while
'Its first building, now Wrather
Hall, was under construction.
, Dr. Ray Mofield, chairman of
the Department of Commilnications at Murray State
and past president of the
Jackson Purchase Historical
Socieby, will preside.
and
invocation -•
The
benediction will be given by Dr.

•

Murray was designated by the
eight-member State Normal
site
School Commission as the
in
school
normal
new
the
foi:
Kentucky.
West

h
50t
's
MSU
of
e
anc
erv
Obs
For
led
edu
Ceremony Sch
Anniversary Set For September 24
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Grecian
Steak House

Calloway Coun
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The Ledger & Times
thank
to
wishes
members of the Murray
State University Public
Relations-Public In-0
formation staff for their
assistance in gathering
and preparing material
for this special section.

Thanks

****
7:30 p.m.—Kickoff
of the Murray State
University-Western
Carolina
football
game, opening the
197:1 season.

Dr.
Constantine
Curris will be introduced to the fans
inthe
following
troduction of Roy
Stewart.

****

****
Roy Stewart will
then be introduced to
the
in
the fans
stadium.

7
p.m—Program
begins with aerial
bomb followed by Joe
Casserly
ascending
into the air in a hot air
balloon while the
Murray State Marching Rand plays
"Up, Up and Away."
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CHOICE WATERFRONT LOT IN lakeway. perfectly sloped
to expansive shoreline, nice trees, lovely view. A real good
price at $7,800 00 Waterfront lots are scarce C.all now!

BUILDING A HOME OR LARGE BUSINESS? We offer the
only choice small acreage between Murray and Alin°. Let's
see this one. In three years you will be mighty happy you
bought it.

NOTHER GREAT HOMES1TE ON VAN Cleve Road
\treacly has large trees, water,septic tank, garage and home
foundation $8500.00 buy the package.

A PRIME LOT FOR AN APARTMENT building. on corner of
ifith & Olive. This may be it

StREACE

EXCELLENT RESTAURANT IN PRIME LOCATION.
Owner has one of the best businesses in town, but it is getting
too much for him. Been toying with the idea of owning your
own This is perfect

y rented. Good
LARGE APARTMENT COMPLEX completel
located
centrally
and
Ideally
t.
income, great investmen
$40,000.00 will get you the deed.

's heard of it,
RESTAURANT- This one is No. 1 - everybody
work and love
mind
don't
you
if
been there and goes there
out.
one
this
check
opportunities
lot.
ESTABLISHED FLOWER SHOP with extra large
any
for
location
perfect
a
it
makes
Closeness to university
here.
business venture. Let's discuss your future income

INCOME

JUST RIGHT. 2 miles from town-good barn excellent 4
bedroom house and 30 acres. Located on Tim Taylor Road.

BE A COUNTRY GENTLEMAN. On 641 South, approximately 80 acres with house, two tobacco barns, large
tobacco base, all fenced and has year round spring

SEVENTY ACRES for only $21,000. This farm has 25 acres
timber.
tillable ground, 30 acres of pasture and the rest in
Call for an appointment This could be just the farm you've
been looking for.

CEMETERY ROAD near Ceater
30 ACRES ON HOPPER
y wooded.
completel
Ridge. Only $8,500.00,

FARMS

Exceptionally
3 WOODED ACRES at the edge of Tri-City.
home.
a
for
lovely location

NEAR ALMO...Home only 2 years old, brick, central heat
and air, 3 bedrooms, carpets and drapes. You won't believe
the price. $21,500. Built-in range and extra large lot. ONE OF
THESE RARE BARGAINS

MR.SUCCESS....TIS evident this is the home of a successful
2 baths, all conveniences, pool
1
executive! Four bedrooms, 2/
room in addition to family room with fireplace. If you want
'
the best. Low 40's in Canterbury.

community. Brick
NEW! NEW! NEW! Near Harris Grove
possession.
e
Immediat
lot.
acre
1
1
I
on
with 3 bedrooms

corner of 13th
WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE to schools,
bedrooms, bath,
4
priced,
modestly
home
older
Poplar,
and
Must be seen
large kitchen and full basement, excellent lot.
te appreciate.

,w.a9

TRULY COLONtAL CHARM—most unique, professionally
decorated....these are the comments made about this home.
Make an appointment to see for yourself. This home has a
large lot and the upstairs can be finished toyour taste. Lots of
storage...just right for a large family. Located in
Gatesborough.

I

0

708 ELM STREET—You'll want to see this twice-The first
time you'll notice its manicured lawn and landscape, the
second time you'll see how practical it is and the convenient
location. This 8 room house with a full basement is just for

COUNTRY CHARM on 2 acres on Tom Taylor Road. Frame
home, carpeted, 2 bedrooms. All for $8,000.00.

OLD FAXON SCHOOL ROAD—Poor man's investment.
$7,500.00 buys 2 bedrooms, 2 acres plus fireplace all on
blacktop road. Has positive potential especially for the
handyman.

WANT TO OWN YOUR OWN SHOP? We have just the place
for you on the Kirksey-Stella Highway. Large, comfortable
brick home in excellent condition including new carpeting
plus extra large 2 car shop in back. This may be the opportunity you've been looking for to become your own hirss
Under $30,000.00

A TRUCKIDAD OF KIDS w11 fit into this spacious 4
bedroom home. Family kitchen with all the built-ins. This
older Kome is in good condition. Let us show you today. Mid
20's located at 308- 5. 11th.

ANOTHER GREAT HOMESITE ON VAN Cleave Road.
Already has large trees, water,septic tank, garage and home
foundation. $8500.00 by the package.

WE HAVE MANY NICE BUILDING SITES in and around
Murray. They can be found in Sherwood Forest, Kingswood,
Gatesborough, on Miller Ave., Oakdale, and one in Cherry
Corner, Grove Heights. Kentucky Lake Development Corp.

$42,500.

LET THE GOOD THINGS HAPPEN in this great 3 bedroom
ranch borne at 1501 London Dr. in Canterbury Estates. Enjoy
the woodburning fireplace in the winter and the private patio
in the summer. It has an extra large lot, 2 car garage and all
the extra's you expect in a fine hone. If the good things
appeal to you then let us present this home to you. Only

A REAL LARGE FAMILY will fit into this spacious home at.
101 N. 17th St. It has a full basement. On the first floor there
the
are 3 bedrooms, living room and large eat in kitchen. On
second floor there are 2 bedrooms living room and kitchen
and bath, with an outside entrance. It does need some work
but you won't find a better buy at $15,000. Let us show this
home to you today!

THANKS, MOTHER NATURE—for this lovely wooded lot
that is the setting for this real nice 2-bedroom home with
living room, separate den, and divided kitchen-dining area.
It's a quality home oin Highway 121 East and it's only $22,400.
Move in now. Owner has already left town and wants to sell
so give Us a call.

HEAR THE SCHOOL BELLS! They're just a couple blocks
away from this home at 404 S. 9th St. This home is being
completely redecorated. It will have all new wiring and new
windows and new carpet and new paneling and new heating
and just about everything else too. It's only $10,750.

2 bath home
.
LOVE IS: To buy her this beautiful 3-bedroom,P
located in KingswoodSubdivision. This home also has a large
kitchen den Combinition that opens to a nice patio. It is
complete with central electric heat and air and a garage. It's
priced at $25,750. If you don't think it's worth the money try&
find something else to compare it to!

HOMES

1

753-1607!
753-7638 11

SUCCESS—THEY DON'T
"THERE 1$ ONE DISCOURAGING THING ABOUT THE RULES OF
WORK UNLESS YOU DO." Ikon A. Edison HOMES

Edna Knight,
Pat Mobley,

Sales Consultants-Home Phone
Ron Talent
753-4910
C. Bailey Hendricks
753-8958

Phone 753-4342

Tucker Res/tors wish you both success

Dr. Constantine Curris
Roy Steward Stadium

THE NEW ERA AT M.S.U.
We st
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